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  In t roduct ion  

 At their annual meetings in 1941, the American Association of 
University Professors (AAUP) and the Association of American 
Colleges (AAC) formally endorsed the 1940  Statement of Principles on 
Academic Freedom and Tenure,  the document that has since defined 
both academic freedom and its procedural protections in American 
higher education. In doing so, the two organizations—one com-
posed of prominent professors and the other of leaders of liberal arts 
colleges—agreed that professorial freedoms to teach, research, and 
retain rights as citizens were vital for the expansion of knowledge, for 
student learning, and for the common good of society. The rights, 
though were not without corresponding responsibilities, since faculty 
members had “special obligations” as members of a scholarly profes-
sion. Faculty members, for example, were to avoid the presentation of 
unrelated controversial material in classes and to forestall having their 
personal opinions be linked to their institutions. The 1940  Statement  
also provided the basis for modern understandings of faculty tenure 
and the procedures used to ensure it, justifying them as “indispens-
able to the success of an institution in fulfilling its obligations to its 
students and to society.”  1   In short, the AAUP–AAC agreement was 
the fundamental step in establishing the conditions of faculty work 
for the remainder of the twentieth century. Over two hundred addi-
tional organizations have since endorsed the 1940  Statement,  and 
numerous colleges and universities use it as the basis for their own 
institutional policies on academic freedom and tenure. 

 In the modern era, some of these same issues are being implic-
itly and explicitly reconsidered. American higher education and its 
faculty are faced with numerous challenges, including those related 
to institutional finances, stakeholder power relations, employer flex-
ibility, faculty speech rights, unionization, and the casualization of 
faculty labor. Though the context and contours of the modern situa-
tion are specific to the twenty-first century, many of the larger issues 
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are analogous—and some even identical—to those that were wrestled 
with in the period from 1915 through 1941. This renegotiation of 
faculty work is, in other words, a renegotiation of the rights, roles, 
and responsibilities agreed to by college administrators and profes-
sors in the interwar period. The questions at the heart of these his-
toric and ongoing issues include: What rights do faculty members 
have to speak freely on controversial subjects in public forums? What 
rights and responsibilities do they have in the classroom? When does 
criticism of the government during times of war become actionable? 
What roles do professors—and instructors—have in institutional gov-
ernance? What are the most effective responses to perceived threats to 
faculty freedoms? Does a tenure system provide appropriate protec-
tions and help attract qualified candidates to the profession or ham-
string institutions and preclude their ability to work efficiently? What 
are the roles and rights of untenured academic laborers, and who 
speaks for them? Does unionization protect faculty rights and off-
set power imbalances, or does it diminish professional authority and 
status? What public and private influences are appropriate in higher 
education? The suggested answers to these and related questions 
provided by the 1940  Statement  were the specific result of several 
years of intermittent negotiations between committees representing 
the two national organizations. Viewed more broadly, however, they 
were the product of 25 years of interactions, relations, and conflict 
between and among the AAUP, the AAC, and other interested asso-
ciations, including the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) and 
the American Federation of Teachers (AFT). 

 Although the ideas embedded in the 1940  Statement  helped to 
define the modern professoriate, only a quarter of a century earlier, 
its endorsement could hardly have been foretold. When the then-
new AAUP released its  General Declaration of Principles of Academic 
Freedom and Academic Tenure  in 1915, the claims for professional 
status and academic freedom were far from secure. The  New York 
Times  panned academic freedom as the right of a faculty member 
to “make a fool of himself and his college by vealy, intemperate, 
sensational prattle.”  2   Two years later, the AAC offered a similar, 
though less colorfully worded, assessment of the AAUP claims. Yet, 
by agreeing to the 1940  Statement,  the two organizations codified 
notions of academic freedom, established a standard tenure system, 
and conditionally agreed to the contours of faculty work, rights, and 
responsibilities. They thus helped bring order to the ideas swirling 
around academic freedom, but, at the same time, that order placed 
bounds on appropriate professorial behavior. The period in between 
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saw wartime threats to academic freedom from both inside and out-
side the professoriate and two waves of anti-Communism that threat-
ened the livelihoods of a sector of the professoriate. Fundamentalist 
groups attacked the teaching of evolution in public and private col-
leges and schools. Less sensational—though just as devastating to 
the individuals involved—were the ongoing battles over whether and 
how faculty could comment on the governance and leadership of their 
institutions. 

 The organizations that were integral to these debates and develop-
ments arose at roughly the same time amid a larger trend in associat-
ing both in higher education and more broadly. It was, as Millikin 
University president George E. Fellows claimed at the AAC’s first 
meeting, “an age of organization.”  3   These organizations were founded, 
though, with different purposes and for different constituencies. The 
AAUP’s origins can be traced to academic freedom battles and increas-
ing professionalization at the turn of the century. Beginning in 1913, 
Johns Hopkins University philosophy professor Arthur O. Lovejoy 
led a group of elite faculty from leading universities to consider form-
ing what would, two years later, become the AAUP. From the start, 
AAUP leaders including Lovejoy asserted a professional purpose and 
sought to provide established faculty with opportunities for input 
that existing disciplinary associations were inherently unable to do. 
In January 1915, the same month that the AAUP formally organized, 
the presidents of denominational and liberal arts colleges founded the 
AAC for separate reasons: their specific concerns related to the shift-
ing views of higher education and the increasing power of research 
institutions and state colleges. Academic freedom was a concern 
from the AAUP’s founding—indeed, leaders were bothered by how 
much it seemed to dominate both the association’s activities and the 
public perception of them—but held little interest for the new AAC. 
When it later weighed in, the AAC staked a claim for institutional 
academic freedom, rather than professorial rights. Just as important 
as these two eventual partners was the constellation of additional 
associations and organizations that viewed academic freedom as both 
a legitimate end to pursue and a means of organizational develop-
ment, especially the ACLU and AFT. The National Civil Liberties 
Bureau was founded out of the antiwar movement in 1917 and then 
reorganized as the ACLU three years later. The ACLU viewed the 
issue from a freespeech and legal perspective; it did not interest itself 
in tenure issues. Though narrower in this respect, the ACLU was 
the group most interested in the liberty of students and speakers on 
college campuses, highly contested issues throughout the era. The 
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AFT, which was often aligned with the ACLU, was itself formed in 
1916 when a group of existing teachers unions joined together with 
a national charter from the American Federation of Labor (AFL). 
Two years later, it expanded to college campuses, challenged notions 
of professionalism, and attracted younger faculty ineligible for mem-
bership in the AAUP. The union struggled throughout the 1920s 
but reemerged on college campuses at the end of the decade and, by 
the late 1930s, was a vocal advocate for leftist faculty and a rival to 
the AAUP. Indeed, the differences between the AFT and the AAUP 
were at times stark, prohibited a unified front, and generated a great 
deal of animosity. They also shaped the understandings of faculty 
rights and responsibilities that emerged from the era. 

 Analyzing faculty experiences and organizational interaction 
reveals several overlapping and longstanding issues that are central 
to academic freedom, its establishment, and its defense. Principal 
among these issues is the struggle over whether organizations should 
serve preventative or protective roles; in Ellen Schrecker’s terms, this 
struggle concerned whether they should defend “principles instead 
of people.”  4   Early in their histories, no organizations identified the 
defense of specific aggrieved teachers and professors as a primary pur-
pose. Rather, organizations sought to use individual cases to estab-
lish codes, educate the profession and populace, and prevent future 
similar situations. The AFT and AAUP each faced internal calls for 
more aggressive action designed to defend individuals. The former 
embraced them, while the latter remained wary of threatening its pro-
fessional standing. A related issue is the continuing tension between 
swift action and judicious investigation. Critics inside and outside 
the AAUP recognized the limitations of the association’s emphasis 
on prudently investigating alleged violations. While crucial to the 
AAUP’s collaborative and respectable approach, the delays pushed 
other groups into acting on behalf of academic freedom and created 
rifts within and among organizations. Still, immediate protest was not 
necessarily a more appropriate reaction to faculty dismissals. Quick 
action, when unjustified, raised questions about organizations’ judg-
ments and threatened to undermine their efforts. More significantly, 
the AAUP argued that the AFT’s rush to publicize cases and protest 
dismissals in the late 1930s was harmful not only to larger principles 
but also to individual professors. 

 A significant concern related to these considerations was whether 
faculty should unionize or continue to pursue professional status, two 
approaches that some believed to be contradictory. The AAUP identi-
fied itself as similar to the American Medical Association (founded in 
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1847) and American Bar Association (1878) from its outset, although 
the different nature of academic employment posed continuing chal-
lenges. AAUP leaders asserted their expertise and autonomy from 
institutional control, arguing that only faculty had the specialized 
knowledge needed to determine professorial competence and fitness 
for continued employment. Defining academic freedom and tenure 
policies addressed important issues of self-regulation and control 
over the conditions of employment. To the leaders of the AAUP, 
although not always to its members, claims for professional status 
and faculty autonomy precluded both the employer/employee model 
and the emphasis on economic self-interest that they believed faculty 
unionization would imply. Still, some educators inside and outside 
the AAUP were drawn to union approaches, and the AFT organized 
teachers and professors around social, educational, and work issues. 
At the same time, factionalism within the union, ongoing struggles 
with the AFL, and debates between those who emphasized bread-
and-butter issues and those interested in societal change demonstrate 
that even the AFT was unsure of appropriate stances for unionized 
educators. Ultimately, these larger concerns over unionization and 
professionalization intertwined with organizational politics to influ-
ence approaches to academic freedom. 

 * * * 

 This book examines the development of academic freedom and its 
procedural protections during this era of organization and codifica-
tion. In doing so, it addresses both historiographical and historical 
concerns. Two classic works, one nearly sixty years old and one now 
over twenty-five years old, help to define and frame modern under-
standings of the history of academic freedom. Richard Hofstadter 
and Walter P. Metzger’s  The Development of Academic Freedom in the 
United States,  written as two distinct parts amid the turmoil of the 
1950s, is much broader in scope than its title suggested and has served 
as a defining early history of American higher education. Though 
Hofstadter’s interpretation of nineteenth-century colleges has been 
questioned by the waves of revisions that have since re-shaped the 
historiography of education, the work as a whole retains a central role 
in our understanding of the early experience of and debates over aca-
demic freedom. Metzger’s contribution on academic freedom in the 
post–Civil War era details the conflicts over economic and religious 
issues and highlights the growing self-consciousness of the professo-
riate in the era. It ends, though, with the founding of the AAUP and 
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the struggles over loyalty in wartime.  5   Ellen W. Schrecker’s  No Ivory 
Tower: McCarthyism and the Universities  offers a striking indictment 
of anti-Communist activities inside and outside institutions of higher 
education after World War II. Her work demonstrates the depth of the 
difficulties, their personal effects on faculty, and the failure of  faculty 
to uphold espoused values in the 1940s and 1950s.  6   Many of the other 
important books in the field join Hofstadter and Metzger’s in explor-
ing the early development of professionalism culminating at the turn 
of the century or shortly thereafter; others, similar to Schrecker’s, 
focus on the political attacks on allegedly Communist professors in 
the late 1940s and 1950s.  7   This book sits squarely in between. 

 Others have engaged with smaller parts of this whole—Shrecker’s 
background chapters on Communism and anti-Communism in the 
1930s, for example, remain the best treatment of leftist faculty in that 
decade—but no book has yet examined the combination of organi-
zational and experiential issues over the more than two-and-a-half 
decades in which the modern conditions of the professoriate were 
defined. At the fiftieth anniversary of the 1940  Statement,  Metzger 
provided an important history of the document, highlighting the 
political processes that were involved. More recently, Matthew W. 
Finkin and Robert C. Post have discussed the essential components 
of academic freedom and pointed to their origins. Additional studies 
have examined other specific cases, institutions, or threats, including, 
most notably, Carol S. Gruber’s discussion of academic freedom in 
her history of American higher education during World War I. This 
book builds on, extends, and, at times, counters these and related 
works. In doing so, it considers Sheila Slaughter’s 1980 critique of 
the AAUP and her suggestion that other organizations offered more 
robust protections. Certainly, there were multiple and competing 
definitions and numerous organizational avenues for establishing and 
protecting academic freedom. In the face of persecution, resistance, 
and organizational infighting, all of them were limited, problematic, 
and politically charged. Ultimately, though, they moved academic 
freedom and tenure forward.  8   

 This book is organized largely, though not entirely, chronologically. 
 Chapter 1  provides the background and context of academic freedom 
in development. It examines the increasing notion of professorial free-
doms in the 1800s and highlights the cases involving economists and 
social scientists that helped unite disciplinary groups at the end of 
the century. It counters the idea that the first decade of the twentieth 
century was one of few struggles over academic freedom, as the experi-
ences of John Spencer Bassett, Enoch Banks, and others demonstrate. 
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The resolutions of these cases spoke to both the growing commitment 
to academic freedom and the continuing limits on heterodox educa-
tors.  Chapter 2  centers on the founding of the AAUP, the association’s 
immediate immersion in academic freedom investigations, the release 
of the 1915  Declaration,  and the reactions to the document, including 
those of the newly established AAC.  Chapter 3  documents the viola-
tions of faculty freedoms before, during, and immediately after World 
War I. It demonstrates the complicity of faculty in the purges, points 
to the AAUP’s equivocation in the midst of the war, and identifies 
the impetus for civil liberties–based approaches.  Chapter 4  addresses 
both the increasing organizational activity around academic freedom 
and the realization that even expanded efforts fell short of achieving 
desired ends. The 1925  Conference Statement on Academic Freedom 
and Tenure  was a significant step toward addressing the challenges but 
was one that remained ambiguous. 

  Chapter 5  examines the growing fundamentalists’ attacks on the 
teaching of evolution in both public and private educational insti-
tutions. Organizations such as the World Christian Fundamentals 
Association pushed for legislative interventions, while opponents—
both organized and not—raised an alarm and countered them. The 
ACLU was particularly active, pursuing tests cases in Tennessee and 
Arkansas, before finally suspending its efforts in 1931.  Chapter 6  
returns to broader issues, including the reemergence of the AFT, the 
ACLU’s reworking of its principles on academic freedom, and the 
AAUP’s controversial decision to censure institutions. The AAUP was 
confident that academic freedom and tenure were becoming embed-
ded in American higher education but, in 1931, again found itself 
overwhelmed with cases.  Chapter 7  demonstrates the widespread but 
conflicted interest in the topic. The Progressive Education Association 
(PEA) attempted to unite organizations to pursue academic freedom 
across educational levels, including by trying to embarrass the National 
Education Association into supporting educators’ rights. The new 
National Advisory Committee on Academic Freedom, the outgrowth 
of this work, was a failure by almost any measure, and the PEA itself 
was forced to suspend its efforts amid allegations that its emphasis on 
quick action had damaged both the organization’s creditability and 
the causes for which it was working. It then details the influential 
battles at the end of the 1930s and beginning of the 1940s. For a 
brief period, the left wing of the AFT undertook dramatic protests 
of alleged violations, but both the union and the ACLU struggled 
with how best to handle members who were in the Communist Party; 
each eventually acted against them. Ultimately, heightened concerns 
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over Communism, increased agitation by the AFT, and both inter- 
and intraorganizational conflicts interacted to set the stage for—and 
influence the terms of—the 1940  Statement  and America’s subse-
quent understandings of academic freedom and tenure.  
    



     1 

 Ac a demic Fr eedom in 

Dev el opmen t   

   In delivering his 1916 annual report, American Association of 
University Professors (AAUP) president and Northwestern University 
Law School dean John H. Wigmore noted of academic freedom: “This 
is a world-old theme. . . . [It] is not a problem to be solved in a year or 
in ten years by this Association or by any other.”  1   Wigmore knew well 
that the AAUP’s recent claim for academic freedom, though an impor-
tant step, was part of a much longer struggle that had played itself out 
in the battles over sectarian control of colleges, debates about slavery 
and abolition, divides over economics and politics, and disagreements 
about disinterested research and political advocacy. The founding of 
Wigmore’s association and the concurrent beginnings of other edu-
cational and voluntary associations marked a new and vital era in the 
understandings and experience of faculty work, but the longer history 
of conflict over faculty rights and responsibilities set the stage for these 
modern conditions while highlighting their contested nature. With no 
unifying themes and few published statements on issues that would 
later be thought of as involving academic freedom—itself a term that 
did not appear until the late nineteenth century—much of this early 
development can be understood in terms of key and illustrative cases 
that cumulatively affected nascent ideas of academic freedom but also 
reveal complex understandings and perspectives.  2   Moreover, these 
cases expose the competing notions of academic freedom and dem-
onstrate that its development was one of fits and starts, competing 
viewpoints, and few, if any, uncomplicated actors.  

  Deep History of Academic Freedom 

 More than half a century ago, historian Richard Hofstadter opened 
his landmark  Academic Freedom in the Age of the College  with the 
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comment: “Academic freedom is a modern term for an ancient idea.”  3   
While the direct linkages may be tenuous and the history is discontin-
uous, controversies that would now be understood to involve scholars’ 
freedoms to teach and inquire existed long before formalized higher 
education; Hofstadter and others point as far back as conflicts involv-
ing Plato and Socrates as evidence of the enduring nature of these con-
troversies. They have further been identified in the earliest Western 
universities, with AAUP president Ralph F. Fuchs attributing the ideal 
of academic freedom partly to the “idea of autonomy for communities 
of scholars, which arose in the universities of Europe.”  4   Indeed, pro-
fessors in the Middle Ages held unique positions that provided them 
with more autonomy than others in their societies. The issues that 
were off-limits, especially those that challenged church orthodoxy, 
were rarely contested by the communities of scholars themselves. In 
the context of their worldviews, there were few restrictions on intel-
lectual pursuits in areas that many would reasonably consider.  5   Still, 
no modern version of academic freedom existed then, in the follow-
ing centuries in Europe, or in early American colleges. Violations in 
the United States date to the early days of Harvard College, when its 
first president, Henry Dunster, forfeited his position to avoid having 
to recant his opposition to infant baptism.  6   A trend toward liberal-
ism at the handful of colonial colleges was interrupted at times, most 
famously with the domineering control of Thomas Clap, president of 
Yale College from 1740 to 1766. Although the Enlightenment fos-
tered increased attention to intellectual freedom, significant restric-
tions remained in American institutions of higher education.  7   

 Hofstadter termed the period from 1800 to 1840 “The Great 
Retrogression” and argued that colleges in the era were rife with 
sectarian disputes. Faculty members were liable to be fired at the 
whims of their presidents or, significantly, their trustees.  8   Historians 
have since revised Hofstadter’s depiction of troubled and troubling 
institutions that retreated from any innovation or experimentation 
by emphasizing their place in, relevance to, and coherence with 
American society in the early nineteenth century.  9   Still, his con-
cerns about professorial freedoms and stagnation in some areas more 
broadly remain. Even notable early efforts for change faced chal-
lenges, including those of Thomas Jefferson, who intended his new 
University of Virginia, founded in 1819, to be built upon “the illim-
itable freedom of the human mind.” He explained, “For here we are 
not afraid to follow truth wherever it may lead, nor to tolerate any 
error so long as reason is left free to combat it.”  10   Yet Jefferson him-
self, though intent on forestalling sectarian rivalries and impositions, 
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took a different tack on partisan political matters. Faculty were offered 
the then-unusual liberty to choose their own teaching materials in 
all areas except law; Jefferson retained that privilege for himself to 
ensure that students would be protected from Federalist writings. 
Just as significantly, before the institution even opened, it suffered 
its first sectarian assault on faculty in response to Jefferson’s selec-
tion of Thomas Cooper as the institution’s first professor. Cooper, a 
materialist, Deist, and anticleric, roused the ire of Presbyterians and 
others who found him unfit for the position. As pressure mounted 
and the university was beset by other difficulties, Cooper tendered 
his resignation before ever beginning his work.  11   Unsuccessful in 
his efforts to protect Cooper, Jefferson regretfully concluded, “I do 
sincerely lament that untoward circumstances have brought on us 
the irreparable loss of this professor, whom I have looked to as the 
corner-stone of our edifice.”  12   

 Cooper’s resignation was facilitated by his receipt of an offer of a 
professorship at South Carolina College (later the College of South 
Carolina and now University of South Carolina); within a year, he 
was named president of the college. Cooper’s wide-ranging intel-
lect, controversial ideas, and outspoken criticism of Calvinism and of 
Presbyterian clergy soon caused him difficulties. These escalated in 
the early 1830s due to Cooper’s increasingly provocative writings on 
materialism and in support of states’ rights to nullify federal laws that 
they believed to be unconstitutional. Amid increasing turmoil and 
campaigns for his ouster, state legislators alleged a range of religious 
transgressions and sought his removal. Cooper denied some of the 
charges against him but claimed freedom of religion and a nascent 
form of academic freedom. He argued that faculty members’ very 
roles and responsibilities required their freedom to teach without lim-
itations or suppression. Cooper withstood the immediate storm—the 
trustees vindicated him and he maintained his position—but could 
not withstand the toll that it took on the college. He resigned in 
1834.  13   Importantly, Cooper was not uncomplicated, and neither was 
his battle for academic freedom. Historian Michael Sugrue argued that 
Cooper’s self-styling as a “defender of individual freedom” was more 
often “a posture than a principle.” He was a provocateur who filled 
the faculty with “a group of cronies” and fostered a highly politicized 
campus.  14   Though Cooper argued for freedom from restrictions on 
airing political views in the classroom, his concern was only about 
 his  views and not about those of his opponents. Still, considering the 
extremity of some of his views, his lengthy tenure can be read as evi-
dence of freedom, as well as that of restrictions.  15   
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 In the absence of an analogue to modern tenure, job security was 
tenuous; but public battles such as Cooper’s were somewhat rare. 
As in the medieval European universities, restrictions on freedom 
were widely in place but were infrequently felt by those otherwise 
eligible for faculty positions, a small category that excluded women 
and nonwhites. Generally, faculty were unlikely to pursue positions at 
institutions with which they had theological disagreements and were 
unlikely to expect to maintain their positions when they disagreed 
with an institution’s well-known views. Indeed, it was more likely 
that college presidents such as Cooper would find themselves chal-
lenged than would faculty. It is not that robust freedom existed but 
that the lack of freedom was generally accepted and expected, espe-
cially in the small colleges that emphasized, rather than challenged, 
the teaching of accepted knowledge.  16    

  Abolition 

 Discussions of restrictions in antebellum colleges frequently focus 
on sectarianism and colleges’ denominational ties—at times encum-
brances. They emphasize the conflict that appeared over the religious 
orthodoxy but, in doing so, can obscure the effects of debates over 
slavery and abolition on American colleges. In addition to the more 
pressing restrictions of freedom that were at the heart of a slavehold-
ing society, between 1833 and 1863 at least 15 colleges dismissed 
students, faculty members, or presidents in conflicts involving slavery 
and related issues.  17   Though most of these restrictions were placed 
on abolitionists, presidents of Bowdoin, Dartmouth, and Franklin 
Colleges were forced from their positions for pro-slavery statements 
or for defending the South’s right to secession. Judge Edward Greely 
Loring lost his lectureship at Harvard due to his 1854 upholding of 
the Fugitive Slave Act. In the middle of the nineteenth century, there 
were increasing allowances for speaking against slavery in Northern 
institutions and increasing restrictions on any expression that could 
be interpreted as questioning it in the South. As historian Clemont 
Eaton argued, in the “1850’s a powerful movement developed to ster-
ilize Southern colleges from antislavery ideas,” and “a definite effort 
was made to establish colleges that would be free from the radical 
teachings of the North.”  18   While noting that restrictions also existed 
in the North, Eaton concluded: “With student opinion so hostile 
to independent thought, and with trustees and newspapers solidly 
lined up against freedom of expression, it is no wonder that academic 
freedom was a frail reed in the Old South.”  19   For those in control 
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of Southern institutions, freedom from Northern dominance was 
desired, not freedom to pursue ideas. 

 The ordeal of Benjamin Sherwood Hedrick, a chemistry professor 
at the University of North Carolina, demonstrates the regional and 
racial politics involved. Hedrick was a registered Democrat but was 
rumored to support Republican free-soiler John C. Frémont in the 
1856 presidential election.  20   In September of that year, William W. 
Holden published an editorial in his Raleigh newspaper, the  North 
Carolina Standard,  calling for “all schools and seminaries of learn-
ing [to] be scrutinized; and if black Republicans be found in them, let 
them be driven out.”  21   Holden clearly aimed to remove Hedrick from 
his position and generated a groundswell of support by many means, 
including printing an alumnus’ letter to the editor demanding a purg-
ing of “poisonous” faculty, as they presided over impressionable stu-
dents.  22   Hedrick tried to ameliorate the situation by responding with 
a letter of his own. Linking his ideas to those of George Washington, 
Thomas Jefferson, and other “Great Southern statesmen,” Hedrick 
argued that he was not advocating the end of slavery but was against 
expanding it to areas where it was not already entrenched.  23   Amid 
growing furor, including students burning Hedrick in effigy and 
trustees denouncing the professor, president David L. Swain called on 
the university’s faculty to consider Hedrick’s letter, specifically argu-
ing that “cautious forbearance” had been the norm among faculty so 
as to ensure both “internal harmony” and the reputation of the uni-
versity.  24   The faculty responded by resolving against Hedrick’s public 
statements of political opinions. In doing so, though, they undercut 
their own argument for neutrality by simultaneously declaring that 
no faculty members shared his opinions on the topic. 

 Shortly thereafter, the executive committee of the Board of 
Trustees declared that Hedrick’s letter had ended the professor’s use-
fulness, since through it he had become “an agitator in the exciting 
politics of the day.”  25   Swain protested to the secretary-treasurer of 
the board, former North Carolina governor Charles Manly, that the 
committee lacked the legal authority to remove Hedrick; such power, 
he argued, was provided only to the full board.  26   Manly agreed to 
delay any action until the full board met but noted, “If he does 
not resign the Board will take him up next winter and cut his head 
‘clean off’; but so as not to suffer the blood of martyrdom for opin-
ion’s sake to decorate and adorn his garments.”  27   Ten days later, as 
pressure mounted and threats of a student riot emerged, the execu-
tive committee knowingly overstepped its authority and dismissed 
Hedrick. When Hedrick appeared at a public event in the western 
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part of the state later that week, he was pursued by a mob, hanged 
and burned in effigy, and threatened with tarring and feathering. 
With the assistance of several prominent citizens, the situation was 
calmed when he agreed to leave the town before sunrise. By the end 
of the week, barely a month after the first editorial had appeared in 
the  Standard,  Hedrick f led the state, not to return until after the 
Civil War.  28   

 Hedrick’s difficulties attracted more attention than others’ in the 
era—New York newspapers, for example, offered them as evidence of 
the volatility of the South—but were not unique, and a pair of com-
mentators later called them “illustrative of the typical Southern condi-
tions.”  29   Hedrick’s case indeed highlights key themes in the history of 
academic freedom, including the importance of what would later be 
known as extramural speech. Hedrick’s expression of political views 
in a public forum spurred the controversy and led his detractors to 
claim he was unfit to teach impressionable students. Hedrick’s trou-
bles also demonstrate the importance of public opinions in determin-
ing the outcomes of these early cases. Institutions relied on the public 
for their support; housing a professor whose views were in opposition 
to stakeholders threatened needed resources.  30   Even if trustees had 
wanted to keep Hedrick, they would have found it difficult to do so. 
President Swain’s repeated emphasis on Hedrick’s public expression 
of a political opinion points both to the real concern about neutrality 
on controverted issues and to the political nature of decision mak-
ing in academic freedom cases. In the midst of the struggle, Swain 
and Manly agreed any dismissal needed to be justified by the public 
nature of Hedrick’s partisanship, rather than its content, so as not to 
benefit Frémont’s campaign.  31   Hedrick’s wife, Mary Ellen Hedrick, 
believed, in fact, that his letter to the editor was merely used as cover; 
the public outcry generated by the original editorials caused the fir-
ing.  32   The faculty’s denunciation of Hedrick emphasizes faculty roles 
in enforcing conformity for the perceived greater good of the institu-
tion. Even Hedrick’s friends on the faculty supported his dismissal, 
with only one instructor, Henry Harrisse, protesting.  33   Professor 
Charles Phillips, in correspondence with Hedrick’s college roommate 
W. C. Kerr, wrote that their mutual friend’s difficulties were his own 
doing: “When we wish to work for people to that people’s good, we 
are bound to consider their characteristics and not arouse their preju-
dices unnecessarily, else they won’t let us work for them.”  34   Hedrick 
had ignored this imperative and thereby threatened the institution’s 
ability to attract students and public support. Finally, the letters and 
resolutions condemning Hedrick pointed to the pronounced regional 
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divides and argued that Hedrick was “subversive” and a “traitor,” 
themes that would be repeated in different contexts in later years.  

  Evolution after the Civil War 

 Colleges could not escape from the rupture of American life caused 
by the Civil War. Most Southern institutions suspended operations by 
1865, and many in the North suffered losses of students and faculty. 
American higher education experienced great change in the years after 
the conflict, inspired in part by the shock waves of Darwinism and 
furthered by both the opportunistic passage of the Morrill Act and 
the importation of the German academic tradition. In the standard 
histories of higher education, it was only with these great changes—
including the end of sectarian control, the growth of research, the 
beginning of graduate education, and, in Veysey’s terms, the “emer-
gence of the American university”—that higher education began to 
achieve its current form. It was in these changing institutions that new 
conceptions of academic freedom emerged. The evolving understand-
ing of truth as discovered, rather than ordained, played an important 
part of this new development.  35   

 Darwinism influenced the creation of modern academic freedom 
and was simultaneously implicated in individual violations. Academic 
scientists were among the first to accept the theories of Darwin and 
related evolutionists, though many others in society did not share 
their views. Darwinism was viewed as a threat to orthodoxy and 
raised questions about who was competent to speak on issues involv-
ing science and religion. It caused further epistemological shifts in 
a new generation of scholars, aided the growth of science, and pro-
moted the importance of the human environment, each of which 
helped usher in a new era in higher education. Controversies over 
the teaching of evolution and attempts to integrate aspects of the 
theory into interpretations of the Old Testament led to dismissals 
at a number of institutions in the late 1800s, although the extent of 
the restriction is unknowable. While many have conceded that the 
restrictions relating to evolution were greater in the South than in the 
North, some freedom and some restrictions existed in both regions. 
Moreover, the dismissals of faculty and public controversies relating 
to religious orthodoxy (including but beyond those involving evolu-
tion) were more frequent in Northern institutions than in Southern 
institutions, evidencing a range of opinions, a willingness to test the 
limits of restrictions in certain contexts, and uncertainty as to the 
extent of freedom allowed.  36   
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 Alexander Winchell’s 1878 dismissal from Vanderbilt University 
and Columbia Theological Seminary’s firing of James Woodrow ten 
years later demonstrate both the complexity of the circumstances and 
the differing perceptions of faculty speech. They also point to the inad-
equacy of viewing these simply as recent episodes in the centuries-old 
“struggle between science and dogmatic theology,” as former Cornell 
University president Andrew Dickson White did in his 1896  History 
of the Warfare of Science with Theology in Christendom.   37   In 1875, 
after many years of teaching at the University of Michigan and a brief 
stint as the first chancellor of Syracuse University, Winchell, a known, 
if conservative, evolutionist, was hired by Vanderbilt University to 
lecture on geology a few months each spring. Recently endowed by 
Cornelius Vanderbilt, the institution remained under the control of 
the Methodist Church and the direct influence of Methodist bishop 
Holland Nimmons McTyeire, who chaired its board. Winchell was well 
regarded at Vanderbilt, though his views on evolution quickly became 
a concern. His 1878 publication of “Adamites and Pre-Adamites,” a 
pamphlet that argued that some human ancestors—specifically of the 
“black race”—existed before the biblical Adam, brought the issues to 
a head and led the board to invite Winchell to deliver a commence-
ment address on the topic of evolution. An hour before Winchell was 
to speak, McTyeire visited him and asked him either to resign or repu-
diate his beliefs in the address. Offended by the meeting, Winchell 
refused to comply, leading the board to eliminate his position without 
comment. Winchell publicly challenged the board’s action, generated 
a great deal of publicity, and garnered support in the press. The case 
was purported to demonstrate the ongoing challenges to academics 
at Southern institutions and was famously included in White’s screed, 
which praised the University of Michigan for rehiring Winchell and 
demonstrating its commitment to freedom.  38   

 White likewise condemned the treatment of James Woodrow, 
an uncle of Woodrow Wilson who only hesitantly committed to 
Darwinism in response to Columbia Theological Seminary’s Board 
of Directors’ request that he respond to circulating rumors. In a pub-
lic speech before the directors and alumni, Woodrow argued that the 
biblical Adam was physically descended from other animals but that 
his soul was the creation of God. He asserted that his views were not 
in contradiction to scripture and that his understanding of evolu-
tion only strengthened his faith. Though the board decided to retain 
Woodrow, the four synods overseeing the seminary all held hearings 
and all eventually passed resolutions against the teaching of evolu-
tion, as did other Presbyterian synods in the Southeast. In turn, the 
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seminary’s board then reversed itself, requested Woodrow’s resigna-
tion, and, when his resignation was not forthcoming, dismissed him. 
Woodrow appealed to the synods, two of which upheld the dismissal 
and two of which did not. The board allowed Woodrow to remain 
but repeatedly requested his resignation while church courts contin-
ued to hold trials on his continuation, often with fellow faculty mem-
ber John L. Girardeau as the key witness against him. Eventually, 
in 1888, the case was resolved when the General Assembly of the 
Southern Presbyterian Church voted against Woodrow’s final appeal, 
thereby removing him from his position at the seminary.  39   

 The Winchell and Woodrow cases point to potential difficulties 
facing faculty, yet neither provides the entire picture nor justifies the 
assumption that either the academy or the South was trenchantly 
opposed to evolution. Woodrow himself remained in South Carolina, 
teaching at the College of South Carolina and, in 1891, becoming its 
president. While restrictions certainly existed, as both Winchell and 
Woodrow discovered, there remained opportunities at other institu-
tions. Versions of theistic evolution were taught across the South, 
often with little controversy, and great variation in what was deemed 
allowable existed both between and within institutions.  40   Their expe-
riences further point to the complexity of the cases both in substance 
and in process. A combination of internal and external pressures 
could be placed on an institution as it weighed maintaining a faculty 
member with discordant views. The cases show a new willingness of 
faculty to make public the reasons behind their dismissals and aggres-
sively fight for their positions. Of course, as in other areas, focusing 
on the known violations or examples of free expression is necessarily 
problematic. Far more difficult to ascertain—yet equally important—
are the restrictions in hiring, the decisions to self-censor in fear of 
retaliation, the unanimity of opinion within the academy on ideas 
contested elsewhere, and the quiet dismissals or nonrenewals that can 
frequently go unnoticed.  41   While there may have been few “heresy 
trials” in the late nineteenth century, voices could still be muted. 

 Woodrow’s and Winchell’s cases further demonstrate that faculty 
protests of their dismissals did not necessarily translate to a broad 
support for what would today be termed academic freedom; no such 
understanding yet existed. The very faculty decrying one dismissal 
could be implicated in another. In fact, early in his career, Winchell was 
the faculty member most involved with the University of Michigan’s 
dismissal of President Henry Tappan. He secretly originated a resolu-
tion censuring the institution for moral delinquency that was passed 
by the state’s Methodist Conference, roused opposition to Tappan 
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in newspapers and church publications, and otherwise plotted for 
his removal. Their disagreements were largely personal and centered 
on Winchell’s belief that Tappan was too liberal and inappropriately 
nonsectarian.  42   More strikingly, in 1891 Woodrow did nothing to 
support William J. Alexander, a professor of philosophy who was dis-
missed because he was a Unitarian. Indeed, one of Woodrow’s big-
gest supporters in his academic freedom battles accepted Alexander’s 
former position at the College of South Carolina.  43   At the same time, 
an overemphasis on Darwinism can obscure other threats to schol-
ars’ livelihoods, involving other religious disagreements, extramural 
activities, and, of course, broader discrimination in a hierarchic soci-
ety.  44   On the same day that Winchell was dismissed from Vanderbilt, 
the board also removed two other faculty members, one of whom 
was deemed unfit for reportedly drinking alcohol.  45   Certainly, mod-
ern notions of the full rights of citizenship for educators were as yet 
unknown. Although American higher education was changing, these 
were institutions of their time and their society, complete with respec-
tive perspectives and institutionalized restrictions.  46    

  Broader Questions of 
Religious Orthodoxy 

 The controversies at Vanderbilt and Columbia Theological Seminary 
are the most well known of these cases but they were not the only 
ones to implicate Darwinism or broader concerns about religious 
orthodoxy. Robert L. Adams identified 14 controversies involving 
heterodoxy at Protestant seminaries between 1879 and 1900. Eight 
of these ended in dismissals and one in resignation.  47   Even the new, 
secular universities struggled with the public reactions to religious 
heterodoxy in the era.  48   In August 1876, just months after open-
ing, Johns Hopkins University was stung by the public reactions to 
leading Darwinist Thomas Huxley’s invited public speech. Five years 
later, the wounds were fresh enough that the institution declined to 
hire a chair of philosophy rather than hire one who was viewed as 
heterodox.  49   Cornell University faced public criticism for its open 
nonsectarian stance and its lack of religiosity from its founding. The 
1874 appointment of Felix Adler as professor of Hebrew and Oriental 
literature was well received in some circles and pointed to a rare will-
ingness to appoint a Jewish scholar. But when he claimed, for exam-
ple, that Christianity shared precepts with other religions, his lectures 
were also condemned. President White, despite his avowal of freedom 
from religious restraints, quietly refused to reappoint him. This was 
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a retreat from stated ideals but, at the same time, helped establish 
another principle at Cornell. Adler’s appointment had been funded 
through a private gift; when the donor protested the dismissal, the 
institution declared that it would no longer allow funders to name the 
holders of endowed chairs.  50   

 From 1879 to 1881, Yale College president Noah Porter and pro-
fessor William Graham Sumner tussled over Sumner’s right to assign 
Herbert Spencer’s  Study of Sociology,  which Porter believed was dan-
gerous to immature students.  51   Amid much publicity, Sumner refused 
to grant Porter’s assertion that a college president had the authority 
to veto any course text. In a letter sent to each member of the Yale 
Corporation and of the faculty, he outlined an early argument for the 
importance of process:

  I have had no controversy on the question whether the President has a 
veto on textbooks. I do not admit that he has it, and I do not know of 
any college officer who admits it, but I have not raised that question. 
It is plain that if a professor is indiscreet, silly, negligent, incompetent, 
immoral, or otherwise unfit for his position, he ought to be disciplined, 
and it is plain that the President is the proper agent for bringing him 
to discipline. . . . To use an improper textbook would simply be a case 
under this general principle. But it is plain also that the President can 
himself impose no sanctions whatever. He is only a reporting officer 
for that purpose. It is also plain that the Corporation cannot impose 
sanctions on the report of the President. They could not sustain him in 
a position of pure prerogative and sustain his authority at the expense 
of the rights of a professor.  52     

 After describing that the controversy had made the book’s continued 
use untenable, Sumner declared, “I have made no concession. . . . I con-
sider that it involves the rights and interests which no honest teacher 
ever ought to concede.”  53   Sumner indicated his intent to leave the 
institution, but, with public interest waning and faculty supporters 
urging him to reconsider, he opted to remain. Little was settled and 
neither side conceded, but the controversy passed.  54   A less dramatic 
variation of this conflict over texts emerged at Johns Hopkins in 1885, 
when the Episcopal bishop of Maryland complained that a book pro-
fessor Herbert Baxter Adams assigned to his undergraduates, Edward 
Clodd’s  Childhood of Religions,  was unfair to Christianity and, hence, 
unsuitable. President Daniel Coit Gilman, without reading the work, 
appealed to Adams and called on him to remove the book from his 
course. Gilman acknowledged that he did not know if the complaint 
was correct, but the fact that a person “of high education & standing” 
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had issued it was enough to warrant its removal. Adams bowed to the 
wishes of the bishop and the president.  55   

 Controversies over extramural statements and writings continued, 
as well, especially at institutions with religious affiliations. In 1902 
at the Methodist-sponsored Northwestern University, Charles W. 
Pearson, a faculty member in English of 30 years’ standing, angered 
the Methodist press and local citizens when he published “Open 
Inspiration versus a Closed Canon and Bible” in a local newspaper. In 
the piece, Pearson challenged the Methodist Church and argued that 
“modern preaching lacks truth and power because so many churches 
cling to an utterly untenable tradition that the Bible is an infallible 
book. This dogma is their besetting sin. . . . It is the palpable lie that 
gives the ring of insincerity to all their moral exhortations.”  56   Pearson 
was compelled to submit his resignation and noted that the institu-
tion’s trustees, too, would have been forced out had they not accepted 
it.  57   These and other cases demonstrated continued tensions around 
religious views, personal beliefs, and the public pressures placed on 
individuals and institutions.  

  Economics and the Beginnings 
of the Modern Era 

 The academic acceptance of Darwinism was joined by the influence 
of German higher education in setting the stage for modern con-
ceptions of academic freedom. In the second half of the nineteenth 
century, thousands of American scholars traveled to Germany for 
advanced study, where they were exposed to a new sense of gradu-
ate education and gained a reverence for the German ideas of aca-
demic freedom, if in an altered form. In Germany, academic freedom 
consisted of  Lehrfreiheit,  the freedom of inquiry and teaching, and 
 Lernfreiheit,  the freedom of learning.  Lehrfreiheit  was vital to the 
university model and the search for truth, especially in science, 
where only highly educated specialists were deemed adequate judges 
of expert knowledge. Institutions were arms of the state but were 
run with little interference, little bureaucracy, and no lay boards. 
Professors lectured to mature students—who themselves were free 
to make curricular choices with few restrictions—with few bounds 
on their topics or approaches. This freedom did not, however, extend 
outside the university to include political speech or political activity.  58   
These concepts neither easily nor directly translated to the American 
system: in the 1920s, former Western Reserve University president 
Charles F. Thwing could still argue that “the contrast between the 
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freedom of scholarship in Germany and the limitations of scholarship 
in the presumed new world of freedom, is impressive.”  59   Still, return-
ing scholars brought with them the conviction that  Lehrfreiheit  was 
crucial for university education. Combined with an appreciation of 
freedom of speech and grafted onto a diverse American educational 
system replete with lay boards and young students, the German under-
standing of  Lehrfreiheit  provided an impetus for the development of 
academic freedom in the United States. Issues of professionalism, the 
influence of big business, and further challenges to restraints on free-
dom would help consolidate these ideas in ways that both pushed 
boundaries beyond the German ideas and offered greater limitations. 
While American faculty increasingly made claims for free speech out-
side of academic settings, they simultaneously acceded to restrictions 
in their internal activities and soon articulated a belief in neutrality 
over persuasion in teaching.  60   

 Though elements of later challenges to and claims for academic 
freedom were already evident, the beginning of the modern era of 
American academic freedom is often dated to the last 15 years of the 
nineteenth century, the period in which the term became adopted 
and accepted.  61   At first the term was used in reference to student 
choice and the elective system, as in Princeton classicist Andrew 
Fleming West’s 1885 article “What Is Academic Freedom?” Near 
the turn of the century, however, University of Chicago sociologist 
Albion Small wrote specifically and entirely about professors in his 
article “Academic Freedom.” Small’s singular focus is evidence of a 
new ethos wherein issues of faculty freedoms took precedence and 
the distinctions between the German conceptions of  Lehrfreiheit  
and  Lernfreiheit  became entrenched in American higher education.  62   
Small’s article was a commissioned response to a report asserting 
“there is not a single institution of learning in this country in which 
the teaching of economics or sociology is not muzzled by the influ-
ence of  wealth  . . . or  partizan  [ sic ]  politics. ” Small denied that asser-
tion and argued the opposite. He was aware of no institution in 
which faculty were “muzzled” by external bodies. Any restrictions 
were self-imposed by the responsible and professional professoriate.  63   
The actual state of freedom, however, lay somewhere in between. The 
increased and significant attention to professorial academic freedom 
in the last two decades of the twentieth century was related to the 
limits imposed by intrusive trustees and, at times, presidents. It also 
implicated faculty members’ willingness to push the sometimes nebu-
lous boundaries between professional and unprofessional, between 
acceptable and forbidden. The late 1880s were also the beginning 
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of an era in which controversies over academic freedom spread from 
theology and biology to the social sciences. Economics proved to be 
an especially controversial subject, with faculty members sanctioned 
and dismissed for their public stances on socialism, immigration, the 
currency, and other issues that had financial implications for trustees. 
While they were largely hidden at the time, the difficulties of econo-
mist Henry Carter Adams began this new era.  64   

 Adams was the first recipient of a PhD from Johns Hopkins 
University and, like many of his peers, was educated in Germany and 
intrigued by ideas of academic freedom that had not yet been adopted 
in the embryonic American universities. Upon returning to the 
United States, he taught briefly at Johns Hopkins and then obtained 
two half-time appointments, one at Cornell University and one at 
the University of Michigan. Both positions were tenuous. Trustees 
at the institutions disapproved of Adams’s support for free trade and 
his increasing interest in using his economic scholarship to benefit 
the working classes. Each time he sought permanency at one of the 
institutions, he faced questions about his economic beliefs, includ-
ing those involving property rights and socialism. These issues came 
to a head when, in April 1886, Adams provided the Sibley College 
Lecture at Cornell University. In the talk, he blamed industrialists for 
inciting panic over anarchism; spoke favorably about the controversial 
Knights of Labor, who were then striking against the rail systems 
owned by Jay Gould; and linked the labor movement to a natural 
extension of American rights. While stopping short of advocating 
socialism, Adams’s public support of the Knights of Labor offended 
industrialist interests—including Henry Sage, a lumber magnate and 
the powerful chairman of Cornell’s Board of Trustees. Sage pressured 
Cornell president Charles Kendall Adams to terminate the offend-
ing professor effective at the end of his two-year contract and made 
it impossible for the president to pursue a permanent appointment 
for him. The professor, who had long found the split appointment 
unsatisfactory, refused the possibility of an extension and was forced 
to turn to Michigan for a full-time position.  65   

 In March 1887, University of Michigan president James Burrill 
Angell asked Henry Carter Adams to clarify his stands before the 
University of Michigan would consider providing full-time appoint-
ment. Adams was not surprised by the request but considered it inap-
propriate. He responded:

  If you make a man’s opinions the basis of his election to a professor-
ship, you do, whether you intend to or not, place bonds upon the free 
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movement of his intellect. It seems to me that a Board has two things 
to hold in view. First, is a man a scholar? Can he teach in a scholarly 
manner? Is he fair to all parties in the controverted questions which 
come before him? Second, is he intellectually honest? If these two 
questions are answered in the affirmative, his influence on young men 
cannot be detrimental.  66     

 Angell replied by noting that while he believed in academic freedom, 
“the German idea of  Lehrfreiheit  cannot be fully accepted in this 
country when colleges depend on friendly public sentiment for their 
support.”  67   Despite his aversion to the questioning, Adams care-
fully disavowed his controversial remarks in his correspondence with 
Angell. He further claimed that he had seen the inconsistencies in his 
statements and pledged not to repeat his mistakes.  68   As a result of his 
contrition, his rejection of socialism, and his abandonment of union 
causes, Adams was rewarded with a full-time position at Michigan, 
where he remained until his retirement in 1921. For the rest of his 
lengthy career, he not only maintained his promise to avoid contro-
versy and reshaped his economic thought to be more acceptable, but 
also refused to support colleagues who were dismissed for expressing 
the opinions that he once espoused.  69   

 While Adams kept the details around his leaving Cornell quiet, 
other cases received attention in both academic and popular circles. 
In 1893, University of Wisconsin economist Richard T. Ely’s alleged 
association with unionists and advocacy of strikes led to a trial before 
the institution’s governing board. Ely’s lawyer defended him against 
the specific charges rather than on an ideal of academic freedom; and 
Ely admitted that if the charges were true, he would not be worthy 
of holding the position. Ely was acquitted of the charges and retained 
his employment, as the board famously declared, “We believe the 
great State University of Wisconsin should ever encourage that con-
tinual and fearless sifting and winnowing by which alone the truth 
can be found.”  70   Although Ely’s retention and the board’s statement 
of support are often viewed as a victory for academic freedom, both 
Ely’s defense strategy and the continued threats at Wisconsin indicate 
that the issue was hardly settled. 

 In the ensuing years, other alleged violations also received consid-
erable attention. In 1895, University of Chicago president William 
Rainey Harper, elsewhere an advocate of academic freedom, repri-
manded Ely’s student Edward W. Bemis for his public condemnation 
of the railroad industry and warned him against making public state-
ments on contested social and economic issues. When Harper pushed 
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Bemis out of his faculty position, Bemis publicly contended that his 
political stance had caused the dismissal. Some colleagues privately 
supported him, but others lined up behind Harper’s tenuous justifica-
tion of the removal on the basis of incompetence. In 1897, economist 
and Brown University president Elisha Benjamin Andrews resigned 
under pressure from trustees over his support of free silver. Both 
university presidents and leading economists supported Andrews’s 
right to state his scholarly opinion on current economic issues, even 
if some drew a line separating expression from advocacy. Just as sig-
nificantly, Columbia University economist and future AAUP leader 
Edwin R. A. Seligman urged the American Economic Association 
(AEA) to protest the forced resignation. Concerns over the authority 
of the organization’s leadership to act on behalf of the entire body, 
the potential that outspoken action could divide rather than unify 
the profession, and the likely ineffectiveness of such a protest led the 
economists to act independently rather than as official spokesmen for 
the AEA. Leading social scientists joined Seligman in signing a peti-
tion on behalf of freedom of speech and intellectual freedom, which 
helped persuade the Brown Corporation to request that Andrews 
withdraw his resignation. While not the formal organizational action 
for which Seligman had hoped, the growing recognition that profes-
sional associations had a legitimate interest in academic freedom was 
an important step toward establishing faculty rights.  71   

 J. Allen Smith’s career demonstrates that the divisions over cur-
rency were deep and could affect faculty careers in multiple ways. 
In 1897, his appointment at Marietta College was not renewed in 
a controversy that implicated his advocacy of free silver, as well as 
his support of William Jennings Bryan’s 1896 presidential campaign. 
Smith turned down an offered position at the University of Missouri, 
as it was to be created by dismissing a faculty member who advocated 
for the gold standard on the currency issue. His next offer came from 
Kansas State Agricultural College (now Kansas State University), 
which was in need of instructors, as the newly elected Populists had 
recently dismissed the entire faculty. Most were rehired but the new 
president, Thomas Elmer Will, sought Populists for positions in eco-
nomics and history. Instead, though, Smith accepted a position at 
the University of Washington and enjoyed a much longer career than 
he almost certainly would have had in Kansas. When Republicans 
returned to power in 1899, Will and two of his recent Populist hires, 
Bemis and Frank Parsons, were dismissed.  72   

 Perhaps the most notorious case of the era was that of Edward 
A. Ross, an outspoken Stanford University professor who had long 
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clashed with cofounder and trustee Jane Lathrop Stanford. In 1900, 
following Ross’s criticism of the railroad industry and his offensive 
depiction of immigrant labor, Stanford president David Starr Jordan 
dismissed him at Jane Stanford’s request. In response, esteemed his-
torian George Howard condemned the dismissal as an abrogation of 
academic freedom in front of his class. Jordan then forced Howard 
to resign, further dividing the faculty. While many remained loyal to 
Jordan, a total of seven faculty members resigned in protest, including 
Arthur O. Lovejoy, who would go on to be the driving force behind 
the AAUP, and Frank A. Fetter, who would serve on its Committee A 
on Academic Freedom and Tenure. It was neither the first nor the last 
controversy at the institution, but Ross’s national stature and deci-
sion to publicize his dismissal caused a sensation. Details of the Ross 
case were relayed across the nation, and, following Ross’s attendance 
at the national meeting of the AEA, the members present launched 
an investigation into the firing. Although not an official action of 
the association, the AEA’s unofficial investigation was the first of 
the kind. The resulting report carried no weight—and Ross was not 
reinstated—but AEA leaders later would be instrumental in founding 
the AAUP. Importantly, as Mary O. Furner showed, Ross benefited 
from his place within the larger field. Others could be dismissed with 
little notice or controversy, including Harry Huntington Powers, an 
obscure Stanford professor dismissed at Jane Stanford’s request in 
1898 following his comments on religion and criticism of the gold 
standard.  73    

  Race and Regionalism at the 
Turn of the Century 

 At the turn of the twentieth century, racial animosities continued 
to provoke confrontations and impose burdens on college faculty. 
Between 1902 and 1911, four faculty at Southern institutions—
Emory College classicist Andrew Sledd, Trinity College historian 
John Spencer Bassett, Randolph-Macon College historian William 
E. Dodd, and University of Florida historian Enoch Marvin Banks—
were involved in public showdowns against powerful interests intent 
on preventing changes to the hierarchical racial and class structure 
of the South. These challenges implicated regional divides, as faculty 
who published in Northern journals or questioned Southern practices 
were accused of treason, and demonstrated that institutions needed 
to tread carefully when responding to public outcries. Acquiescing to 
demands that a professor be dismissed proved risky and could generate 
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a damaging backlash. Taken together, these cases also illuminate the 
significant relationships among different actors. These controversies 
were not happening in isolation: presidents conferred with presidents 
and faculty conferred with faculty. In an era of increased professional 
cohesion, these linkages were important to developing ideas of aca-
demic freedom. 

 Andrew Sledd’s difficulties were specifically tied to his publication 
of a July 1902 article in the  Atlantic Monthly  but also implicated larger 
institutional and state politics, as well as his alienation of key insti-
tutional stakeholders through his efforts to reform Emory College 
and Southern education.  74   The article, spurred in part by Sledd’s own 
witnessing of the mobs intent on lynching African Americans and 
the specific horrors of the 1899 lynching of Sam Hose, began with 
the argument that blacks’ “inferiority is radical and inherent, a physi-
ological and racial inequality that may, indeed, be modified by envi-
ronment but cannot be erased without the indefinite continuance of 
favorable surroundings and the lapse of indefinite time.”  75   Still, Sledd 
contended that blacks retained “inalienable rights” and should not 
lose them because of race. His harshest critiques were directed at the 
dehumanization of lynching, the fallacies of Southern defense for the 
practice, and the gruesome bloodlust that it entailed. Several weeks 
after the article’s publication, Rebecca Latimer Felton, a leading figure 
in Georgia political circles, brought attention to the article and con-
demned its author.  76   In a letter published in the  Atlanta Constitution  
on August 3, Felton alleged that the article was “slander,” “defama-
tion,” and “rot” that Sledd had “vomited.” She accused Sledd of self-
hate, implied he was syphilitic, and warned that he should leave the 
South for his own safety.  77   

 Felton, who approved of lynching as a way to protect white women’s 
virtue, was offended by the article’s publication in a Boston venue and 
its condemnation of certain aspects of Southern society. Moreover, 
she was involved in a long-running feud with Sledd’s father-in-law, 
Bishop Warren Akin Candler, an Emory College trustee and a former 
president who viewed Felton’s letter as an attack on him. New college 
president James E. Dickey at first claimed that Sledd wrote the article 
as a private citizen, not in his role as a faculty member, and that the 
article was therefore not of concern. Amid growing pressure from 
trustees and the general public, and increasingly concerned about 
Sledd’s effect on potential donors, he quickly changed his stance. On 
August 7, the same day that Sledd was burned in effigy in nearby 
Covington, Georgia, Dickey privately called on Sledd to resign. Sledd 
initially declined but, after considering the effect of the controversy 
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on both the college and his family, agreed to leave in exchange for 
a partial year’s salary. The resignation was formally accepted on 
August 14, 11 days after Felton’s letter appeared in the  Constitution . 
Evidence indicates that neither the trustees nor President Dickey had 
yet read Sledd’s article, but, then, the article itself was not nearly as 
important as the reaction to it.  78   

 Sledd’s resignation did not immediately quell the controversy, 
as many Northern and a few Southern publications condemned 
Emory’s decision as both a specific evil and evidence of a larger 
problem. The college’s reputation and finances suffered as a result.  79   
Among those who were highly critical of Emory was John C. Kilgo, 
the  41-year-old president of Trinity College in Durham, North 
Carolina. Kilgo, who had a reputation as a passionate speaker willing 
to undertake controversial stands, was a close friend of Candler’s. 
When Candler asked for Kilgo’s assistance in securing Sledd a new 
position, Kilgo agreed, noting, “I will never desert a brave man.” He 
continued by lamenting Sledd’s decision to resign rather than fight 
and by offering a rousing critique of the restrictions of freedom in 
Southern society and higher education. Noting that state institutions 
were already under the control of powerful forces, Kilgo warned that 
attacks then focused on denominational institutions, with disastrous 
results: “Now old Emory . . . falls down before this set, and surren-
ders forever the old College into their hands. It is enough to make 
the Angels weep. Trinity stands alone now in this conflict, and the 
struggle deepens.”  80   

 The struggle deepened further for Kilgo when John Spencer 
Bassett, perhaps the most renowned member of Trinity’s faculty and 
the founding editor of the  South Atlantic Quarterly,  published an 
article in 1903 calling for increased racial understanding. In “Stirring 
Up the Fires of Race Antipathy,” Bassett called Booker T. Washington 
“a great and good man, a Christian statesman, and take him all in 
all the greatest man, save General Lee, born in the South in a hun-
dred years.”  81   The article retained some of the racism of its time, 
but the very mentioning of Washington alongside Lee—along with 
the larger critiques of Southern society and of recent sensationalistic 
newspaper coverage of Washington having dined in with whites while 
visiting North Carolina—was sure to cause controversy. Indeed, 
Bassett added the line about Lee specifically to garner attention to 
his argument. Led by Josephus Daniels, editor of the  Raleigh News 
and Observer,  North Carolina newspapers roundly attacked Bassett 
and Trinity, eventually culminating in a lengthy board hearing to 
determine Bassett’s future.  82   
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 As with Sledd’s and other cases, issues larger than just the spe-
cific catalyst were involved. The line-drawing and antagonisms in the 
Bassett Affair were informed by entrenched political divides between 
Democrats and Republicans, concerns over the influence that the 
wealthy Duke family held over Trinity, populist antitrust senti-
ments aimed at the Duke family’s control of the American Tobacco 
Company, rivalries within the Methodist Church, and divisions over 
the appropriate roles for and support of state and church colleges. 
Kilgo’s polarizing presence both set the stage for the difficulties and 
suggested that the outcome might be different from that of some 
other recent cases. And, as elsewhere, the individuals involved were 
complicated. Daniels had railed against violations of academic free-
dom when Andrews was forced to resign his presidency at Brown 
University but he viewed the Bassett Affair as a political struggle that 
did not involve academic freedom, as it dealt with a settled question 
at the heart of Southern society. Bassett, writing in 1897 in Kilgo’s 
 Christian Educator,  himself equivocated on academic freedom, sug-
gesting that skepticism was a legitimate cause for dismissal.  83   Kilgo, 
too, saw somewhat similar restrictions. His early writings presupposed 
the necessity of a larger Christian understanding of truth; elsewhere, 
though, he repeatedly called for the full pursuit of knowledge.  84   

 The drama played out over six weeks in autumn 1903, with increas-
ing attacks on Bassett and the college stoked by Daniels’s coverage in 
the  News and Observer.  Kilgo tried to defuse the situation by inter-
viewing Bassett and circulating the resulting statements, which were 
conciliatory but stopped short of retracting the offending article. By 
mid-November, Bassett indicated his willingness to resign if such an 
offer were requested by the board; but he did not resign outright, thus 
putting the onus of action on the board. Efforts to condemn Bassett at 
the state’s Methodist conferences were forestalled by Kilgo’s friends, 
including Candler. Supporters of Bassett (including Dodd) and of 
the college, wealthy benefactors, and alumni studying at Northern 
universities rallied behind Bassett and implored the decision-makers 
to retain him. Key stakeholders viewed the case as an opportunity 
not only to defend a principle but also to convince Benjamin Duke 
that defending the college could quell claims made against his fam-
ily’s influence at Trinity while also differentiating it from benefactors’ 
actions at Stanford, Chicago, and elsewhere. On campus, students 
pledged support for Bassett’s rights (though not the article’s content), 
and faculty expressed admiration for their colleague. Each member 
of the faculty who could be contacted provided Kilgo a letter of 
 resignation to be used if Bassett’s was requested. Kilgo prepared his 
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own resignation letter, as well. Still, as a December 1 board meeting 
approached, most observers felt that Bassett would be removed from 
his position, including Bassett himself.  85   

 The trustees met into the early morning hours, beginning with 
Kilgo’s hour-long defense of Bassett and attack on Daniels. Next, 
a faculty resolution disclaimed agreement with Bassett’s article but 
declared that the situation was not about a single individual but about 
a larger principle rooted in rights of citizenship and affecting all of 
higher education: “The principle of academic freedom, as we under-
stand it, merely requires that while the public hold him to his duty 
as it holds other men, it shall not invade his rights, which are not 
less than other men’s. To persecute him for his opinion’s sake, to 
drive him into exile, to deprive him of the means of livelihood,—
these are invasions of his rights. . . . It is far better to tolerate opinions 
which seem to be wrong than to punish the expression of opinions 
because they are contrary to those generally accepted.”  86   The faculty 
noted that other colleges that failed to preserve academic freedom 
were “disgraced in the eyes of the academic world” and claimed that 
upholding principles outweighed any potential loss in students, rev-
enue, or local support generated by retaining Bassett. 

 Over the next few hours, eleven trustees spoke, including US 
Senator Furnifold M. Simmons, who considered the struggle his “last 
fight for white supremacy,”  87   before a committee of trustees recom-
mended the adoption of a short statement prepared in advance by dean 
William Preston Few and his friend, author William Garrett Brown. 
The statement, which was adopted by a vote of 18–7, largely with the 
backing of business leaders and over the opposition of members of 
the clergy, disassociated the college from Bassett’s article and point-
edly noted that Bassett himself did not believe in racial equality.  88   
While expressing “regret” over the article, it offered early evidence of 
recognition of different spheres of speech and individual, rather than 
institutional, responsibility for the content of faculty statements. The 
trustees then offered an affirmative claim for liberty and bemoaned its 
recent violation at other institutions, warning that infringements on 
academic freedom caused “high-minded men to look with suspicion 
upon this noble profession.” They continued, “The search for truth 
should be unhampered and in an atmosphere that is free. Liberty may 
sometimes lead to folly; yet it is better that some should be tolerated 
than that all should think and speak under the deadening influence 
of repression.”  89   

 The decision and resolution were widely praised—students rang 
the chapel bells and held a victory bonfire when the decision was 
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announced shortly before 3 a.m. In an ironic twist, several burned 
an effigy of Daniels, leading his allies to condemn it as an attack on 
the freedom of the press. Where Emory had suffered for accepting 
Sledd’s resignation, Trinity flourished and grew in stature. Though 
Daniels remained chagrin, national newspapers and faculty hailed the 
decision as an impressive defense of academic freedom, especially for 
a Southern institution.  90   When President Theodore Roosevelt visited 
the campus two years later, he praised the institution as a bastion of 
freedom: “You stand for all those things for which the scholar must 
stand if he is to render real and lasting service to the state. You stand 
for academic freedom, for the right of private judgment, for the duty, 
more incumbent upon the scholar than upon any other man, to tell 
the truth as he sees it, to claim for himself and give to others the larg-
est liberty in seeking after the truth.”  91   Despite these claims, larger 
societal pressure remained and took a toll on Bassett. In 1906, he left 
Trinity for Smith College, where he believed he could undertake and 
publish his scholarship with fewer pressures and in “a more peaceful 
atmosphere.”  92   

 William E. Dodd’s struggles at Virginia’s Randolph-Macon 
College lasted longer than Bassett’s at Trinity but were somewhat 
less sensational. A historian born in North Carolina and trained 
at the University of Leipzig, Dodd almost lost his position several 
times for his views on Southern society and its willful misrepresen-
tations of the Civil War. In a 1902 article in the  Nation,  he critiqued 
Confederate honorary societies over their distortion of history, 
especially through their successful efforts to ban school textbooks 
that did not conform to pro-Confederacy interpretations of slavery 
and the war. The school was urged to dismiss Dodd but resisted. 
Drawing on Trinity’s affirmation of Bassett, it again resisted calls 
for Dodd’s removal in 1904 after Dodd criticized Southern educa-
tion and educators in a speech that Bassett published in the  South 
Atlantic Quarterly.   93   These pressures on Dodd never truly receded 
but again came to the fore in April 1907 when his letter to the 
editor of the  Nation , appearing under the heading “Freedom of 
Speech in the South,” critiqued aspects of Southern society, espe-
cially the hold that that wealthy had and the restrictions on speech 
that they implemented in the schools and elsewhere. He pointed 
to the growth of economic trusts and argued that their inf luence 
now restricted freedom, including at Trinity, whose faculty had 
never criticized the Duke family.  94   Dodd urged Southern scholars 
to work together and take up the cause of freedom, but he, him-
self, soon withdrew. He was able to withstand the specific attempts 
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to dismiss him, but, in 1907, he followed Bassett’s lead north by 
accepting a position at the University of Chicago. Though his work 
for academic freedom remained—he continued his efforts to coun-
ter pro-Confederacy textbooks and was one of the founders of the 
AAUP—he was unwilling to withstand the constant pressures at 
Randolph-Macon.  95   

 Enoch Banks was not nearly as fortunate. Hired by Sledd, who 
served as the first president of the University of Florida from 1904 
to 1909, Banks was a young professor of history and econom-
ics when the New York–based  Independent  published his article “A 
Semi-Centennial View of Secession” in February 1911.  96   The article 
claimed that the South had been out of touch with the changed eco-
nomic environment of the mid-nineteenth century, that slavery was 
“an anachronism,” and that Lincoln was legally incorrect to invade 
the South but was acting for a higher purpose that was appropriate for 
its time.  97   Though recognizing that his article was unlikely to cause 
a wholesale change of opinion, Banks wrote that it “may serve the 
purpose of showing that conditions are changing, and that the South 
is becoming more tolerant of a free discussion of its past and present 
policies.”  98   Banks’s expectations for free discussion and belief that an 
honest appraisal was possible were unmet. The public reaction was 
swift and forceful, led by Confederate societies and fostered by local 
newspapers. The board delayed a decision on Banks’s future when 
it met in early March, hoping that the furor would subside. Banks, 
though, was shaken by the controversy and offered his resignation 
on March 9. Albert A. Murphree, who had by then succeeded Sledd 
as president, worried that accepting the resignation would stain the 
institution and violate its core principles. Still, at its April 1 meeting, 
he joined the board in bowing to the external pressures.  99   In one 
of several pieces condemning the situation to appear in the ensuing 
issues of the  Independent,  Sledd wrote of his correspondence with 
Banks and the immediate foreboding that Banks’s article had caused. 
He described academic freedom as “vague, a sort of academic myth 
concocted by impractical and visionary men and failures” and wrote 
that “freedom of teaching in the university had to be weighed against 
possible loss of appropriations and patronage, and political office for 
the members of the State Board of Education.”  100   Though the scales 
had tipped differently at Trinity and Randolph-Macon, Banks and 
academic freedom lost at Florida. 

 Banks’s predicament demonstrates the continuing hold of patri-
otic societies and continued regional divides that limited speech and 
caused some, like Bassett and Dodd, to pursue their careers elsewhere. 
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Yet, there were also signs of change. Though greater emphasis in the 
historiography of academic freedom has been placed on the profes-
sionalization of faculty in economics, it is clear that other faculty 
were networking and undertaking similar processes. As Kilgo and 
Candler’s relationship shows, it was not just the faculty who were 
connected and interacting around academic freedom. These cases also 
demonstrate the importance of faculty strategies in the ultimate out-
comes of the cases; resigning reduced pressure on institutions, while 
Bassett’s offering to resign only if it was requested kept the burden 
of action on the board. This could prove crucial, as momentum for 
increased freedom was building. Institutions such as Emory suffered 
for their actions, while Trinity benefited from upholding freedom. 
Additionally, while these four cases all involved speech issues, politi-
cal maneuverings unrelated to the specific issues were implicated. 
Personal grievances and connections could be instrumental in both 
the pursuit of faculty and their defense. 

 These cases were, of course, set amid larger social, political, and 
educational struggles of the time, struggles in which some of the 
key participants were engaged. Dodd’s aforementioned 1907 article 
took aim at the General Education Board (GEB), founded by John 
D. Rockefeller in 1903, and its subsidiary, the Southern Education 
Board (SEB), headed by Robert Ogden. With vast resources that 
dwarfed individual school endowments, the GEB offered the poten-
tial to restructure Southern higher education. Yet Dodd noted the 
unwillingness of GEB members to criticize Rockefeller and found 
it indicative of a repression that could affect Southern institutions. 
Bassett lamented Ogden’s leadership and his lack of understanding of 
the South’s needs.  101   Candler, in his self-published 1909 “Dangerous 
Donations and Degrading Doles,” lambasted the GEB and SEB as 
attempts to overwhelm and either control or destroy Southern denom-
inational colleges as part of a larger “scheme” to change Southerners’ 
“political thinking, religious beliefs, and social organization.”  102   He 
warned that the money would make trustees subservient and claimed, 
“Our colleges must be something more than the caged birds of the 
‘General Education Board,’ fed by its hand and made to sing at its 
bidding.”  103   The GEB’s funding for African American institutions 
was tied to an industrial approach to education; accepting the needed 
money also meant accepting external restrictions on curricular and 
institutional matters. The roles and intents of Northern philanthro-
pists was contested territory, but the restrictions imposed are clear.  104   
Of course, issues of race and racism did not affect only Southern 
institutions, as widespread discrimination occurred across the nation. 
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Until 1941, no black faculty member held a regular appointment at a 
white institution.  105    

  Growing Faculty Consensus; 
Continuing Concerns 

 As these cases were being fought and debated, literature germane 
to academic freedom continued and multiplied both in relation to 
specific events and in definitional efforts. In 1900, Elmer E. Brown 
provided a historical analysis of the development of academic free-
dom from the Middle Ages through the nineteenth century. He 
saw the emerging public universities as fostering increased freedom 
paired with responsibility, but he warned that partisan politics could 
also lead to restrictions. In 1901, two years after his dismissal from 
Kansas State, Will declared that the “educational trusts” were stif ling 
freedom while proclaiming to uphold it.  106   The following year, John 
Dewey argued that the lack of codified methods in the social sci-
ences caused difficulty for university professors. Due to the relevance 
of these faculty members’ work and their likelihood of addressing 
sensitive issues, Dewey argued that they should be allowed leeway in 
their research. While concerned about financial pressures and over-
specialization, Dewey, a key figure in the subsequent founding of 
the AAUP as well as in the American Federation of Teacher’s efforts 
to unionize college faculty, foresaw increased academic freedom in 
universities preserved by joint action of the academic community, 
though he remained uncertain if it would take hold in denomina-
tional colleges.  107   

 University presidents likewise offered opinions about the concept. 
In  College Administration,  Western Reserve University’s Charles 
Thwing wrote about academic freedom from several viewpoints, 
including those of trustees and the general public. He linked the per-
spectives of presidents and professors, indicating an understanding 
that threats came largely from outside the institutions. While argu-
ing for the principle of academic freedom, he also noted the impor-
tance of comportment, writing, “academic freedom is more often a 
question of good breeding than it is of liberty. Every college profes-
sor is to be absolutely free to hold and to express whatever opinion he 
chooses, so long as he maintains the character of a noble man and the 
manners of a gentleman.”  108   Harvard’s Charles W. Eliot echoed the 
importance of “courtesy and honor.” He discussed both external and 
internal threats, including those posed by other faculty members, a 
topic that would long be ignored by historians. Columbia’s Nicholas 
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Murray Butler similarly lauded academic freedom while emphasizing 
the responsibility of scholars not to offend “common morality” lest 
they “outlive their usefulness.”  109   These influential presidents were 
promoting the ideal of academic freedom while at the same time 
making the case for limiting that freedom in the name of propriety. 
West, by then dean of Princeton University’s graduate school, was 
more direct. At the 1906 meeting of the Association of American 
Universities, the new organization uniting a handful of elite univer-
sities, West claimed that many faculty members were not worthy of 
freedom, declaring, “there has been a great deal of folly talked about 
the freedom of faculties and of individual professors. Would that 
the fact a man is a professor were sufficient proof that he is also a 
man of sense. Sometimes it is not even proof that he is a scholar.”  110   
The tensions between rights and responsibilities, between freedoms 
and restrictions, would be integral to the development of academic 
freedom and the codification of policies as they played out over the 
ensuing decades. Significantly, it was not just administrators who 
were conflicted, but faculty members and educational organizations, 
as well. 

 While this period just after the turn of the century did see impor-
tant writings on academic freedom, it is often considered one with 
few significant cases. Laurence Veysey, for example, noted a “long lull 
during which few new incidents arose” following the Ross case.  111   
Both Veysey and Karen Christine Nelson argued that this lull might 
have been due to wider, if temporary, acceptance of Progressive ideas. 
Edward Silva and Sheila Slaughter added that the lack of sensational 
cases was also due to a combination of faculty members’ demon-
strated willingness to fight for academic freedom and established 
social scientists exchanging their more controversial activism to serve 
as respected experts.  112   Evidence indicates, though, that the lack of 
cases might be overstated. As the resignations of Banks and Sledd, 
plus the trials of Bassett and Dodd, show, threats involving race and 
regionalism remained. Moreover, less publicized cases existed, includ-
ing that of Arthur Calhoun, a faculty member forced out of Florida 
State College for Women in 1911 when local newspapers blamed 
him for students’ commencement speeches that appeared to evince 
socialism. Calhoun’s removal received little attention outside the local 
newspapers. At the time, even he did not realize the issues of aca-
demic freedom involved.  113   

 Perhaps more telling is the case of William Bohn, a rhetoric 
instructor at the University of Michigan who was accused of being a 
“revolutionist” who advocated social reorganization.  114   Alumni and 
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concerned citizens called for his immediate dismissal, many noting 
that taxpayers should not be required to support a man who advo-
cated such ideas, leading to an institutional investigation.  115   Private 
correspondence among institutional leaders demonstrates that they 
were concerned about Bohn’s politics and the backlash they caused, 
but they were careful to avoid being accused of dismissing someone 
for his political expression. When professor Charles H. Cooley wrote 
to university president Harry Burns Hutchins expressing his concern, 
it was not over whether his colleague would be dismissed but how the 
dismissal would appear to the public. He trusted Hutchins’s judgment 
but asked not to act in a way that link a dismissal to Bohn’s socialism. 
Hutchins responded the following day by disclaiming “sudden or ill-
advised action” but concluding that Bohn would not remain at the 
institution for much longer.  116   The Board of Regents joined Hutchins 
in hiding the truth about Bohn’s forced resignation, publicly declar-
ing that they upheld freedom of speech and that the resignation had 
not been forced.  117   This duplicity foreshadowed future controversies 
in which administrators denied that faculty dismissals were due to het-
erodox speech, even though their internal communications document 
the opposite. Bohn’s case was different from the impending struggles 
in one important way, however: Bohn was dismissed because of the 
fear that his socialist speech would offend taxpayers and donors. In 
the ensuing years, with the outbreak of war in Europe, such speech 
would be troublesome, not just because it offended moneyed inter-
ests, but because it was thought to be treasonous.  

  Conclusion 

 American colleges and universities underwent tremendous changes 
over the course of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. The 
scope and scale of higher education grew dramatically as the nation 
expanded, public and private dollars infused the system, and insti-
tutions took on new roles and purposes. Advances in science, the 
cross-Atlantic travel of aspiring American scholars, and an increas-
ing emphasis on discovering, rather than discovered, knowledge 
combined to affect attitudes about the appropriate roles and rights 
of faculty, especially at the century’s turn. The conflicts over religion, 
race, economics, and other issues evidenced both ongoing restrictions 
and new willingness to test already expanding limits. Likewise, they 
implicated and furthered the professionalization of college faculty 
and their increasingly national and disciplinary, rather than local and 
institutional, focuses. The apparent, though misleading, tranquility 
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in the early twentieth century would be broken by a handful of cel-
ebrated cases, including the 1913 forced resignation of John Moffat 
Mecklin from Lafayette College, the 1913 dismissal of Willard C. 
Fisher from Wesleyan University, and the dismissal of Scott Nearing 
from the University of Pennsylvania in 1915. These cases and others 
like them combined with additional factors to provide the stimulus 
for concerted organizational efforts to protect academic freedom and 
led to the founding of the AAUP. Certainly, as Wigmore noted, the 
problems of academic freedom and tenure were long standing and 
were far from being solved. Yet in the years leading up to 1915, prog-
ress had been made, and academic freedom had become a contested 
and contestable element of American higher education. Though dif-
ferences between and within faculty, administrators, and trustees 
continued to exist—and faculty espousing heterodox opinions faced 
visible and hidden dangers—faculty professionalization had expanded 
the opportunities for dissent. In ensuing years, these new freedoms 
would become both further established and harshly challenged.  
   



     2 

 A ssoci at ing a nd 

Ac a demic Fr eedom   

   Informed by his own trials and in direct response to Enoch Banks’s 
forced resignation from the University of Florida, Andrew Sledd 
warned in 1911 that academic freedom was a “vague . . . academic 
myth.”  1   Fewer than five years later, it would be something much more: 
it would be a central element in efforts for and debates around faculty 
professionalization. The key events in this shift were the founding of 
the American Association of University Professors (AAUP), its cre-
ation of Committee A on Academic Freedom and Tenure, and its issu-
ance of the 1915  Declaration of Principles of Academic Freedom and 
Academic Tenure.  The establishment of the AAUP offered new oppor-
tunities for defining and protecting educators’ rights and signaled a 
new era in the long history of academic freedom, though an era in 
which academic freedom would remain highly contested. Importantly, 
this new association of professors, at times termed a “union” to the 
consternation of its leaders, was not alone. The proximal founding of 
the Association of American Colleges (AAC), American Federation 
of Teachers (AFT), and American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) pro-
vided additional opportunities for those interested in educational lib-
erty to advocate competing visions of the principle. Over the next 25 
years, their collaborations and competition changed American higher 
education and defined both the very idea of academic freedom and 
the policies that could be used to protect it. The organizations and 
their interactions created the conditions of the modern professoriate. 
At first, though, they largely worked separately and rarely acknowl-
edged each other, except occasionally to criticize one another or to 
differentiate themselves. Moreover, the approaches that they took and 
the claims that they made emphasized the stratification that existed 
not only among American colleges but also within their faculties.  
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  Prelude 

 The 1915 founding of the AAUP was neither a hasty response to recent 
threats nor the result of a widespread grassroots movement of college 
educators. Rather, Arthur O. Lovejoy led a group of elite university 
professors to organize the national association along the lines of dis-
ciplinary groups that had been founded in preceding decades, includ-
ing the American Economic Association (AEA; founded in 1885), 
American Political Science Association (APSA; founded in 1903), and 
American Sociological Society (ASS—now American Sociological 
Association; founded in 1905). In many ways, the founding of the 
AAUP was a response to the recent changes that the American aca-
demic profession had experienced, including increased notions of pro-
fessionalism, changes related to bureaucracy and academic governance, 
and desires for reform related to Progressive impulses.  2   Indeed, in 
his address at the association’s first meeting in January 1915, AAUP 
president John Dewey noted, “We are in a period of intense and rapid 
growth of higher education. . . . Within almost a single generation 
our higher education has undergone a transformation amounting 
to a revolution.”  3   He argued that, although American higher educa-
tion had made great strides through local and institutional action, 
much more could be done through the cooperative action of reform-
minded faculty. 

 Lovejoy’s interest in founding an overarching association to unite 
the professoriate across disciplinary boundaries dated to his experi-
ences at Stanford University at the turn of the century. When Edward 
A. Ross was dismissed from the institution at the direction of bene-
factor Jane Lathrop Stanford in 1900, Lovejoy was one of a handful 
of faculty to resign in protest. At the time, he believed that a single 
unifying organization could overcome the limitations of the new dis-
ciplinary societies and allow for interventions into both alleged viola-
tions of academic freedom and broader issues of educational policy. 
Yet, Lovejoy recognized that status was crucial in the academic profes-
sion and waited until 1913—by which time he was established at the 
elite Johns Hopkins University—to undertake the project.  4   Although 
faculty had noticed fewer violations of academic freedom in the inter-
vening years, concern over the perceived declining status of faculty 
had blossomed and shown itself in the increasingly confrontational 
writings of college and university professors.  5   

 Thorstein Veblen’s lengthy  The Higher Learning in America: A 
Memorandum on the Conduct of Universities by Business Men  is perhaps 
the most famous of these attacks on centralization, bureaucratization, 
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and business principles in higher education. Veblen called for the 
elimination of college executives and governing boards as the only 
possible solution for the troubles plaguing universities, noting, “It is 
of . . . the essence of this scheme of academic control that the captain 
of erudition should freely exercise the power of academic life and 
death over the members of his staff, to reward the good and faithful 
servant and to abase the recalcitrant.”  6   To Veblen, the very existence 
of governing boards was problematic; that they were dominated by 
business leaders was “ingeniously foolish” and did “not promise well 
for the future of science and scholarship.”  7   Others, including Joseph 
Jastrow, J. E. Creighton, James P. Munroe, and Stewart Patton simi-
larly decried administrative overreaching, while John Jay Chapman 
and H. W. Boynton were among those who denounced the reticence 
of faculty to stand up for themselves and their colleagues.  8   In 1913, 
novelist and occasional faculty member George Cram Cook called 
on faculty to unionize in response to these conditions, noting that 
it was the only action “capable of taking ‘professor’ out of the cat-
egory of the ridiculous.”  9   His argument, however, was more radi-
cal than many academics were willing to heed, including University 
of Colorado dean F. B. R. Hellems. Hellems’s scathing critique of 
Cook’s argument included a claim for the existence of considerable 
freedom and the contention that “so far from feeling themselves 
‘somewhat ridiculous,’ they are too nobly and generously proud 
to fight over pennies, or contend about the trappings of place and 
power.”  10   

 Columbia University psychologist James McKeen Cattell likewise 
condemned modern business practices in education and the influence 
of autocratic leaders. In his 1913  University Control,  he presented his 
plans for institutional reorganization along with solicited responses 
to his ideas. He wrote that a college president’s “despotism is only 
tempered by resignation” and termed presidential control of appoint-
ments and salaries the “most sinister side of our present system of 
university administration.”  11   He further contended that either high 
salaries or tenure—something that was as yet rare and informal—
was needed to attract the ablest men to the profession and suggested 
that faculty should organize a national association to attend to their 
shared educational and professional concerns.  12   Cattell’s ideas were 
not, though, new: He had been arguing along the same lines since 
at least 1902, including to colleagues at Johns Hopkins University, 
where he had taught prior to moving to Columbia University. Cattell’s 
early discussions at Johns Hopkins, along with the successful short-
term administration of the institution by a committee of faculty and 
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trustees in the wake of president Ira Remsen’s resignation in 1912, 
contributed to the call to start the AAUP.  13   

 Cattell’s and others’ arguments were instrumental in setting the 
stage for the founding of the new professors’ association, but more 
immediate circumstances also contributed. In January 1913, Willard 
C. Fisher was dismissed from Wesleyan University when newspaper 
reports indicated that he had negatively commented on church atten-
dance.  14   Even more notorious was the June 1913 forced resignation 
of Lafayette College professor John M. Mecklin due to his liberal 
religious teachings. Mecklin appealed to the American Philosophical 
Association and the American Psychological Association for assis-
tance, claiming that the pragmatist texts he taught were used at 
other Presbyterian institutions.  15   The two organizations—headed 
by Lovejoy and Princeton University psychologist Howard Crosby 
Warren, also to become an influential AAUP leader—formed a joint 
committee to investigate. This seven-member committee requested 
information on Mecklin’s departure from Lafayette president 
Ethelbert Dudley Warfield, claiming that ascertaining the quality 
and extent of freedom at the institution was necessary for members 
of their associations. Warfield, though, viewed the investigations as 
illegitimate and refused to cooperate. In its final report, the com-
mittee described the unacceptable conditions at Lafayette, conclud-
ing that continued appointment required assenting to Warfield’s 
doctrinal beliefs. It declared a bifurcation of American institutions, 
some allowing freedom but other serving as “instruments of . . . pro-
paganda,” thereby setting the stage for future AAUP understandings 
of restrictions at proprietary institutions. The committee simultane-
ously asserted its right to investigate issues of academic freedom, an 
idea that was far from established. Warfield resigned under pressure 
shortly after the report was released, though the influence of the 
report in his disassociation is unclear. Although the investigation was 
an important step—Warren called it the “first active step” toward 
securing professorial freedoms in a 1914  Atlantic Monthly  article  16  —
Mecklin was never allowed to return to his position, and the episode 
attested to the faculty’s precarious position and lack of authority in 
such matters.  17   

 While the American Philosophical and American Psychological 
Associations were adopting the report on Mecklin’s dismissal at their 
annual meetings at the end of 1913, three other professional associa-
tions, the AEA, APSA, and ASS, were agreeing to form a joint com-
mittee “to examine and report upon the present situation in American 
educational institutions as to liberty of thought, freedom of speech 
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and security of tenure for teachers.”  18   This nine-member committee, 
which was led by Edwin Seligman and included Princeton University 
economist Frank A. Fetter, Harvard University law professor Roscoe 
Pound, Wisconsin’s Richard T. Ely, and Indiana University economist 
Ulysses G. Weatherly—all of whom would be central to the AAUP’s 
early efforts—looked into Fisher’s dismissal from Wesleyan but quickly 
shifted its focus to the larger issues of academic freedom and tenure. 
Released in December 1913, the committee’s “Preliminary Report of 
the Joint Committee on Academic Freedom and Academic Tenure” 
argued that academic freedom was important not just for faculty but 
for the general public, the creation of knowledge, and the education 
of students. Still, the report was tentative and cautious. Rather than 
asserting rights, it raised questions as to appropriate limits to profes-
sorial freedoms, including asking whether public sentiment should 
confine professors’ speech and whether the concept should apply 
only to scholarly activities or more broadly. It asked whether a single 
standard should apply across all institutional types and whether the 
extent of freedom in teaching should be contingent on the age of stu-
dents being taught. The report suggested that faculty should retain 
the rights of citizenship and be able to speak freely outside of the 
classroom as both specialists and nonspecialists, key elements of what, 
in modern times, is known as extramural freedom.  19   Although the 
report was not a bold claim for academic freedom, it provided a vital 
basis for the ensuing work of the AAUP’s forthcoming Committee 
on Academic Freedom and Academic Tenure, which would include 
seven of the nine members of the joint committee among its fifteen 
members.  

  The A AUP 

 The combination of the return of highly publicized dismissals and 
growing concerns over both bureaucratization and decline in status 
provided momentum for efforts to form what would become the 
AAUP. In March 1913, the majority of the full professors at Johns 
Hopkins proposed to colleagues at nine leading research institu-
tions that they consider organizing a new association that could 
supplement existing disciplinary associations by attending to policy 
issues that affected the professoriate as a whole.  20   The new associa-
tion would be designed “to promote a more general and methodical 
discussion of the educational problems of the university; to create 
means for the authoritative expression of the public opinion of the 
profession; and to make possible collective action, on occasions 
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when such action seems called for.”  21   Professors at each of the nine 
institutions responded favorably, and, in November 1913, eighteen 
representatives from eight institutions met in Baltimore and agreed 
to draft a constitution and form a committee to consider eligibility 
for membership and related issues.  22   Over the next year, Dewey led 
the intentionally multidisciplinary Committee on Organization as it 
contemplated the basic functions of the organization, the issues that 
the association would address, and the requirements and nature of 
membership in the association. The committee debated who should 
be allowed to enter the group, whether members should be selected 
as individuals or based on their institution affiliations, and whether 
administrators should be invited. In April 1914, a subcommittee rec-
ommended refining the purpose statement to emphasize “bringing 
about more effective cooperation amongst the members of the pro-
fession in the discharge of their special responsibilities as custodians 
of the interests of higher education and research in America”—and 
to conclude by noting “and in general to maintain and advance 
the ideals and standards of the profession.”  23   A November meeting 
resulted in the invitation of a small group of renowned professors 
at recognized research institutions who were engaged primarily in 
academic work to attend the first formal meeting of a “National 
Association of University Professors” on January 1 and 2, 1915, 
in New York City.  24   The emphasis on membership requirements 
throughout was indicative of the new association’s concern for sta-
tus and its desire to establish itself as an elite, respected society of 
professionals.  25   

 The invitation to the New York meeting was also accompanied by 
a short document outlining the purposes of the new organization. 
This first official statement of intent built on the original call and 
incorporated the changes made at the April meeting. The document 
likened the group to the American Medical Association (established 
in 1847) and the American Bar Association (1878), expressly empha-
sized its professional nature, and noted a range of issues with which 
it could engage. Included among them were considerations of uni-
versity and departmental organization; concerns over teaching and 
its relationships with research; and issues of graduate education, fac-
ulty governance, and tenure. Though the new group was not formed 
exclusively around issues of academic freedom, it would, from the 
start, be deeply involved with them. And as its proclaimed desire to 
pursue “the impartial determination of the facts” in academic free-
dom cases demonstrated, it would not imprudently rally around all 
professors who claimed they were aggrieved.  26   
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 The reluctance of members of the AAUP to explicitly forefront 
academic freedom is noteworthy in light of the importance of aca-
demic freedom in the development of the organization. In his 1914 
 Atlantic Monthly  article, Warren clearly linked the new organization 
with professionalization and academic freedom. He wrote of the emi-
nent status of the men involved and of the restrained nature of their 
work, specifically denying that the group would be a “grievous soci-
ety or a trade union of the economic type,” as the organizers were 
“too well balanced,” scholarly, and idealistic.  27   Instead, he claimed 
that the primary purpose would be the elevation of the “standards 
of the teaching profession, by promoting self-respect, initiative, and 
responsibility.” To this end, Warren believed the AAUP would actu-
ally make a greater impact by focusing on relations between professors 
and students, professors and professors, and professors and the exter-
nal world rather than by emphasizing professors’ interactions with 
their governing boards.  28   Still, his discussion of the new association 
for professors was framed in terms of academic freedom. Academic 
freedom was a vital issue for the new group and would remain so, 
even as some downplayed its predominance and sought to establish 
the organization’s reputation in other venues. 

 Dewey broached this issue of academic freedom in his address 
at the opening of the new association. Following a discussion of 
structural changes in American higher education and the need for 
a representative body of professors to consider educational issues, he 
denied that the organization was formed specifically for the purpose 
of defending academic freedom, as had been reported in the press. 
He argued that while violations of academic freedom were detrimen-
tal to professional status, they were relatively rare, and the existing 
associations were already handling such cases. He continued: “I am 
confident that the topic can not be more than an incident of the activ-
ities of the association in developing professional standards, standards 
which will be quite as scrupulous regarding obligations imposed by 
freedom as jealous for the freedom itself.”  29   Despite this demurring, 
the AAUP acted on a proposal by Seligman and approved the absorp-
tion of the AEA, APSA, and ASS joint committee into its own new 
Committee on Academic Freedom and Academic Tenure—later to 
become known as Committee A—with the express intent to define 
principles with which professors and administrators could agree. The 
committee could not remain intact, however, as the AAUP’s newly 
imposed eligibility standards, which required that members be estab-
lished professors of ten years’ standing, eliminated two of the joint 
committee’s members, Herbert Croly and Frederick N. Judson.  30    
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  Early Investigations 

 Dewey’s suggestion that the AAUP would spend little time on 
academic freedom quickly proved erroneous, as investigations into 
alleged violations soon assumed a prominent place in the association’s 
work. In April 1915, before the absorption of the joint committee 
could be completed, Lovejoy fortuitously read an editorial describ-
ing the resignation of 17 members of the University of Utah faculty 
in response to the dismissal of other faculty. Lovejoy later recounted 
that, in response to the editorial’s contention that the AAUP would 
surely investigate, he “thought ‘it is up to us.’”  31   In fact, Lovejoy 
decided it was up to  him  and immediately appealed to John Dewey 
to fund an investigative trip to Utah. Dewey acceded to the request, 
and Lovejoy interrupted his vacation and left for Salt Lake City the 
following day.  32   

 Lovejoy’s Utah investigation set the tone for future AAUP inqui-
ries and helped spur the association to take further action. He was 
intent on an investigation that would befit a professional organization 
and wrote to University of Utah president J. T. Kingsbury that amid 
allegations of institutional or administrative impropriety “the facts 
should be carefully determined in a judicial spirit by some committee 
wholly detached from any local or personal controversy, and in some 
degree representative of the profession at large.”  33   Kingsbury agreed 
to participate in the investigation, and Lovejoy spent four days in 
Utah interviewing current and former faculty, administrators, and 
trustees. Lovejoy’s final 80-page report, which was endorsed by the 
Committee on Academic Freedom and Academic Tenure, detailed 
President Kingsbury’s willingness to suppress freedom and dis-
place faculty members to appease powerful interests, including the 
state officials and religious leaders. However, the removals specifi-
cally under investigation were apparently brought about by personal 
animosity and perceived disrespect for authority, including faculty 
members’ statements that had been uttered in private conversations. 
Lovejoy, and through him the committee, concluded that the dis-
missal of faculty members for their private speech or in the interest of 
squelching criticism was intolerable.  34   

 In the ensuing months, Lovejoy attempted to share the burden 
of investigatory work with other committee members but himself 
undertook additional investigations at the Universities of Colorado, 
Montana, and Pennsylvania. Colorado law professor James Brewster 
asked for assistance after his appointment was not renewed following 
the 1914–15 academic year. The AAUP pursued the case in part due 
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to the suspicion that it might be able to find that Brewster’s academic 
freedom had  not  been violated. To Seligman, such a finding could 
help establish the investigations as legitimate and fair. Lovejoy trav-
eled to Colorado and did, in fact, find that the president had not 
severed Brewster’s connection to the institution due to the professor’s 
political speech. Significantly, however, the final report argued that 
Brewster was aggrieved in that he had not been given proper notifica-
tion that his contract would not be renewed. The AAUP argued that 
professors deserved at least three months’ notice, foreshadowing its 
emphasis on appropriate dismissal procedures. The association also 
took seriously Brewster’s contention that his desire to testify before a 
legislative hearing had contributed to his removal; it argued that the 
right to contribute to the public good through legislative testimony 
must be protected. Here, too, the AAUP staked claims to professorial 
freedoms in and out of the classroom, as well as procedural protec-
tions for accused faculty.  35   

 Lovejoy’s work on the cases at Montana and Pennsylvania was 
similarly important. He gathered the information used by the sub-
committee and reported that the dismissals of three professors and 
the president of the University of Montana were based on their public 
speech about the expansion of the institution, both for and against. 
The committee rejected a desire for “harmony” as an appropriate cause 
for dismissal, as it had in the Utah case. The subcommittee investi-
gating Scott Nearing’s dismissal from the University of Pennsylvania 
criticized the institution not only for dismissing the professor due to 
his political speech but also for refusing to participate in the investi-
gation. It further argued that disregarding faculty recommendations 
for continued appointment, as had been the situation in Nearing’s 
case, was acceptable only in extremely rare circumstances. Together, 
these early reports helped establish the contours of investigative pro-
cesses, helped set the foundation upon which the right to academic 
freedom would be argued, and demonstrated that academic freedom 
was separate from but intertwined with larger concerns involving the 
terms of faculty employment.  36   

 The AAUP’s one investigation during its first year in which 
Lovejoy was not intimately involved is also instructive. Two years 
after Willard C. Fisher was forced to resign from Wesleyan University, 
Seligman inquired into the situation on behalf of both the AAUP 
and the AEA. Fisher alleged that the forced resignation was caused 
by long-standing animosity between him and president William 
Shanklin, as well as inflammatory newspaper reports about Fisher’s 
speech concerning religious observance. Seligman’s report noted the 
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lack of clear evidence in the case but declared that academic freedom 
included speech outside of one’s specific discipline and articulated 
the need for due process for professors. Due to the length of time 
since the resignation and uncertainties about the evidence, however, 
the Committee on Academic Freedom and Academic Tenure failed 
to endorse the report but published a brief statement instead.  37   The 
issues involved in these cases were important, but so too were the 
tempered approach and judicious nature of the reports—reports that 
were befitting of an organization seeking to establish and maintain a 
professional reputation. 

 These five cases were not the only ones that were brought to the 
committee’s attention during this first year of activity. Numerous 
other professors appealed to the new organization for assistance in 
controversies that extended beyond issues of academic freedom, with 
cases being presented at the rate of one per week in late summer. 
Each investigation was time-consuming and expensive, leading the 
committee to decline many requests for intervention. As the year 
progressed, the committee created parameters for choosing its inves-
tigations, leaving aside those in which administrators rather than pro-
fessors were aggrieved and those it deemed less significant due of the 
low status of the institution or small number of individuals involved. 
This unexpected influx of cases and resulting need to delimit the 
committee’s activities also led the committee to return to its initial 
task of outlining a policy statement on academic freedom.  38    

  A Magna Carta? 

 Neither the AAUP nor its Committee on Academic Freedom and 
Academic Tenure were founded to investigate alleged violations of 
academic freedom, but the work quickly consumed the latter and 
become synonymous with the former. When the association met in 
December 1915, Dewey offered his reassurance that the circumstances 
were unusual and that the “investigations of particular cases were lit-
erally thrust upon us.” Not investigating “would have been cowardly; 
it would have tended to destroy all confidence in the Association as 
anything more than a talking body.”  39   Seligman’s committee, which 
had been charged with extending the work of the joint committee 
and reporting on the problems of academic freedom, then presented 
the “General Report of the Committee on Academic Freedom and 
Academic Tenure,” commonly referred to as the 1915  Declaration of 
Principles on Academic Freedom and Academic Tenure . The document, 
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which was initially drafted by Seligman but then substantially revised 
by Lovejoy, consisted of two main parts: a statement of principles 
and a set of “Practical Proposals” designed to help achieve them. The 
former outlined three main aspects of academic freedom as “freedom 
of inquiry and research; freedom of teaching within the university or 
college; and freedom of extra-mural utterance and action,” and the 
latter called for tenure and for due process before faculty dismissals. 
Together, they established the terms on which ensuing AAUP efforts 
would be based.  40   

 The 1915  Declaration  staked its claim for academic freedom on 
the special relationship between higher education and society. That 
relationship—and higher education’s concomitant responsibility to 
create, preserve, and transmit knowledge—required that trustees and 
legislatures refrain from interfering with professors’ scholarly activi-
ties or otherwise limiting their freedoms. Proprietary institutions and 
those that otherwise saw their purpose as inculcating preordained 
doctrines were duty-bound to admit that they were of a different type 
and not part of that same special relationship. For the majority of 
institutions serving the public good, though, the document argued 
that only by preserving academic freedom could universities attract 
the most desirable men to the profession, sustain the public’s trust 
in scholarly expertise, offer disinterested criticism, and further the 
development of knowledgeable public servants. It argued that free-
doms to research were widely protected but that those involving class-
room teaching and extramural speech faced greater danger. Though 
noting threats posed by intrusive trustees and legislative bodies, it 
warned that public opinion more broadly presented the gravest dan-
ger. For institutions of higher education to fulfill their responsibili-
ties, they must be an “inviolable refuge” from the “tyranny of public 
opinion.” Academic freedom was thus needed for societal, not indi-
vidual or institutional, benefit.  41   It was, likewise, accompanied by 
corresponding responsibilities befitting professional scholars. Faculty 
were responsible for expressing a variety of opinions when discussing 
controversial topics in the classroom and, when dealing with young 
students, needed to be particularly careful. Responsibilities extended 
outside the classroom, as well, with professors’ rights to address con-
troversial issues, including those outside their specialties, tempered 
by their being “under a peculiar obligation to avoid hasty or unveri-
fied or exaggerated statements, and to refrain from intemperate or 
sensational modes of expression.”  42   Although able to participate 
in political activities, professors should also remain above political 
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intrigue or partisan party concerns. Importantly, it was the profession 
alone that should determine if its members were failing to meet these 
responsibilities. 

 The comparatively brief “Practical Proposals” called for faculty 
committees to advise presidents or boards on faculty reappointments. 
They argued for permanent tenure for associate and full professors 
after ten years of service, a minimum of three months’ notice prior 
to nonrenewal of a contract when tenure was not an issue, and a full 
year’s notice for those who had achieved a rank higher than instruc-
tor. They further called on institutions to clearly define grounds for 
dismissal and identify any doctrinal requirements placed on faculty. 
Finally, the report argued that teachers should not be dismissed or 
demoted without written charges and fair hearings before bodies 
chosen by and including members of the faculty.  43   With these pro-
posals, the new AAUP linked the protection of academic freedom to 
tenure rights and due process, but at the same time acknowledged 
that only established faculty at the highest levels—not instructors or 
assistants—would qualify for the full protections of tenure. 

 The 1915  Declaration  was endorsed by the AAUP at its second 
meeting, with one participant calling it a “magna carta for our profes-
sion for a long time to come.”  44   Though widely supported within the 
association, the document nonetheless caused a few concerns. John H. 
Wigmore complained that some of his suggestions were not included 
in the final draft and that the statement was flawed because it did 
not specifically delineate the limits of free speech. He believed the 
statement needed to go further in its defense of professors’ freedoms 
and needed to enunciate professors’ explicit right to disagree with 
trustees and alumni.  45   He would build on these points a year later 
when, as AAUP president, he critiqued the emphasis on procedures 
over content: “They formulate rules for the giving of a hearing to 
the professor, and for employing other measures of fair and cautious 
procedure, before action upon the issue of dismissal; but they do not 
formulate any definition of the kind of defect or conduct which is to 
form just ground for dismissal.”  46   Another professor complained that 
the document went too far in claiming special privileges for faculty 
that went beyond the rights of ordinary citizens and that it implied 
that professors could not be removed for cause. Dewey disagreed, 
noting that the document did not claim that professors were irre-
movable but that it only made legitimate claims based on the needs 
of the profession. While he endorsed the report, Dewey himself did 
not entirely agree with it, believing it might inappropriately restrict 
trustees. The meeting’s attendees considered spending another year 
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debating the document, but Seligman was able to convince the body 
to allow for the more expeditious route of circulating the document 
for comments. He argued that it was a useful starting point and could 
be amended as situations required. Seligman’s committee was charged 
with finalizing the document and completing its investigative reports 
in preparation for its replacement by a new, permanent committee to 
be known as Committee A.  47   

 The 1915  Declaration  was met with a mixed response when it was 
published shortly after the meeting. The United States Commissioner 
of Education funded the distribution of the report to three thou-
sand college and university presidents and trustees, and the Bureau 
of Education endorsed the efforts of the AAUP.  48   The  Nation  lauded 
the document, as did other liberal publications, with at least one 
echoing the sentiment that it was a “scholar’s magna carta.”  49   Others 
were not as flattering. The  New York Times  notably lambasted aca-
demic freedom as “the inalienable right of every college instructor to 
make a fool of himself and his college by vealy, intemperate, sensa-
tional prattle about every subject under heaven, to his classes and to 
the public, and still keep on the payroll or be reft therefrom only by 
elaborate process.”  50   A little more than a year after its official found-
ing, the AAUP had made its historic claim for faculty freedoms, a 
claim that remained highly contested.  

  The A AC 

 Though many remained silent about the 1915  Declaration,  an orga-
nization that was forming alongside the AAUP took the profes-
sors’ association seriously. At the encouragement of the Council of 
Church Boards of Education, which itself was formed in 1911 partly 
to promote liberal arts colleges, a group of presidents from denomi-
national colleges discussed their shared interests at the 1914 National 
Education Association (NEA) meeting. These initial conversations 
led to the January 1915 establishment of the AAC, an organiza-
tion composed of senior officers of liberal arts colleges and intent 
on advancing their interests.  51   At the founding meeting, Whitman 
College president Stephen B. L. Penrose argued that the small col-
leges had unique missions and that the new organization could foster 
self-consciousness among them.  52   Richard Watson Cooper, president 
of Upper Iowa University, noted that the NEA was too influential 
in educational circles and that its efforts to reform American educa-
tion worked to the detriment of small colleges.  53   Earlham College 
president Robert L. Kelly, who would be a longtime leader of the 
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AAC, argued that the new body was intended to form “social soli-
darity” of private institutions and to develop a national educational 
consciousness.  54   The transformations in higher education that Dewey 
addressed while opening the AAUP were felt by more than just the 
professoriate, and the once-dominant denominational and liberal arts 
colleges feared being trampled by them. 

 Despite the specific references to other educational associations, 
neither the new AAUP nor academic freedom appeared in the pro-
ceedings of this first meeting. The following year, the situation was 
quite different, as the AAC met in the immediate wake of the 1915 
 Declaration.  The discussions are particularly noteworthy in that they 
were neither dismissive of the AAUP’s efforts nor uniformly opposed 
to its provisions. Instead, three distinct opinions on the topic were 
presented as part of the discussion on academic freedom and ten-
ure. Ohio Wesleyan University president Herbert Welch initiated 
the conversation by arguing that college presidents were uniquely 
positioned to consider academic freedom, as they had both ties to 
faculty and responsibilities to trustees. He contended that the exist-
ing amount of academic freedom was actually impressive and argued 
that maintaining incompetent professors was more problematic than 
the few violations of academic freedom that occurred. Welch also 
argued for limitations in some areas, especially for denominational 
institutions. Calling claims for the necessity of the limitless search 
for truth “misleading,” he argued: “We stand not only for the search 
for truth but for the belief that some truth has really been discov-
ered and put beyond reasonable controversy.”  55   Moreover, as teach-
ing was a public profession, educators had special responsibilities that 
placed limits on their pursuits. Welch also specifically addressed the 
new AAUP, including its claim for academic freedom. Terming the 
AAUP’s report on the firings at Utah “very interesting, somewhat 
amusing, and sometimes irritating,” he noted that in it, the AAUP 
had recognized that extreme and exaggerated criticism of a univer-
sity’s administration could justifiably lead to dismissal.  56   More sig-
nificantly, he focused on the limitations on freedoms outlined in the 
1915  Declaration  and argued that the AAUP had opened the door 
for further limitations. In sum, he called the document “admirably 
balanced.”  57   He then proposed a series of procedures that were in 
many ways similar to those offered by the AAUP. Welch suggested 
faculty involvement in hiring and dismissal decisions, removal of fac-
ulty only with cause, and due notice for dismissals. He argued that 
without fair hearings before faculty and trustees prior to dismissals, 
the AAUP would continue to investigate, a practice that he believed 
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held the potential for bias. Still, Welch believed that ultimate author-
ity in all institutional matters must remain in the hands of trustees 
and that faculty were only advisory. 

 The AAUP’s Weatherly was on hand to respond. After provid-
ing some background to the AAUP efforts, he emphasized that the 
AAUP recognized restrictions in teaching “conditioned by the nature 
of the students taught, by the nature of the subjects, by the nature 
of the social relationships involved in the institution and what might 
be called the social staging of the institution.” He continued that 
professorial rights were “conditioned by the restriction of good sense, 
good judgment and the social environment in which the teaching 
takes place.”  58   Weatherly also agreed with Welch that external utter-
ances were more problematic than classroom teachings or research 
and admitted that the AAUP was not itself settled on how to handle 
political activities of faculty. Indicative of the similarities between 
Welch’s ideas and those offered by the AAUP, Weatherly mistakenly 
believed that Welch’s proposals were, in fact, the AAUP’s recommen-
dations. He did, however, stress that the AAUP was adamant about 
the need for faculty to control teaching and research functions of col-
leges or universities. Trustees and presidents were rightfully involved 
in academic appointments but thereafter should remain absent from 
academic affairs.  59   

 The third speaker, Amherst College president Alexander 
Meiklejohn, dissented from both Welch and Weatherly, arguing for 
a much more expansive idea of academic freedom than either previ-
ous speaker had suggested. He disputed the appropriateness of the 
limitations on instruction that Welch had outlined and argued that it 
was unethical for institutions to proclaim freedom in teaching when 
students were actually “being led by the nose to some fixed and deter-
mined conclusion.”  60   While his disagreement with Welch was evident, 
Meiklejohn saved most of his criticism for the 1915  Declaration,  which 
he claimed did “not treat its task seriously enough.”  61   Meiklejohn 
disapproved of the idea that academic freedom was one that pitted 
presidents and trustees against professors and argued that the AAUP 
considered how presidents and trustees violated professors’ freedoms 
but disregarded the freedoms of presidents or colleges. The AAUP 
failed to challenge the basic assumptions of college funding relation-
ships, in essence requiring that presidents prostrate themselves to 
donors but refusing to insist that faculty do the same.  62   Meiklejohn 
further argued that if the principles were insufficient, the corre-
sponding proposals on reappointment and dismissals were useless in 
the face of the real threat: freedom was more restricted by hiring 
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decisions than through dismissals. Meiklejohn also pointed to the 
structure of the AAUP, criticizing as emblematic of larger problems 
within the professoriate the fact that only established professors of 
ten years’ standing with national reputations were eligible for mem-
bership. Rather than creating true freedom or even a democracy, he 
argued, the AAUP was forming an oligarchy in which powerful pro-
fessors could determine the fates of their peers. 

 At the same meeting, the AAC created its own Committee on 
Academic Freedom and Tenure of Office, chaired by Kelly and 
including Meiklejohn, among others. When it reported to the 1917 
convention, conciliatory statements were notably absent. The report 
specifically challenged the AAUP, noting that the professors’ asso-
ciation did not represent all college teachers and was flawed in its 
exclusion of college presidents from membership. The committee sep-
arated academic freedom from tenure, argued that violations of aca-
demic freedom were not as large a problem as the AAUP averred, and 
claimed that faculty unfitness was more to blame for recent controver-
sies than were executive or governing board abuses. When executives 
did interfere with freedoms, the committee maintained that it was 
almost always in an honest attempt to help an institution rather than 
an effort to inhibit productive faculty members. The report offered 
a plea for securing executive authority by limiting faculty input into 
administration and limiting faculty access to governing boards. Most 
strikingly, the committee argued that it would be better to unjustly 
dismiss a few faculty members who had grievances with an institution 
than to change institutional leadership frequently. With the publica-
tion of this report, the AAC argued for institutional, not professorial, 
academic freedom. Although professors should be able to pursue their 
interests, the AAC proclaimed that institutions were free to dismiss 
them if those interests contradicted larger institutional goals.  63   This 
was, of course, a claim that the AAUP would counter.  

  Defense, Tenure, and 
Procedural Protections 

 Meiklejohn’s denunciation of the AAUP as a professorial oligarchy 
highlighted a tension within the association that would be inter-
twined with the association’s pursuit of academic freedom. From 
the initial 1913 call to organize, the leaders of the association were 
concerned that their new organization would appear to be a union 
and thus diminish both the professional nature and status of faculty 
work. Correspondence demonstrates profound concern on the part 
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of prospective members, and the founders went to great lengths to 
assure them and the larger population of the conservative nature of 
the association.  64   While Cattell’s rhetoric helped set the stage for the 
new organization, he refrained from taking a leading role in the orga-
nizational efforts specifically out of fear of alienating more moderate 
professors.  65   Others who had argued for radical changes and organiz-
ing along union models were notably absent from the association’s 
planning efforts. Even the joint committee, which merged with the 
AAUP’s committee in 1915, specifically dismissed union tactics.  66   
Opposing sentiments, such as those expressed by the University of 
Michigan’s Alexander Ziwet, who withdrew from the planning efforts 
for fear that it threatened “to become a self-constituted aristocracy of 
older men,” were rare.  67   Yet the potential appearance of unionism was 
a main concern of AAUP leaders, as even Dewey assured members of 
the AAUP’s conservative nature. In his initial address to the AAUP, 
he proclaimed his admiration for unions and acknowledged the rele-
vance of economic considerations to education but argued: “The fear 
that a ‘trade unionism’ of spirit will be cultivated is ungrounded. . . . I 
have never heard any one suggest such a danger for the American 
Bar Association or the American Medical Association. Pray, are the 
aims of college teachers less elevated?”  68   Dewey’s successors similarly 
denounced allusions to the association as a professors’ union, includ-
ing Frank Thilly, who argued in 1917 that the AAUP’s growth could 
be attributed to its convincing potential members that it would refrain 
from union tactics.  69   

 Dewey and Thilly both noted that economic issues might cause 
some to link the AAUP to unionism, but it was the central role of aca-
demic freedom investigations that gave greatest urgency to the con-
cerns. In public statements, letters to the editors of newspapers, and 
internal documents, AAUP leaders repeatedly disclaimed any linkages 
to organized labor and denied that the association was designed to 
serve individual interests or protect its membership.  70   In 1918, AAUP 
president J. M. Coulter dedicated an open letter to the membership 
to the issue, noting that the association’s work for academic free-
dom and tenure had led to the impression that it was “sort of a labor 
union seeking to protect itself from the tyranny of its employers.” He 
countered that “academic efficiency is our excuse for existence” and 
that academic freedom and tenure were merely one important part 
of achieving that larger goal—though one that had garnered inap-
propriate attention.  71   Although the AAUP maintained its work for 
academic freedom in subsequent years, its activities were indeed influ-
enced by concerns over public perception. As with the investigation of 
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the University of Colorado, these concerns also led the organization 
to choose some cases specifically to emphasize its conservative nature 
and willingness to support presidents and trustees. 

 Despite the AAUP’s concern about appearing to place too great an 
emphasis on academic freedom and protection, Committee A played 
a central role in the association, although one that was increasingly 
difficult to fulfill. One problem was the trouble in finding members 
willing to serve as chairmen of either Committee A or its investigative 
subcommittees. Each investigation was a burdensome task that had to 
be handled with a good deal of care.  72   In 1916 and 1917, more than 30 
cases of alleged infringement of academic freedom were appealed to 
the association, overwhelming the small and informal committee and 
highlighting the need for an established procedure in selecting which 
cases to investigate.  73   As had become clear the previous summer, the 
AAUP could not investigate all cases but instead focused only on 
those it deemed most important because of the individuals involved, 
the early evidence that the cases involved academic freedom, and the 
publicity that they had received.  74   When these guidelines were pub-
lished the following year, a fourth consideration, whether a specialist 
disciplinary association could be called on to handle the case, was 
added. Committee A chairman Allyn Abbot Young, an economist 
at Cornell University, described the decisions as related to establish-
ing principles rather than assisting individuals. Denying the ability to 
investigate each case, he wrote, “Our work will have a more effective 
influence if we concern ourselves primarily with the establishment of 
proper standards and only secondarily with the question of remedy-
ing individual cases of injustice.”  75   Neither a defense organization nor 
a protective association, the AAUP was instead a professional group 
working to establish its core values and principles. 

 These early reports of Committee A are further important in their 
explicit recognition that tenure was crucial to the protection of aca-
demic freedom. In 1916, Committee A faced a number of cases that 
concerned alleged violations of tenure but lacked corresponding con-
cerns regarding academic freedom, leaving the committee unsure as 
to how or whether to proceed with these cases.  76   The following year, 
after a reiteration of the emphasis on future principles rather than past 
dismissals, the majority of Committee A’s annual report addressed 
tenure considerations. According to the report, less than one-third 
of all cases presented to the committee involved academic freedom, 
but all implicated the security of tenure. Committee A argued that 
only tenure could ensure academic freedom, and only fair, judicious, 
and appropriate procedures for dismissal could safeguard tenure. This 
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plea included a case for justice for individual professors but hinged on 
a broader argument analogous to that made by Cattell in  University 
Control,  as well as in the 1915  Declaration.  Businesses could rightly 
emphasize competition due to the potentially lucrative nature of 
employment with them, but higher education offered no such finan-
cial benefits. In order to attract the most able and skilled people to 
the profession in the absence of such incentives, the security of tenure 
was needed. If continued employment relied on pleasing capricious 
administrators and trustees, the quality of teaching and research would 
diminish, and society would suffer. After specifically refuting the 
attacks on tenure made by Cattell’s antagonist, Columbia University 
president Nicholas Murray Butler, the report admitted some potential 
costs of tenure but acknowledged that proper procedure could be 
used to remove grossly inefficient professors. Moreover, while tenure 
would support and improve the work of the most skillful and produc-
tive scholars, the lack of tenure would not necessarily remove the lazy 
and incompetent. High standards should be achieved through appro-
priate appointments, not ease of dismissal.  77   The report offered the 
AAUP’s most pronounced defense and clearest articulation of tenure 
to date and pointed to the prominence that the issue would take in 
the AAUP’s future work.  78    

  The American Federation of Teachers 

 At the same time that elite faculty members were organizing the 
AAUP, K–12 teachers were forming a different national organization 
that would, over time, grow to challenge the association of profes-
sors. Concerned with legislation that forbade teacher unionization 
and with the administrative control and conservativeness of the 
NEA, unaffiliated teachers unions from Chicago and Gary, Indiana, 
founded the American Federation of Teachers in April 1916. They 
were joined by locals from New York City, Washington, DC, and else-
where under the umbrella of the American Federation of Labor as the 
first national teachers union. Though not able to bargain collectively, 
the founders believed that they could provide teachers with greater 
input into educational decisions, work for tenure legislation, and oth-
erwise improve the conditions of both teachers and students through 
their affiliation with organized labor.  79   Although the AFT eventually 
played a significant role in the development of professorial academic 
freedom, this role would not have been foreseen at its outset. From 
its initial meeting, the AFT was dominated by high school teachers 
despite the important role that elementary school teacher Margaret 
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Haley of the Chicago Teachers Federation had played in its found-
ing. Charles Stillman of the Chicago Federation of Men Teachers was 
elected as the union’s first president, a position he held until 1923. 
Along with other male high school teachers, Stillman led the union 
down a more conservative path than might have been pursued under 
different leadership.  80   In these first few years, college teachers were 
largely absent from the national scene, and higher education issues 
were largely ignored, although many locals did include college mem-
bers. It was not until 1918 that the AFT changed its constitution 
and, as part of a larger effort to expand its potential membership 
base, allowed locals to be formed on college campuses. Later that year 
the first explicitly college local was founded at Howard University in 
response to what one member termed the faculty’s “degradation.”  81   

 Although the new AFT national did not work on behalf of professo-
rial academic freedom in these early years, union locals did recognize 
the issue as important and related to their own members’ situations 
even before the affiliation of the separate locals. In September 1915, 
the Chicago Federation of Men Teachers’  Federation Bulletin  included 
an article on the threats to academic freedom. The article blamed the 
dismissals at the Universities of Pennsylvania, Colorado, and Utah 
on “an unmistakable, country-wide attempt by the ‘interests’ to gain 
control of the educational system of the nation” and linked them to 
ongoing controversies in Chicago schools. It continued: “The uni-
versity men have recognized this danger, and have organized the 
American Association of University Professors along approximately 
union lines.”  82   Though the AAUP would have protested the charac-
terization, the Federation of Men Teachers was attempting to estab-
lish its credibility and recruit new members to its cause through such 
allusions. The union was not yet, however, joining the fray at the 
college or university level. 

 In December 1916, at its second convention, the AFT adopted a 
resolution that shared some of the language of the  Federation Bulletin  
article and condemned the dismissals of teachers and professors 
for expressing their opinions on controverted social and economic 
issues.  83   Calling on the public to protest such actions, the resolution 
argued that the dismissals diminished educators’ abilities to complete 
their work and discouraged potential teachers from entering the field. 
While the AFT recognized the importance of educational liberty, 
this resolution was the only specific mention of academic freedom 
or college issues at this important early meeting, and the convention 
platform points to the predominance of other issues in the union’s 
work. Out of 27 planks, only a few points touched on issues relevant 
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to academic freedom. The union advocated for tenure laws and con-
demned political influences on promotions.  84   The convention del-
egates further pushed for more liberal use of school facilities for social 
and civic purposes, an issue that became important as schools and 
universities attempted to prevent leftist groups from publicly meeting. 
Still, other union matters dominated until the difficulties of World 
War I led the AFT into its first battles over academic freedom. These 
difficulties—and the organizational responses to them—are the focus 
of the next chapter.  

  Conclusion 

 The founding of the AAUP in 1915 was a crucial development in the 
creation of the modern concepts of academic freedom and tenure, 
as well as the modern professoriate. In the preceding decades, the 
rise of disciplinary associations had provided new outlets for faculty 
to engage, but the very nature of these associations had precluded a 
unified faculty voice on educational and administrative issues. The 
AAUP offered an attempt to ameliorate this divide, albeit in a limited 
way. Its emphasis on established faculty, including its initial exclu-
sion of those with fewer than ten years’ experience, provided only 
one segment of the educational workforce with input into its delib-
erations and policy-making efforts. Fundamentally concerned about 
the freedoms, privileges, and responsibilities of the professoriate, the 
AAUP was also committed to establishing the professional nature of 
faculty employment. As such, the 1915  Declaration  was both bold 
and restrained. It elaborated on the joint committee’s calls for both 
freedom and responsibility, while allowing for restrictions at propri-
etary and narrowly sectarian institutions. Further, it argued for the 
freedom of teaching, research, and extramural speech, but with the 
caveats that they needed to be undertaken with the temperament of 
a scholar. The combination of numerous requests for investigation 
and the desire to demonstrate the professional nature of the AAUP 
led Committee A to emphasize principles and policies rather than 
attempt to assist all educators who claimed aggrievement. The com-
mittee’s processes and the claims that they faced demonstrated the 
importance of tenure, both in relation to academic freedom and as 
a key feature of professorial authority. But, as the tumult of the war 
years showed, even the AAUP struggled with how best to treat fac-
ulty, institutional, and societal interests. 

 At the same time, from these earliest associations, we can begin 
to see what would eventually grow into different approaches to and 
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beliefs about academic freedom. From its start, the AAUP empha-
sized responsibility and staked claims for the professional nature of 
scholarly work. The AAC, by 1917, was arguing for an institutional 
approach and asserting colleges’, not faculties’, rights to determine 
the perspectives offered and the opinions espoused. The AFT, though 
not yet active in higher education, foretold a different approach, one 
that could reach out to the disenfranchised educational profession-
als—though one that brought with it concerns about status. Over 
the ensuing years, the relationships among these and a small group of 
related organizations would determine the future of faculty working 
conditions, rights, and responsibilities in the United States.  
   



     3 

 Tr e ason a nd t he “Fa rce” of 

Ac a demic Fr eedom   

   While American faculty members were organizing around academic 
freedom and asserting the professional nature of professorial work, 
far greater struggles were taking place in Europe. Beginning in July 
1914, first Europe and then much of the world was at war, with the 
United States finally eschewing its formal neutrality in April 1917. 
Higher education was just one of the many sectors of American soci-
ety that experienced new demands and pressures in the build up to 
participation in World War I. With American entry, higher education 
was further reshaped as faculty and students abandoned their insti-
tutions to join the war cause as soldiers, administrators, or advisers. 
Colleges, some threatened with closure due to the loss of students, 
joined the effort themselves; with federal support, more than five 
hundred institutions formed Student Army Training Corps (SATC) 
branches, argued “It’s patriotic to go to college,” and turned their 
campuses into military training grounds. Amid these larger interna-
tional struggles and the massive national war effort, American col-
lege faculty faced new challenges to their still contested claims for 
academic freedom—challenges that originated from both inside and 
outside the professoriate.  1   

 The pressures of war and the ensuing First Red Scare raised fun-
damental issues of rights and responsibilities in wartime and beyond. 
Through struggles over conscription, sedition laws, mob violence, 
and competing claims over loyalty, some people grappled with what 
it meant to be a loyal American and with what rights were inscribed 
in the US Constitution. For others, there was no grappling: only 100 
percent Americanism would suffice. Modern understandings of civil 
liberties evolved, in part, from the reactions to their severe curtail-
ment during these years. Key to these efforts was the new National 
Civil Liberties Bureau (NCLB), founded in 1917. The NCLB, which 
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grew out of the antiwar movement, recognized the war hysteria to 
be a broad threat to individual liberties, as well as a specific threat 
to academic freedom. Other organizations, including the American 
Association of University Professors (AAUP), were not as sanguine. 
Just over two years removed from declaring that universities needed 
to be an “inviolable refuge” from the “tyranny of public opinion,” the 
association reconsidered its stance and conceded the tenuous nature 
of freedom in wartime.  2   Indeed, both larger principles and individual 
rights were fundamentally challenged, though often with little rec-
ognition of what was at stake. Typical of the reaction to concerns 
over academic freedom was Princeton University president John Grier 
Hibben’s declaration, “When any member of a college faction throws 
about himself the cloak of academic freedom to utter treason, then 
academic freedom is a farce.”  3   Of course, conceptions of treason were 
wide-ranging and resulted in harsh restrictions, vituperative attacks, 
and the premature end of faculty careers.  

  From Neutrality to Intervention 

 When long-standing feuds, imperialistic policies, and encumbering 
alliances combined with the assassination of Austrian Archduke Franz 
Ferdinand to launch what became World War I, American society was 
divided. Recognizing the split opinion and the threat that war posed 
to his domestic agenda, US president Woodrow Wilson, a former 
president of Princeton University, outlined a policy of strict and thor-
ough neutrality. Although the country was increasingly linked with 
England and France because of munitions and lending arrangements, 
as well as the loss of American lives due to Germany’s 1915 sink-
ing of the passenger ship  Lusitania,  opinions were far from unani-
mous. Organizations such as the American Union Against Militarism 
(AUAM) urged the government to stay out of the war but others, 
including the National Security League (NSL), pushed preparedness 
and intervention on the Allied side. Moreover, large German popula-
tions in the Midwest supported Germany’s cause, and many Irish-
Americans argued against England and her allies. Wilson achieved 
reelection in 1916 under the slogan “He Kept Us Out of the War,” 
but, amid growing public sentiment for intervention, the United 
States formally entered the conflict on April 6, 1917. 

 By the time America declared war on Germany, most of higher 
education had committed to the cause. Initially, though, institutions 
and faculty evinced a range of opinions on the war—and on the 
appropriate response. Many viewed German universities as the most 
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elite in the world; American universities were, in part, based on ele-
ments of German institutions. Academic freedom itself grew partly 
from Germanic origins.  4   In the late nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries, thousands of American students studied at German uni-
versities, and American college faculties often included scholars born 
or educated in Germany, resulting in frequent institutional affilia-
tions with Germany.  5   Yet this affinity also set the stage for a back-
lash against Germany, including due to perceptions that the German 
professoriate abdicated objectivity in its service to the state. Perhaps 
most unsettling was the document addressed “To the Civilized 
World” and signed by 93 leading German scholars and professors. 
The document, which was written in September 1914 and circulated 
in pamphlet form, claimed that Germany was not at fault in the war, 
denied the widely known (and accurate) reports of German activities 
in Belgium, and made other dubious claims.  6   It offended American 
audiences, as did other German propaganda efforts, and contributed 
to a dramatic shift in opinion.  7   Essayist John Jay Chapman wrote 
of the “feebleness of German intellect” and that “a boorish self-
assertion pervades the document.”  8   William Roscoe Thayer, a mem-
ber of the Harvard Board of Overseers, declared that the manifesto 
showed “the complete subservience of the German university profes-
sors to the Kaiser and his Ring.” He continued: “The Government 
cracked the whip, and the Ninety-three fell into line, clicked their 
heels together, saluted, and repeated their formulas.”  9   In a letter to 
the editors of the  Nation,  Arthur O. Lovejoy termed the document 
a “scandalous episode” and argued that it signaled the ultimate fail-
ure of German intellectuals to perform their “proper function—the 
function of detached criticism, of cool consideration, of insisting that 
facts, and all relevant facts be known and faced.”  10   Both in published 
writing and in his private correspondence, Lovejoy suggested that 
the German scholars’ betrayal of professional ideals could serve as a 
warning to the American professoriate; it was a warning that went 
unheeded.  11   

 It was soon clear that American faculties and institutional lead-
ers overwhelmingly, though not exclusively, blamed Germany for 
the war. Newspapers reported that Germans’ attempts to attract 
American intellectuals to their cause had failed. A German-American 
participant in the efforts pointed to American college presidents’ 
unwillingness to “do or sanction anything which might annoy the 
pork and oil barons who give them occasional donations” as a prime 
cause.  12   Yet while the institutions and many on their faculties were so 
sympathetic to the Allied cause that they would later be accused of 
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leading the country into the war, neutrality was the official policy on 
most campuses in the early years of the conflict. This neutrality was 
enforced through restrictions on faculty speech, including in 1914 
when University of Wisconsin president Charles Van Hise cautioned 
faculty against speaking about the war on campus or in public forums; 
a trustee responded by warning that it was the first step toward limit-
ing academic freedom.  13   At Cornell University, a professor was cen-
sured for violating the university’s neutrality stance when his letter 
containing anti-German slurs was made public.  14   Widespread restric-
tions were in place at the University of Michigan, where the governing 
board limited political speech in key campus venues and prohibited 
foreign nationals from addressing students. William Henry Hobbs, 
an AAUP founder who would himself attempt to restrict liberties 
through his work with the NSL, routinely complained that his pro-
intervention speech was muzzled by campus censors. More dramati-
cally, when 14 Michigan professors signed a petition urging US entry 
in April 1916, national newspapers reported that the institution was 
planning on disciplining them, and the AAUP inquired into the con-
troversy. President Harry Burns Hutchins assured the AAUP that no 
such action was being considered. At the same time, he repeatedly 
warned a pro-German instructor to refrain from public comments on 
the war, ultimately removing him from extension service when com-
plaints about his war speech continued.  15   

 As the American public and the American professoriate ral-
lied behind the Allied cause, initial efforts for neutrality gave way 
on many campuses. Though dissent remained, calls for prepared-
ness were often succeeded by calls for intervention. By early 1917, 
campus-based demands for US participation were widespread, and 
anti-intervention efforts were further marginalized. In March, an 
estimated one hundred students at the University of Illinois hanged 
isolationist Wisconsin senator Robert M. La Follette in effigy; the 
student newspaper supported the action and the administration 
declined comment.  16   At Illinois and across the nation, many faculty 
and entire institutions pledged their support for Wilson’s increasing 
move toward intervention, including his decision to arm merchant 
ships. At the end of March, for example, the presidents and deans of 
the nine largest women’s colleges in the nation sent a joint resolution 
to Washington declaring their and their faculties’ belief that “war 
is fundamentally wrong” but that “in a world crisis such as this, it 
may become our highest duty to defend by force the principles upon 
which Christian civilization is founded.”  17   As did many others, they 
offered their full services to the nation. 
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 Of the minority of academics who had not embraced the American 
war cause by the beginning of April 1917, a few stand out. Most 
prominent was Stanford University chancellor David Starr Jordan, 
who had stepped down from the institution’s presidency to devote 
more time to his pacifist activities. In late March 1917, he travelled 
to the East Coast to work with the Emergency Peace Foundation and 
planned lectures in many college towns, including several under the 
auspices of the AUAM.  18   He was mostly met with opposition from 
both inside and outside of academe. Princeton’s Hibben refused two 
students’ request to allow Jordan to speak on campus, a decision that 
one instructor called “a violation of the most sacred trust of the uni-
versity.”  19   Jordan spoke at a local church instead. Columbia University 
allowed him to speak in order to avoid cancelling a pacifist’s lecture for 
the second time in less than a month. At Harvard University, his talk 
proceeded uninterrupted, but its student organizers were assaulted 
by a group of classmates.  20   Yale University’s president was reluctant 
to let him speak but relented under pressure that a prohibition would 
violate the institution’s principles.  21   Most dramatically, Jordan’s 
talk in Baltimore ended in a riot when an estimated four thousand 
people stormed the academy where it was being held. Though some 
details were later rebutted, the Associated Press reported, “Just as Dr. 
Jordan was beginning his plea for peace, the crowd of anti-pacifists, 
composed of business men, professors of schools and colleges in the 
city and students from the same, made a sally through the cordon of 
police and rushed the aisles of the theatre to the stage, where they 
demanded that the meeting cease.”  22   

 The difficulties involving pro-Germanism at Harvard were lon-
ger lasting but eventually resulted in a strong statement in support 
of professorial rights. In October 1914, a former Harvard student 
named Clarence Wiener wired the university and threatened to with-
draw a planned $10 million bequest if outspoken psychologist Hugo 
Münsterberg was not dismissed from the faculty. Münsterberg, a 
German citizen who had recently been accused of being a German 
agent, offered to resign in exchange for immediate payment of half 
of the money to the institution. The institution’s president, A. 
Lawrence Lowell, intervened, refused Münsterberg’s resignation, and 
reproached him for embarrassing the institution. Both knew that even 
had Harvard been willing to sell its faculty’s freedom, Wiener would 
not have been able to purchase it; despite his offer, he had little money 
to his name. Two years later, Münsterberg was again at the center of 
controversy, and calls for his removal were again widespread, this time 
as a result of a speech he gave in Hoboken that he claimed was widely 
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misinterpreted. The Boston chapter of the American Rights League, 
led by Harvard Overseer Thayer and Harvard professor Robert C. 
Cabot, was among the groups that petitioned the institution to dis-
miss him.  23   

 Lowell again resisted these calls and eventually used his annual 
report at the end of 1917 to argue against succumbing to the war 
hysteria. In a famous defense of academic freedom, Lowell argued 
that teachers must have full autonomy to teach within their fields 
of knowledge and to undertake and publish research in scholarly 
forums. His emphasis, though, was on extramural speech and the 
rights of citizenship. Lowell argued that restricting professors’ speech 
would impose burdens unmatched by those facing other professionals 
and “tend seriously to discourage some of the best men from taking 
up the scholar’s life. It is not a question of academic freedom, but of 
personal liberty from constraint, yet it touches the dignity of the aca-
demic career.” He continued: “If a university or college censors what 
its professors may say, if it restrains them from uttering something 
that it does not approve, it thereby assumes responsibility for that 
which it permits them to say. This is logical and inevitable, but it is a 
responsibility which an institution of learning would be very unwise 
in assuming. . . . If the university is right in restraining its professors, it 
has a duty to do so, and it is responsible for whatever it permits. There 
is no middle ground.”  24   Lowell thus made strong claims for the pro-
fessional nature of faculty work, for the importance of institutional 
neutrality, and for protections from public pressures. In doing so, he 
advanced ideas that the AAUP had espoused in 1915 but with which 
it struggled during the war. 

 Even in 1917, Lowell’s defense was rightly hailed as an important 
statement on academic freedom, but Harvard did not escape the war 
pressures unscathed. In 1914, the institution withdrew a lecture-
ship offered to University of Berlin faculty member Kuno Meyer 
over his support for Ireland, alleging propaganda that violated the 
institution’s neutrality. The following year, when Meyer objected to 
a pro-German publication, though, Lowell proclaimed that freedom 
of speech and academic freedom precluded his limiting students or 
faculty from expressing their views.  25   Münsterberg was protected 
from dismissal but was so ostracized by his fellow faculty members 
that he stopped attending faculty meetings and periodically withdrew 
more deeply. He faced threats to his life and believed that three out 
of every four Harvard faculty members actively sought his removal. 
Official neutrality on his opinions was accompanied by unofficial 
and pervasive scorn.  26   Münsterberg died before American entry into 
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the war—he collapsed while giving a lecture at Radcliffe College in 
December 1916—but Harvard’s other renowned and acknowledged 
Germanophile, professor and museum director Kuno Francke, felt 
the wrath of anti-German sentiment. Despite Lowell’s appeal to stay, 
Francke resigned from his position in April 1917. He was officially 
welcome to stay, but the pressure that the Harvard community placed 
on him was too great to bear.  27    

  War Workers 

 Though momentum for war had been building and preparations were 
already underway, the United States’ April 1917 entry into the war 
fundamentally changed higher education. Male students left cam-
puses in droves. Faculty increased their war work, either through 
official government service or participation in other related activi-
ties, including the propaganda efforts of the Committee on Public 
Information and the National Board for Historical Service. Colleges 
and universities were entirely disrupted, with one, Olivet College, 
closing for several years due to war-related strains.  28   Other institu-
tions remained open but shifted their efforts and revised their curri-
cula. By fall 1918 more than five hundred campuses had been turned 
over to the SATC. Faculty members were at the forefront of these 
shifts, pushing their institutions into action, generating materials to 
promote the war cause, and requesting leaves for further engagement. 
The dedication and contributions were such that a professor could, 
in a 1919  Atlantic Monthly  article, question both the potential long-
term effects of the war on higher education and whether professors 
would be able to readjust to their faculty positions after its conclusion. 
He humorously lamented:

  It is a pity that, before being discharged, the Association of University 
Professors cannot march down Fifth Avenue in full battle-array, headed 
by its own band, protected by its own airplanes soaring overhead, and 
by its own artillery and tanks. There should be floats bearing the tro-
phies, the death-dealing gases and explosives, the life-saving surgical 
and medicinal devices, the new offensive and defensive engines of war, 
which have sprung from the professor’s inventive brain. . . . To make 
such a pageant complete, the college presidents should line the curb to 
applaud the returning heroes.  29     

 This overwhelming support for the war and the rapid shifting of 
institutional foci quickly affected academic freedom on campuses 
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across the nation. Threats to faculty began almost immediately, as 
institutional presidents declared their intent to rid their campuses 
and the country of anyone whose loyalty was—or, at times, merely 
could be—questioned. Dismissals soon followed. Faculty members 
who had previously advocated neutrality or who supported Germany 
and its allies were immediately under suspicion of disloyalty, as were 
German nationals and German-Americans. They were pursued on and 
off campus by fellow faculty, institutional leaders, concerned alumni, 
and members of the general public. The war hysteria provided both 
the impetus to dismiss offending professors and the justification to 
remove professors who were otherwise deemed expendable.  30   

 At times, entire colleges came under attack for their alleged 
ties to and support of Germany. Among these was Bethel College, 
a Mennonite institution that was founded and supported by the 
German-American community in North Newton, Kansas. As public 
pressure across the state forced German-language primary and sec-
ondary schools to close, Bethel was scrutinized for its ties to German 
culture; for its private academy, which was believed to keep students 
from the “American” public schools; and for Mennonites’ faith-based 
opposition to war and militarism. Local vandalism and threats of vio-
lence caused students to seek shelter in the institution’s administration 
building. The college’s German-language church services were sus-
pended for the duration of the war, and, in direct response to requests 
from the Loyalty League, the institution ended all German classes. 
College president John W. Kliewer and the faculty did so explicitly to 
maintain and provide robust evidence of their loyalty rather than for 
educational reasons.  31   

 More frequent, though, were the attacks on individual faculty 
members. The extent of the purges will necessarily remain unknown, 
as the cases are complicated by the duplicity, rationalizations, and 
misdirection of those involved. At some institutions, faculty who were 
thought to be disloyal were dismissed under other pretenses, as was 
Simon Patten, an antiwar professor at the University of Pennsylvania 
who was quietly eliminated for having reached the age of retirement.  32   
At others, disloyalty was the excuse used to remove otherwise objec-
tionable personnel. The University of Maine’s William E. Walz was a 
popular dean of the law school who frequently clashed with president 
Robert J. Aley and board chairman William H. Looney. In addition 
to struggling over standards and even the location of the law school, 
they were at odds because Walz would not grant Looney a law degree 
without sitting for coursework. Walz managed to maintain his posi-
tion until January 1918, when Looney seized on Walz’s well-known 
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regard for Germany—Kaiser Wilhelm was an honorary member of 
the law school—and launched an investigation into his fitness for 
his position. On March 9, following a six-hour meeting, Walz was 
told to resign. When he refused, he was dismissed.  33   Certainly, the 
animosity toward Germany was real; Maine was one of many univer-
sities that eliminated German language instruction. More important 
in this case, though, were the battles for control of the law school that 
would continue in ensuing years.  34   

 Controversies at Columbia University—which were fueled by long-
standing disputes involving James McKeen Cattell, divides within the 
faculty, and broader concerns about academic freedom at the institu-
tion—had greater national repercussions. Cattell, though respected 
as a scholar, was also a polarizing figure known for his bluntness and 
lack of social graces. He frequently clashed with Columbia president 
Nicholas Murray Butler and was almost dismissed several times in 
the 1910s. In early 1917, his precarious tenure was made even more 
so when his harsh critiques of Butler became public. Leading faculty 
members, including AAUP leaders Dewey and Seligman, publicly 
rebuked Cattell, criticizing both his language and his stance. At the 
time, Seligman chaired and Dewey was a member of the institution’s 
Committee of Nine, a group of deans and faculty members whom the 
University Council had appointed to work with the trustees to ensure 
protection of faculty interests. The Committee of Nine responded to 
the renewed threats to Cattell by intervening on his behalf, eventually 
convincing Cattell to sign an apology that would allow him to main-
tain his position while also making a claim for academic freedom. 
The seeming breakthrough was quickly erased by the publication of 
Cattell’s apology, which Cattell viewed as a violation of trust. It set 
off a series of recriminations and accusations, including Cattell’s dis-
countenance of the committee because it was appointed rather than 
elected by the faculty. That summer, with two members absent, the 
Committee of Nine voted unanimously that Cattell was no longer 
fit to serve at the institution due to his personal transgressions and 
attitude.  35   

 The case took a new and crucial turn when, in August 1917, 
Cattell sent a personal letter to members of the US Congress solicit-
ing relief for conscientious objectors to the war. The letter included 
the university as part of his return address, thereby violating Butler’s 
moratorium on free speech during the war. When three congressmen 
shared the letter with Butler, the institution had its justification to 
act. On October 1, the Board of Trustees dismissed both Cattell and 
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow Dana, an assistant professor who had 
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been active in pacifist causes. As Carol Gruber demonstrated, the dis-
missals were both opportunistic acts to remove troublesome faculty 
members and responses to the tumult of wartime. Moreover, these 
were not just administrative actions. The Committee of Nine, with 
its faculty representatives, met in September and urged the removal 
of the two educators, although without referencing loyalty concerns. 
Others, though, objected, including Dewey, who withdrew from 
the committee rather than support the decision. More significantly, 
distinguished historian Charles A. Beard resigned a week after the 
dismissals, citing the autocratic control of reactionary trustees and 
the institution’s repressive atmosphere. There was no unified protest, 
however, as there was neither uniform opinion nor a mechanism for 
collective action.  36   

 The Maine and Columbia dismissals involved numerous issues 
and existing grudges, but other cases were more narrowly focused 
on claims of disloyalty. In November 1917, Franklin and Marshall 
College formed a committee to investigate the loyalty of long-stand-
ing professor Richard Conrad Scheidt, who had argued on behalf of 
his native Germany prior to US entry. In late January, when a teacher 
from Wellesley College’s Dana Hall preparatory school claimed that 
Scheidt had uttered a pro-German statement, Scheidt resigned under 
pressure. Although the teacher soon admitted that she was mistaken 
and that Scheidt was innocent of her charge, Scheidt never returned 
to his position.  37   Some cases seem comical, except for their effects on 
the aggrieved and the hatred that they revealed. Wisconsin’s Ernst 
Feise, a citizen of Germany, lost his position due to comments about 
a formerly pro-German colleague who had turned conspicuously 
patriotic: Feise suggested the colleague apply a liberty loan button to 
the seat of his pants so that his loyalty was apparent, even when his 
back was turned.  38   Other incidents were more vicious. In Ashland, 
Wisconsin, Northland College hired E. A. Schimler, a German-born 
American citizen, as a French and German language instructor in 
February 1918. Over the next two months, the institution’s president 
twice investigated rumors of Schimler’s disloyalty but found no evi-
dence to support the claims. On March 31, members of the vigilante 
group the Knights of Liberty abducted Schimler; drove him to the 
outskirts of town; stole his possessions; and stripped, tarred, feath-
ered, and abandoned him. Two days later, the college declared that 
Schimler was innocent of any wrongdoing but dismissed him anyway. 
The existence of rumors and the negative publicity that the attack 
had generated had ended his usefulness to the institution. Later that 
week, Northland’s faculty publicly condemned the violence, and a 
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public hearing on the matter confirmed that Schimler had been loyal 
in his campus activities. Still, his career at Northland was over, and 
vigilantism continued in the area.  39   

 These cases and events were most frequent in the Midwest but 
occurred in every region of the nation and across institutional types 
as both internal and external actors persecuted those whose loyalty 
they questioned. At the University of Illinois, federal and university 
officials investigated a small group of progressive faculty in 1918; all 
were exonerated, but only one remained at the university several years 
later.  40   The University of Nebraska publicly investigated sixteen fac-
ulty members, dismissing three and reprimanding two.  41   University 
of Oregon professor Allen Eaton was forced to resign when the local 
business community learned that he had attended a People’s Council 
of Democracy and Peace meeting while travelling through Chicago.  42   
The University of California required students to pledge their loyalty 
before receiving diplomas and gave president Benjamin Ide Wheeler 
the “power summarily to dismiss any faculty, or employee, who 
voices disloyal views.” At least three faculty were removed from the 
institution.  43   Variations of these dismissals and forced resignations 
took place at the Universities of Akron, Minnesota, Texas, Vermont, 
and Virginia; at Indiana, Ohio State, and Tulane Universities; and at 
Hawaii College. Occasionally, suspect faculty survived the investiga-
tions, such as at Haverford College and Hebrew Union College. At 
others, faculty were forced to leave for the duration of the war but 
allowed to return after its conclusion, including at Cornell University 
and Oberlin College. Elsewhere, against the professors’ wishes, these 
temporary leaves became permanent, including at Wellesley College 
and the University of Michigan. And, of course, faculty were not 
the only campus employees forced out due to their views or alleged 
views on the war; the presidents of Marietta College, Martin Luther 
College, and Northern Arizona Normal School were among those 
to resign or be dismissed.  44   Certainly, many who kept their positions 
were silenced or otherwise impeded, as faculty across the nation were 
warned that only conspicuous patriotism would be accepted. 

 World War I concluded in November 1918, but struggles over 
academic freedom continued. As the country entered the First Red 
Scare, colleges and universities expanded their persecution of those 
deemed un-American to include professors suspected of harboring 
socialist beliefs or supporting the recent Bolshevik revolution in 
Russia. The situation at the University of Michigan, though extreme, 
demonstrates the complexity of these cases and their continuation 
after the fighting had ceased. During the war, AAUP founder and 
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NSL leader Hobbs led faculty in their attacks on their colleagues, 
allegations of subversion, and campaigns for dismissals. Hobbs and 
other professors provided the institution’s trustees with evidence that 
was used to remove faculty whom they viewed as insufficiently loyal. 
Powerful alumni supported these efforts but were only partly satis-
fied when the university expelled suspect professors without remark-
ing on their alleged disloyalty. As the war raged, President Hutchins 
broadened his attacks, first dismissing a law professor for his social-
ist statements and then warning of the threats posed by the growth 
of Communism and socialism caused by the war disruption. After 
the war, the attacks on both allegedly pro-German and socialist fac-
ulty persisted. In 1919, the university dismissed Edward Allen for 
both lingering concerns about his loyalties during the war and his 
continuing critique of the government. It simultaneously removed 
Otto Marckwardt, with engineering dean Mortimer Cooley noting 
that Marckwardt’s socialism was his sole offense. The following year, 
Hutchins used his commencement address to claim that socialism 
had assumed Germany’s place as the most dangerous enemy facing 
the country.  45   Of course, Michigan was not alone in these concerns 
over socialism and Communism, as dismissals from the University 
of Texas, Vanderbilt University, Rice Institute, and elsewhere dem-
onstrate.  46   Speech was suppressed on campuses, allegedly Bolshevik 
tracts were removed from libraries, leftist faculty were persecuted, 
and fear of “un-American” elements remained. Just as, according to 
Gruber, “the theme of absolute good versus absolute evil was retained 
by simply putting the Bolshevik in place of the Hun” in the war aims 
courses of the era, a similar substitution threatened faculty in the 
years after the war.  47    

  The Professors in Battle Array 

 These challenges placed immediate pressures on the AAUP and 
other organizations concerned with academic freedom and civil liber-
ties. The AAUP’s inquiry into the possibility that Michigan faculty 
members would be disciplined for petitioning for American entry 
occurred only four months after the 1915  Declaration of Principles of 
Academic Freedom and Academic Tenure  was presented.  48   The asso-
ciation’s leaders were concerned about potential threats, and Lovejoy 
hoped that the AAUP could forestall a wholesale retreat from schol-
arly norms such as had occurred in Germany. The actions against 
professors deemed to be insufficiently loyal after the United States’ 
declaration of war pushed the AAUP to become much more engaged 
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with the issue. With knowledge of at least six war-related dismissals 
by fall 1917 and in direct response to Cattell’s situation at Columbia, 
Committee A on Academic Freedom and Tenure recognized both the 
need to respond and the dangers inherent in doing so.  49   

 Correspondence among members of Committee A demonstrate 
the desire to uphold principles of academic freedom while also ensur-
ing that their new organization be viewed as sufficiently patriotic. In 
October 1917, Lovejoy suggested that a subcommittee of conspicu-
ously patriotic men be formed to draft a statement of principles in 
relation to the war, arguing that rights that existed during peace were 
no longer in place. These newly redefined principles could then be 
used as the basis for addressing wartime cases. Failure to act could 
diminish the progress that the AAUP had made, but acting with-
out reasoned guidelines could prove just as dangerous. Committee 
A chairman Allyn Abbott Young agreed with the need to delimit 
academic freedom but argued that the subcommittee should pro-
duce a revised statement applicable during times of peace as well as 
war. He argued that legitimate limits to academic freedom should 
be acknowledged: professors should have the right to discuss public 
policy and point out benefits and flaws to different approaches but 
not be allowed to advocate illegal activities or interfere with federal 
policies. At the same time, he warned that the subcommittee should 
not succumb to war pressures by relenting on the insistence of the 
right to criticize public policies, as long as such criticism was made 
with the restraint suggested in the 1915  Declaration.  Some within 
the association likewise recognized the precariousness of the AAUP’s 
position. A resolute stance in favor of freedom of expression risked 
the appearance of disloyalty; ignoring dismissals would diminish aca-
demic freedom and due process. Either could cost the AAUP mem-
bers. The situation was even more challenging, as the most famous 
case, that involving Cattell, was complicated by both loyalty and 
personality issues, raising questions over how the AAUP would be 
able to tease out the reasons for his dismissal without alienating large 
segments of its audience.  50   Others did not see reason to equivocate. 
The University of Michigan’s Hobbs urged that a subcommittee issue 
a statement removing any impediments that might limit the abil-
ity of universities to dismiss disloyal faculty. George LeFevre of the 
University of Missouri argued that anyone whose speech embarrassed 
the government while at war was disloyal and that the AAUP would 
be significantly damaged if it claimed otherwise. While acknowledg-
ing the need for caution, the University of Wisconsin’s Richard T. Ely 
called for the dismissal of faculty who harmed American war efforts 
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through their speech and noted that in Germany, they would likely 
be “shot.”  51   

 Formally organized in October 1917, the Committee on Academic 
Freedom in Wartime was composed by Lovejoy, Young, and Princeton 
University professor Edward Capps after other suitably patriotic 
members willing to take on the task were not found.  52   The commit-
tee’s final report, submitted December 24, 1917, repeatedly declared 
the loyalty of the writers and of the vast majority of the professoriate. 
Adhering to Lovejoy’s rather than Young’s approach, it began by not-
ing that the 1915  Declaration  addressed academic freedom in a time 
of peace, but war required different obligations: war-related restric-
tions on liberty should not only be expected but were also legitimate. 
Yet recent dismissals pointed to the contested understandings of what 
constituted disloyalty. The committee assumed the task of delineat-
ing what actions were inappropriate for professors to take, specifically 
arguing that university administrators should report alleged disloy-
alty to government officials but could also dismiss faculty members 
prior to action by the government. The committee identified four 
different justifiable reasons for removing a faculty member due to 
war-related attitudes and actions.  53   These included being convicted 
of violating a law related to the execution of the war; propagandizing 
against the war, including through statements that might lead others 
to resist conscription; and specifically encouraging others to refrain 
from voluntarily supporting the war effort through the purchase of 
war bonds and similar activities.  54   

 The final ground dealt specifically with the members of faculties 
in American colleges and universities who were of German or Austro-
Hungarian birth. These educators were presumed to be pro-German, 
and the committee recognized that it would be nearly impossible for 
them to drastically change their feelings toward their native countries 
due to American entry into the war. Their responsibility, then, was 
to “abstain from any act tending to promote the military advantage 
of the enemy or hamper the efforts of the United States; to take care 
not to give, by their utterances or associations, reasonable ground for 
the belief that they contemplate such acts or are conspiring with other 
disloyal persons; to refrain from public discussion of the war; and, in 
their private intercourse with neighbors, colleagues and students, to 
avoid all hostile or offensive expressions concerning the United States 
or its government.”  55   While asking that some consideration be given 
to German faculty members, the report agreed that even private con-
versations could be grounds for dismissal, a stance exactly opposite 
that which the AAUP had taken two years earlier in the report on 
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conditions at the University of Utah. More drastic restrictions were 
considered, including whether indifference or avoidance of conversa-
tions about the war were fireable offenses, but the committee ulti-
mately emphasized actions rather than beliefs.  56   

 The report was accepted and endorsed first by Committee A and 
then by the larger AAUP on December 29, 1917, with only two 
recorded dissensions. In a letter to Lovejoy, University of Kansas his-
torian Frank Heywood Hodder, a member of Committee A, argued 
that the report had gone too far and that the AAUP should limit 
the acceptable grounds of dismissal to encouraging criminal activi-
ties, “abusive and scurrilous attacks” on the government, and speech 
that was damaging to military operations.  57   At the annual meeting, 
only University of Chicago classicist Elmer Truesdell Merrill opposed 
immediate adoption of the report, instead offering a resolution that 
would have printed the report and urged scholars to live up to the 
standards outlined in it, but would have refrained from approving 
dismissals without government action. Merrill was concerned that the 
statement would threaten academic freedom after the war and ques-
tioned whether those who were accused of disloyalty were necessarily 
guilty. Merrill’s alternate motion evoked such a negative reaction that 
it helped ensure the passage of the initial report with only Merrill 
voting against it.  58   

 The editors of the  Nation  took the AAUP to task for its new state-
ment, claiming that it proceeded from a “false principle to conclu-
sions fraught with almost unlimited possibilities for mischief.”  59   
They declared that universities, especially, must avoid imposing any 
restrictions not otherwise imposed by the government and that the 
explicit allowance for institutional intervention prior to government 
action was a grave error. In his published response to the editorial, 
Lovejoy not only repeated the committee’s claims but also extended 
them. He argued that the AAUP had never linked academic freedom 
to avoiding criminal activity during peace, so there was no reason 
to do so during war. He noted that the AAUP never argued that 
academic freedom was violated when a professors was dismissed “for 
grave moral delinquencies, or for violations of professional ethics, or 
for gross and habitual discourtesy. It has, in short, never adopted 
the principle which appears to be the major premise of the  Nation ’s 
reasoning—the principle of complete academic anarchism.”  60   Further 
indicating the conservative nature of the association and adumbrat-
ing the coming struggles of the First Red Scare, Lovejoy also claimed 
that pursuing the  Nation ’s plan of neutrality would foster a Bolshevik 
revolution in the United States. The only point on which the  Nation  
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and Lovejoy agreed was that professors accused of disloyalty should 
be given fair trials by their peers. 

 Although the AAUP’s retreat from a staunch defense of academic 
freedom with its “Report on Academic Freedom in Wartime” is 
notable, evidence indicates that individual members were even more 
intimately involved with the attack on freedom. Influential members 
Lovejoy and Ely were among those involved in the NSL; and after the 
AAUP’s Committee on Patriotic Service encouraged AAUP mem-
bers to volunteer for the group’s propaganda efforts, the two organi-
zations were briefly formally affiliated.  61   In the summer of 1917, the 
NSL called on trustees at all American colleges and universities to 
investigate the loyalty of all faculty members, regardless of whether 
there were any grounds for suspicion.  62   Hobbs, both as an NSL leader 
and on his own, led attacks on faculty freedoms that resulted in mul-
tiple dismissals.  63   When, in the days after the war began, an Iowa 
newspaper printed an Indiana University faculty member’s comments 
that German atrocities were overstated and the institution’s president 
launched an investigation, the professor found little backing from the 
AAUP’s most prominent member on campus: Ulysses G. Weatherly 
was among those who advised him to resign, noting that his “use-
fulness” had come to an end due to his statements.  64   In doing so, 
Weatherly resorted to a claim routinely challenged by the AAUP. The 
AAUP neither simply failed to defend academic freedom under the 
pressures of war nor retreated in the face of the war hysteria. Some of 
its members were among those who attacked the freedoms and liveli-
hoods of their fellow professors. As such, the Committee on Academic 
Freedom in Wartime’s suggestion that faculty could offer fair and 
judicial hearings for allegedly disloyal professors was dubious.  

  Antimilitarism and Civil Liberties 

 As the founders of the AAUP sought to reform higher education and 
improve the status of the professoriate, others organized along very 
different lines. In 1914, reformers Lillian Wald and Paul U. Kellogg 
formed the AUAM to prevent the United States from entering the 
war. At first, the AUAM demonstrated no interest in either academic 
freedom or in the larger issue of civil liberties. Rather, it was an 
avowedly pacifist association that used its ties to President Wilson’s 
administration to lobby on behalf of an isolationist policy. It changed 
only with its failure to meet its stated purpose. Following the United 
States’ entry into the war, AUAM executive secretary Crystal Eastman 
and her colleague Roger Baldwin quickly moved to oppose military 
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conscription, defend conscientious objectors, and protect civil liber-
ties amid the growing war hysteria. Their vocal opposition to war-
time government policies was countered by Wald and Kellogg, who 
believed that the organization could be most effective by lobbying 
behind the scenes to end the war rather than by openly opposing the 
government or shifting attention away from a sole emphasis on peace. 
This disagreement led first to the creation of three separate subcom-
mittees (on civil liberties, wartime labor conditions, and peace) and, 
ultimately, to Eastman and Baldwin’s October 1917 creation of the 
independent NCLB.  65   

 War-related concerns dominated the NCLB’s early work, although 
the organization was conflicted over how best to achieve its desired 
ends. Eastman preferred provoking confrontations to attract attention 
to civil liberties issues, but others were fearful of repercussions during 
the war hysteria. Shortly after its founding, the NCLB announced its 
intentions to help pacifists and conscientious objectors but specifi-
cally noted that it would do so through legal and cooperative, rather 
than obstructionist, means. Despite these intentions, increasing gov-
ernment repression, including of the Industrial Workers of the World, 
led to the NCLB’s more aggressive action and Baldwin’s personal 
refusal to submit to the draft.  66   The NCLB broadened its defense of 
civil liberties in these early years, first under the leadership of Baldwin 
and then of Albert DeSilver during Baldwin’s yearlong imprisonment 
for refusing conscription. Although the group’s fight began with the 
threat of war, its fears were only exacerbated with the end of the war, 
restrictive Supreme Court rulings, the Department of Justice’s raids 
on radical organizations, and the First Red Scare. The NCLB leader-
ship decided to reorganize and expand to meet what it perceived to 
be increased demands for the protection of civil liberties, eventually 
resulting in the January 1920 establishment of the American Civil 
Liberties Union. 

 Focused elsewhere, the NCLB approached the topic of academic 
freedom as it related to World War I from a different perspective than 
did the AAUP. The aforementioned case of Michigan’s Edward Allen 
is instructive. Allen appealed to the NCLB when his dean threat-
ened his termination in the summer of 1919 for alleged disloyalty 
during the recently concluded war. In the aftermath of its “Report 
of the Committee on Academic Freedom in Wartime,” with Hobbs 
as a key voice on campus, and with the explicit intent to focus on 
policies rather than individual grievances, the AAUP offered Allen 
little support. Years later, Allen—who remained an AAUP member, 
though one concerned about the association’s treatment of younger 
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faculty—would argue that the 1918 report had required propagan-
dizing for the war, rather than protecting faculty from public opin-
ion, and should be disavowed.  67   The NCLB was more sympathetic to 
his situation. In anticipation of upcoming meetings with institutional 
officers about his pending dismissal, Allen wrote to the NCLB asking 
for advice, simultaneously making his first contribution to an organi-
zation that he would serve for the rest of his life. Allen outlined the 
six arguments he intended to use in his defense and asked the NCLB 
to evaluate them. Four of Allen’s arguments involved general issues of 
civil liberties in wartime, and a fifth argued that threatened dismiss-
als amounted to “coercion.”  68   The sixth took up the issues specifically 
related to academic freedom. Allen offered, “Any doctrinal require-
ments of teachers:—whether on political, economic, or religious 
matters, whether in war or in peace,—will inevitably increase the per-
centage of cowards and hypocrites among the faculty, and probably 
do more harm to the quality of the university’s educational service to 
the State than the presence of heretics on Campus.”  69   In his response 
on behalf of the NCLB, DeSilver agreed with Allen’s argument, not-
ing that teaching would become “sterile and stagnant” in the absence 
of academic freedom.  70   

 In addition to offering Allen advice, the organization inquired into 
Schimler’s tarring and feathering in Wisconsin, wrote letters protest-
ing the New York Training School for Teachers’ dismissal of Frances 
Isabel Davenport for her failure to sign a loyalty pledge, and pursued 
other similar cases.  71   In all, the NCLB identified potential violations 
of faculty freedoms at 20 institutions between 1917 and 1919. In 
1920, the organization itself was touched by a threat to academic 
freedom relating to the still lingering Red Scare. Zechariah Chafee 
Jr. was a young law professor at Harvard University and a key early 
member of the organization when his articles in the  Harvard Law 
Review  critiquing the 1917 Espionage Act and its enforcement out-
raged members of the Justice Department. Chafee was investigated 
by federal officials, who then shared their findings with Harvard 
Overseer Austen Fox, who tried to use them to remove Chafee as 
unfit to teach. Fox’s allegations against Chafee resulted in the “Trial 
at the Harvard Club,” during which Chafee was accused of impro-
prieties in his writings and forced to answer to the 14-member 
Committee to Visit the Law School. Chafee survived the trial and 
maintained his position, partly due to President Lowell’s support.  72   
The NCLB, though eager to help, was not yet in the position to 
provide much beyond giving advice to Chafee and other aggrieved 
professors. In rare instances, the organization asked a cooperating 
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attorney to intervene on an educator’s behalf, but, limited by its small 
staff and precarious finances, it most often wrote letters, appealed to 
others for help, and attempted to generate publicity.  73    

  Henry Linville and the AFT 

 Barely more than a year old when the United States entered the war, 
the AFT was similarly limited on the national level and largely oper-
ated as a group of distinct but affiliated locals. And even with the 
1918 changes in the organization’s constitution that broadened mem-
bership eligibility and allowed for the creation of locals on college 
campuses, the union consisted primarily of schoolteachers in the late 
1910s. The union’s early efforts on behalf of academic freedom were 
thus mostly taken at the local level and almost exclusively involved 
high school teachers. The most notable of these efforts took place in 
New York City, where the Board of Education instituted a loyalty oath 
requirement for public schoolteachers. Arguing that it was unfair to 
make teachers pledge their allegiance when other city workers were 
not required to do so, New York Teachers Union (Local 5; formally 
the Teachers Union of the City of New York) president Henry Linville 
attacked the political motives of those who supported the require-
ment. Over one hundred teachers, many of them union members, 
signed Linville’s petition protesting the oath on principle, while also 
declaring their loyalty and patriotism.  74   In fall 1917, lingering hostili-
ties over the loyalty oath and student protests over a plan to extend the 
length of the school day led to investigations into the loyalty of teach-
ers at DeWitt Clinton High School. Three Local 5 members—Thomas 
A. Mufson, A. Henry Schneer, and Samuel D. Schmalhausen—were 
suspended for allegedly disloyal statements, and six others were trans-
ferred to different schools. The union rallied to Mufson’s, Schneer’s, 
and Schmalhausen’s defense, with Linville and Abraham Lefkowitz 
heading the efforts and others, including Dewey and Beard, lending 
their support.  75   These endeavors began with mass rallies and a public-
ity campaign in support of the teachers. After their official dismissal, 
the union appealed the decision and waged an 18-month court effort 
for their reinstatement, accruing significant debt as a result.  76   The 
teachers were never reinstated, but the union’s efforts demonstrated 
that it would pursue academic freedom in a fundamentally different 
way than the professionally oriented and policy-focused AAUP. 

 The issues involved in the dismissals from DeWitt Clinton High 
School were complex and involved both allegations of disloyalty 
and concerns over the teachers’ involvement in the student protest. 
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Linville was particularly incensed by associate superintendent John 
L. Tildsley’s misdirection in alleging disloyalty but discharging the 
teachers for “conduct unbecoming a teacher.” While highly nation-
alistic school officials sought to rid the system of allegedly disloyal 
teachers, the teachers involved in this case were also viewed as unde-
sirable for other activities and characteristics. Linville noted, “If a 
teacher happens to be a Jew, and a Socialist, and to be personally 
disliked by an official, they could be removed through the euphe-
mism ‘conduct unbecoming a teacher.’”  77   Still, loyalty remained the 
emphasis, and, for its efforts, Local 5 was itself accused of disloy-
alty. Cooperating with the mainstream Schoolmasters Association, 
the American Defense Society published and distributed a pamphlet 
titled “Unpatriotic Teaching in the Schools,” which attacked Linville 
and the union for their opposition to loyalty oaths and their defense 
of the accused teachers. For a short time, copies were distributed in 
school libraries.  78   As the war ended and the First Red Scare ensued, 
New York teachers were further harassed, with members of Local 
5 coming under particular scrutiny. Principals discouraged union 
membership by claiming that it was a Bolshevik organization, the 
president of the Board of Education accused Local 5 of publishing 
treasonous literature, and the local was barred from meeting on 
school grounds.  79   

 Most telling was the Board of Education’s 1919 suspension of 
Benjamin Glassberg for allegedly telling a student that teachers were 
prevented from revealing the truth about Russia. Local 5 immedi-
ately pledged its financial support to its embattled member and, as 
it did for other cases during the period, enlisted noted civil liberties 
lawyer Gilbert E. Roe to represent Glassberg. Through legal filings, 
Roe and the union forced the Board of Education to provide writ-
ten charges and hold a hearing in the case. At the trial, the evidence 
against Glassberg consisted largely of testimony from eight students 
in Glassberg’s class—testimony that was countered by other student 
witnesses. While political issues were certainly involved, so too were 
religious divides and anti-Semitism.  80   In his defense, Glassberg read a 
prepared statement maintaining his innocence but refused to answer 
questions about his political beliefs or ties to the Socialist Party. When 
the Board of Education formally ruled against Glassberg, Linville 
noted that the outcome had been preordained but the union would 
continue its fight.  81   The war hysteria and subsequent Red Scare had 
forced the issue of academic freedom on Local 5. The union’s struggles 
only continued as New York’s Lusk Commission aggressively investi-
gated allegations of subversion in the schools in the early 1920s. 
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 Linville’s activities caused both local and national controversy, as 
Local 5 was more progressive than not only many New York teachers 
but also the mainstream of the AFT. AFT president Charles Stillman 
hoped to avoid controversy and was angered by Linville’s defense of 
the accused teachers.  82   He sought credibility and mainstream status 
by emphasizing issues of professionalism and by comparing teachers 
to doctors and lawyers, just as the founders of the AAUP had done 
for professors. While Linville pushed for a progressive social agenda, 
Stillman and others wanted to avoid militant political stands or antag-
onism of school administrators. This dissension was complicated by 
Linville’s control of the  American Teacher,  the New York–based 
magazine that had been accepted as the “official organ” of the AFT 
in 1916.  83   As its editor, Linville was an often-heard and frequently 
controversial voice in the union. Linville’s action and articles on 
behalf of pacifist teachers painted the union as antiwar, even though 
the AFT had declared itself in support of American entry. Stillman 
and others worried that his political stances would harm the union’s 
reputation and impair organizing efforts.  84   Still another problem was 
the emphasis on New York issues and cases, which differed from the 
concerns of other union members. As early as the fourth convention 
in 1919, the AFT considered removing the  American Teacher  from 
Linville’s control, although Linville’s supporters eventually defeated 
the motion.  85   Growing financial troubles brought on by drastic drops 
in membership and exacerbated by some members’ refusals to pay 
for the  American Teacher  in protest over its progressive stances led 
the AFT to suspend publication of the magazine in 1921. When the 
magazine was restarted a few years later, production was moved to 
Chicago, and Linville was not involved.  86   

 The prominent role of locals in the defense efforts and the divi-
sions exemplified by the debates over the  American Teacher  limited 
the national response to issues of academic freedom, but the national 
AFT did not avoid the issue all together. Throughout this early 
period, national conventions recognized threats to teachers and pro-
fessors posed both by charges of disloyalty leveled against the union 
and by individual animus. In 1918, the convention passed a series of 
resolutions that pointed to both the conflicted nature of the union’s 
response and the larger struggles brought on by the war hysteria. One 
linked democracy in schools to the fight for democracy in Europe 
and called for an end to autocracy in school and college administra-
tion.  87   Another declared the union’s loyalty to the war effort and 
condemned “the Prussian spirit of autocracy which exists in fields of 
American industry and American education.”  88   The same convention 
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argued that teaching German should be continued but warned that it 
must be taught carefully—and by teachers who were citizens “whose 
loyalty to American ideals cannot be questioned.”  89   Just as the AAUP 
had, the AFT recognized the loyalty of teachers as a legitimate issue 
and declared its own patriotism.  

  Conclusion 

 World War I and the ensuing First Red Scare raised new and chal-
lenging questions for burgeoning ideas of academic freedom. As part 
of a larger national wave of hysteria, faculty members at institutions 
across the nation were pursued and persecuted for alleged disloyalty 
during the war and in its aftermath. Institutions were not content 
with dismissing professors for supposedly un-American statements 
and activities made during the conflict; instead, they retrospectively 
explored the patriotism of their faculty. Professors were dismissed for 
comments made and actions taken before American entry, and the 
purges continued after the war’s conclusion. Others retained their 
positions but were silenced, had to shift their foci and activities, and 
otherwise felt the brunt of calls for 100 percent nationalism. The 
First Red Scare likewise affected colleges campuses, both through the 
attacks on individual professors and through larger campaigns against 
alleged infiltration of socialist and Communist thinking on college 
campuses. The period was one of restrictions, recriminations, and 
hostilities that only in retrospect did many condemn. Just as profes-
sors in Germany had pledged their loyalty to their nation’s cause and 
staked their reputations on its claims, so too did many in American 
higher education. Indeed, the American professoriate was instrumen-
tal in the drive for war and deeply implicated in the efforts to enforce 
a specific kind of exuberant patriotism. 

 World War I brought both new challenges to academic freedom 
and faculty security, and new opportunities for engagement with the 
topics. Facing external pressures and a membership that was commit-
ted to the war cause, the AAUP reconsidered whether higher educa-
tion really should offer an “inviolable refuge” from the war hysteria, 
ultimately asking for reason but accepting that limitations existed 
during the war. Though not yet active in higher education, the AFT 
experienced struggles that are further revealing. At the national 
level, the new union was committed to the war effort and repeatedly 
declared the patriotism of teachers. In New York, though, Linville 
urged restraint and then led the defense of those accused of disloyalty 
during the war and in its wake. This divide between individual locals 
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and a national leadership would continue over the ensuing decades, 
with important implications for defenses of academic freedom and 
tenure. The NCLB, itself born in protest to the repression of the era, 
also addressed academic freedom but had few resources to support 
aggrieved faculty. Although occasional claims for freedom and sanity 
were made, the war hysteria revealed the tenuous nature of faculty 
positions and raised fundamental questions about the extent to which 
professors and their organizations were devoted to the protection of 
faculty rights.  
   



     4 

 Compet i t ion a nd 

Col l a bor at ion   

   As the extreme hysteria of the war and its immediate aftermath 
slowly receded, some believed that academic freedom and faculty pro-
tections had become entrenched in American higher education. An 
editorial in the New York journal  Review  claimed that violations of 
academic freedom were extremely rare and occurred significantly less 
frequently than they had only a generation earlier. It went so far as to 
declare that Stanford University’s 1900 dismissal of Edward A. Ross 
would by then have been nearly impossible—and Brown University’s 
1897 removal of president Elisha Benjamin Andrews, even less likely.  1   
Despite these and similar claims, academic freedom remained far from 
secured, especially for outspoken faculty. In the wake of intrigues over 
national politics remained pernicious battles over intramural speech: 
at Columbia University, James McKeen Cattell’s criticism of president 
Nicholas Murray Butler would have been problematic regardless of 
his actions related to the war. The seemingly autocratic administra-
tors and trustees lambasted by Thorstein Veblen and others returned 
to center stage, with multiple faculty running afoul of their institu-
tions for their critiques of institutional practices. Complaints received 
by the American Association of University Professors (AAUP) con-
firm these challenges. Between 1915 and 1919, actions resulting 
in appeals to the AAUP were initiated from outside of institutions 
almost as frequently as they were from inside, but in the 1920s, fewer 
than 10 percent were initiated externally. Moreover, through the late 
1910s and 1920s, administrators involved in AAUP cases charged 
that dismissed faculty were “troublesome” in half of the cases. More 
frequently than in later eras, the stated reasons for dismissals included 
disagreements over educational policy and faculty complaints about 
academic autocracy.  2   
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 Though concerns over faculty loyalty lingered, the AAUP’s con-
siderations of academic freedom refocused on prewar issues of pro-
fessionalism, unionization, and procedural protections. Calls for 
tenure came to the fore, as most faculty worked on one-year contracts 
with little recourse for nonrenewal of appointment. Committee A 
on Academic Freedom and Tenure remained overwhelmed with cases 
and struggled under the burden of investigations and policy creation. 
Still, as the American Federation of Teachers (AFT) sought to orga-
nize college faculty, the AAUP found further need to emphasize 
its professional nature and declaim any link to or support of faculty 
unionization. Interest in the AFT increased on college campuses in 
the months and years after the war but soon waned amid institu-
tional pressures, concerns over the appropriateness of faculty union-
ization, and continued allegations of socialist infiltration into higher 
education. In New York, the AFT’s closest ally was the National Civil 
Liberties Bureau, which reconstituted itself as the American Civil 
Liberties Union (ACLU) in January 1920. The ACLU and New York 
Teachers Union (AFT Local 5) shared membership and cooperated 
in ongoing battles for teacher protections. With its emphasis on civil 
liberties, the ACLU was concerned about nationalism in the schools 
and attacks on leftist faculty, speakers, and students. It was also skep-
tical about the AAUP’s ability to address these issues. 

 Arthur O. Lovejoy’s 1919 address as president of the AAUP cap-
tured a number of the key tensions that dominated considerations 
of academic freedom until the middle of the decade. He advocated 
for faculty roles in institutional governance and warned that low fac-
ulty salaries were fostering efforts to unionize faculty. Lovejoy cau-
tioned that money was influencing faculty research and pleaded for 
assistance with the “perennial and essential” academic freedom work 
of the AAUP.  3   Indeed, Lovejoy had recently been pressed into duty 
as interim chairman of Committee A, when University of Chicago 
zoologist Frank Lillie resigned and no one else would assume the 
position.  4   Though proud of the AAUP’s work in the area, Lovejoy 
lamented both that it limited other groups’ efforts and that pro-
fessors almost never resigned in protest of a wrongful dismissal, as 
Lovejoy himself had once done. Perhaps most importantly, he called 
for the widespread adoption of procedural protections for faculty on 
continuing appointments, claiming that such protections would end 
improper removals while allowing for justifiable dismissals. He con-
cluded his discussion of academic freedom by recommending that the 
association heed Massachusetts Institute of Technology mathemati-
cian and AAUP general secretary Harry Walter Tyler’s suggestion that 
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the AAUP initiate meetings with college presidents to pursue shared 
understandings of academic freedom policies and procedures.  5   Those 
meetings—eventually organized under the auspices of the coordinat-
ing body for higher education associations, the American Council 
on Education (ACE)—would result in the AAUP and Association of 
American Colleges (AAC) agreeing to the 1925  Conference Statement 
on Academic Freedom and Tenure,  an important but contested step 
toward the 1940  Statement of Principles on Academic Freedom and 
Tenure.   

  Unionization, Professionalization, 
and Civil Liberties 

 Though professors such as John Dewey were early members of the 
AFT, faculty unionization began in earnest with the founding of AFT 
Local 33 at Howard University only weeks after the end of World 
War I. Walter Dyson, a founding member and officer of the Howard 
University Teachers Union, later recalled the faculty who, having 
“fought autocracy abroad,” would “fight autocracy in the schools.” 
The Howard local sought to effect change in the governance of the 
institution and supported efforts to provide faculty with greater 
voice in the administration and stronger protections for their speech 
and activities.  6   Local 33 was soon followed by AFT Local 41 at the 
University of Illinois, organized with a progressive political agenda 
and concerns over faculty salaries. As its founder, historian Arthur 
C. Cole, told the  Christian Science Monitor,  “Unlike the followers of 
most professions, instructors generally are without democratic voice 
in determining the conditions under which they perform their ser-
vices to the public. This has caused widespread academic unrest.”  7   
By the end of 1920, faculty had formed 20 college locals in hopes of 
reforming their campuses and their communities.  8   

 While few in number, these new college locals quickly drew the 
attention of the professoriate, raising issues of faculty rights and aca-
demic freedom. By 1919, the AAUP had staked its claim as a profes-
sional association, and its leaders—through, for example, Lovejoy’s 
lengthy critique of faculty unionization in his aforementioned annual 
message—turned their attention to countering the inroads made by 
the AFT. Members of the Missouri University Teachers Union (Local 
126) who were also members of the AAUP answered Lovejoy by argu-
ing that unionization could bring faculty in closer contact with K–12 
education and allow them to enter larger educational conversations. 
The Missouri faculty denied the charge that affiliation would bias 
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investigators and argued that it would be a useful counter to the exist-
ing conservative bias on college campuses. They corrected Lovejoy’s 
misunderstanding that AFT locals could be forced to strike in support 
of larger union causes. The members of Local 126 also contended 
that Lovejoy’s position was based on an unfounded fear that the AFT 
hoped to replace the AAUP. Lovejoy privately responded by claiming 
that the Missouri professors were naïve and that unionization would 
be extremely damaging to the professoriate and the AAUP. Even if 
affiliation could expand the range of perspectives aired on campuses, 
it would come at the steep costs of reputational damages and the per-
ception of bias. The cause of academic freedom would be hindered by 
its conflation with and contamination by trade unionism.  9   

 Much of the professoriate shared Lovejoy’s concerns, and the 
AAUP rejected organized labor. Still, the AFT attempted to make 
inroads into higher education and sought academic freedom for all 
teachers. At the national level, the AFT passed resolutions in support 
of academic freedom but itself struggled against allegations of radi-
calism. At its 1919 national convention, over some members’ protests 
that the stance was too extreme, the union resolved that “no teacher 
should have his position placed in jeopardy because of opinions held 
or expressed either in or outside of the classroom on any social, politi-
cal or economic problems so long as he does not advocate violence or 
the use of unconstitutional methods.”  10   Yet, the following year, amid 
continuing Red Scare pressures, the union proclaimed its loyalty but 
avoided issues of teacher freedoms.  11   With few members from colleges 
and universities and an organizational structure that emphasized local 
activity, the AFT could do little to help protect aggrieved college fac-
ulty. When, for example, Madison State Normal School teacher Anna 
Mae Brady appealed to the union for assistance after her dismissal in 
1920, AFT secretary-treasurer Freeland Stecker responded that the 
union national left such matters up to the locals. He cited the AFT’s 
lack of influence and the likelihood that its assistance would be seen 
as outside intrusion.  12   

 This inability to act on behalf of Brady was indicative of the 
larger struggles of a union that remained in a precarious position as  
antiunion sentiment continued even after the worst of the First 
Red Scare ended. Advances by the National Education Association 
(NEA), disagreements within the union, and teacher contracts forbid-
ding union affiliation caused membership to decrease by 70 percent 
between 1919 and 1921. These struggles were even more profound 
on the college level, as all but one of the college locals founded by the 
end of 1920 folded due to a combination of antiunion sentiment and 
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attacks from both inside and outside their institutions—attacks that 
implicated the very academic freedom and role in governance that their 
founders sought. At Howard, concerns that alleged Communism on 
campus would forestall necessary federal funding led the institution 
to crack down on progressive voices, ending the first faculty union. 
At Illinois, the small local failed to gain traction and ultimately closed 
amid pressures from a conservative governing board, a president who 
claimed neutrality but had previously argued that unionization was 
antithetical to the profession, and an administration that was believed 
to spy on progressive faculty. When, in 1923, a former member com-
plained that the institution had dismissed key union leaders in a con-
certed effort to destroy it, the AFT had little recourse other than to 
forward the information to Henry Linville for inclusion in a book on 
the topic that he was co-authoring with Thomas Mufson under the 
auspices of the New York Teachers Union and the ACLU. Similar 
situations played themselves out at institutions across the nation, and 
political pressure and faculty apathy ultimately resulted in the end of 
this first wave of faculty unionization.  13   

 Linville and Mufson’s drafted but unfinished book highlights the 
New York Teachers Union’s cooperation with the ACLU in pursuit of 
shared goals, including working for academic freedom.  14   The ACLU 
was overseen by a New York–based executive committee, which Roger 
Baldwin largely selected and frequently dominated, and managed by 
Baldwin and Forrest Bailey. Although a national committee existed, 
it was largely inactive, and the organization relied on correspondents 
for much of its work outside the New York City area.  15   This New York 
base fostered links with other area progressive organizations, espe-
cially Teachers Union. Linville was an early member of the ACLU’s 
executive committee; and Teacher Union’s counsel, Gilbert E. Roe, 
had long been involved in civil liberties issues, including serving as 
an attorney for the ACLU forerunner, the American Union Against 
Militarism.  16   Another important ACLU leader, Harry F. Ward, 
helped found Associated Teachers Union of New York (Local 71), 
a college teachers union that separated from Local 5 in April 1919. 
Academic freedom was not the primary focus of the ACLU, though 
the organization did address the issue from its founding. The ACLU’s 
first statement of principles included that it should oppose efforts to 
enforce orthodoxy among teachers.  17   Together with a book by Leon 
Whipple, who had been purged from the University of Virginia for 
alleged disloyalty during World War I, Linville and Mufson’s man-
uscript also points to the ACLU’s early emphasis on publicity and 
propaganda as a means of furthering its goals for teacher freedoms.  18   
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With limited resources, generating attention was its best hope for 
achieving change. 

 In the early 1920s, the ACLU tracked cases of professors dismissed 
for alleged Communist activity, the teaching of evolution, and reli-
gious expression, as well as the 1923 forced resignation of Alexander 
Meiklejohn from the presidency of Amherst College. The group also 
attended to prohibitions on liberal speakers at institutions across the 
nation. Typical among these were the University of Wisconsin’s 1921 
refusal to allow ACLU executive committee member Scott Nearing 
to address a student group and Clark University’s 1923 decision to do 
the same.  19   The organization tracked violations of student freedoms, 
just as it did professorial freedoms, especially emphasizing the wide-
spread challenges to the student presses. It also pursued other edu-
cational issues that demonstrated a broad conception of educational 
freedom: it considered college and university policies that discrimi-
nated against African American or Jewish students to be violations of 
civil libertarian conceptions of educational freedom.  20   The organiza-
tion became particularly concerned about the encroachment of reli-
gion into public schools and colleges, as well as the mandated displays 
of patriotism that might interfere with students’ or teachers’ rights. 
Those battles, though, were yet to be fought. It was not until Linville 
and Ward’s 1924 founding of the ACLU’s Committee on Academic 
Freedom that the organization became more fully involved in defin-
ing and protecting teacher freedoms. Even then, though, confusion 
remained over how its efforts related to those of the already dominant 
AAUP.  

  A Preventative, not Protective, A AUP 

 Despite these additional entrants into the field, the AAUP remained 
the most active and important organization interested in professorial 
freedom and tenure. Its emphasis on professional approaches slowly 
earned it some standing with academic administrations, though chal-
lenges remained and were sometimes profound. In particular, threats 
to intramural speech rights were pronounced and often the most 
threatening to individual careers. Although the AAUP formally rec-
ognized the legal status of faculty as employees, it argued that faculty 
members’ ability to participate in governance was a core aspect of the 
profession.  21   As Joseph A. Leighton claimed in the first report of the 
AAUP’s Committee T on Place and Function of Faculty in University 
Government and Administration in early 1920, “Autocratic in legal 
structure, the best institutions are . . . more or less democratic in 
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practice.”  22   For the AAUP, the most pressing organizational prob-
lem was the difficulty in finding suitable and willing professors to 
lead Committee A and undertake its time-consuming investigations. 
These two issues—challenges over intramural speech and the diffi-
culty in handling the numerous complaints—encouraged the AAUP 
to pursue further cooperation with academic administrators at insti-
tutional and national levels. 

 These challenges posed by intramural speech concerns and inves-
tigative procedures are exemplified by the struggles of Washburn 
College’s John Ervin Kirkpatrick. Kirkpatrick’s difficulties with 
Washburn president Parley P. Womer dated to 1915, when Kirkpatrick 
informed legal authorities of gambling at the state fair. Womer feared 
that the Kirkpatrick had endangered fundraising and forbade him 
from making similar reports in the future. By the end of 1918, the 
situation had worsened, and Kirkpatrick led a small group of fac-
ulty complaining about Womer’s autocratic administrative style, his 
attempts to inappropriately award students academic credits in hopes 
of appealing to potential donors, and the departures of several faculty 
members under suspicious circumstances. As faculty pushed Womer 
to enact reform, Kirkpatrick and Womer clashed over finances and 
Kirkpatrick’s discussion of faculty salaries with a member of the insti-
tution’s governing board, an act that Womer believed was tantamount 
to insubordination. The unrest centered on Kirkpatrick but was wide-
spread enough for Womer to call a special meeting of the faculty, at 
which he claimed to have understood faculty concerns and pledged 
to institute a new era of cordiality, with significant provisions for 
shared governance and protections against unwarranted dismissals. 
Less than two weeks later, the institution’s governing board agreed 
to rewrite the college’s constitution and provide faculty with greater 
input into governance. At the same meeting, it dismissed Kirkpatrick 
without a hearing.  23   

 Kirkpatrick and his former colleagues founded a short-lived AFT 
local in hopes of pressuring the institution for redress. Womer, 
though, claimed that its existence justified his belief in Kirkpatrick’s 
unfitness. At Kirkpatrick’s request, the AAUP investigated, eventu-
ally finding that he had been inappropriately dismissed without either 
formal charges or an impartial hearing. In both private and open 
letters, Womer and Lovejoy battled over the situation at Washburn. 
Womer claimed that the AAUP had no authority to investigate and 
would be inherently biased in favor of faculty; he explicitly drew on 
the AAC’s arguments in favor of institutional academic freedom 
and against “vexels” who disrupted harmony. Yet by the time the 
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AAUP was ready to release its report—18 months after Kirkpatrick’s 
dismissal—all but two of the faculty at the college urged the asso-
ciation to refrain. They contended that the situation had improved, 
that new protections were in place, and that an AAUP report would 
only hurt the institution. The AAUP disagreed and used the report 
to argue against removals based on disharmony. Though Kirkpatrick 
felt vindicated, he was disturbed that the report did not attract more 
attention. For the remainder of the decade, he continued his efforts 
to improve institutional governance, efforts that ultimately cost him 
a second faculty position at Olivet College in 1926.  24   

 Kirkpatrick was certainly not the only faculty member to face such 
concerns, and the substantial burdens on Committee A remained.  25   
Each complaint required at least some correspondence to determine 
whether further investigation was warranted. When it was, the process 
could be drawn out over months or years, as it was in Kirkpatrick’s 
case. The ongoing challenges to staff Committee A and repeated res-
ignations of chairmen occasionally caused lapses in the association’s 
work for academic freedom, including in 1922, when Henry M. Bates 
reported that his commitments as dean of the University of Michigan 
Law School had prevented him from fulfilling his responsibilities as 
chairman of Committee A. He resigned, noting that he had neither 
met nor even consulted with members of the committee during the 
previous year.  26   The association sought only established faculty to 
assume these roles, believing that their credibility would provide the 
investigations with legitimacy. Although consistent with larger con-
cerns of respectability, this approach limited the pool to a smaller 
number of already busy professors. During these transitions—and 
even while the group was fully staffed—a great deal of the responsi-
bility fell to Tyler, who had been named part-time general secretary 
in 1922 in part to handle the taxing correspondence that academic 
freedom work required of the professors’ association.  27   Yet some in 
the association urged it to serve a more prominent defensive role and 
argued that it should investigate each alleged violation and provide 
redress for each aggrieved professor. These were not, however, the 
goals or purposes of the AAUP. As President Armin O. Leuschner 
argued in 1924, the association was not designed to serve a protec-
tive function, merely a preventative one.  28   Just as importantly, AAUP 
leaders were concerned that Committee A’s work was too dominant; 
further emphasis on it, especially more aggressive and confrontational 
action, would only harm the association’s reputation for judicious-
ness and detract from its other work. Torn between the desire for 
quick action and the need for thorough investigations before acting, 
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the AAUP struggled with how best to promote adherence to its 
principles. 

 These difficulties and differences were highlighted in the after-
math of the dismissal of seven faculty members from the University of 
Tennessee in 1923. The AAUP initially declined to investigate after 
the nonrenewal of the annual contracts of Jesse Sprowls and A. M. 
Withers, but the dismissals of five additional faculty members, includ-
ing local AAUP chapter president Asa A. Schaeffer, prompted action. 
Multiple issues were involved, including challenges to the teaching of 
evolution, the rights of faculty members to criticize university admin-
istration, and professors’ freedom to express their opinions on issues 
of local importance. When Committee A released its final report in 
April 1924, it recognized that the seven dismissals were not techni-
cally illegitimate, as all contracts had been for one year. Though it 
raised concerns about the methods and timing of the dismissals, the 
investigative committee equivocated. It noted that there may have 
been cause for some of the dismissals and failed to assert profes-
sors’ rights to question administrative policies. The report detailed 
the charges leveled against the professors but did not reach conclu-
sions about whether they were unfounded, even noting differences 
of opinion within the investigative committee. Most interestingly, it 
repeatedly observed that requesting an AAUP investigation may have 
factored into several of the cases, but it did not challenge the admin-
istration over this aversion to the AAUP inquiry. In all, the report 
raised many more questions than it answered, providing enough 
information to show that there were troubles at the institution but 
also criticizing the professors and failing to reach conclusions about 
the specific cases.  29   

 The  New Republic  responded with a harsh critique of the AAUP’s 
“impotent silence” on important issues, arguing that the case had 
revealed the association’s “vital weakness.”  30   To the magazine’s edi-
tors, the report highlighted the shortcomings of the association’s 
focus on the technical aspects of tenure rather than on equity and 
justice to professors. The report’s emphasis on the professors’ alleged 
actions was to their disadvantage, introducing allegations and per-
sonal attacks to the broader public. Many within the association 
shared the magazine’s concerns, and several executive council mem-
bers requested changes ranging from minor alterations to a complete 
rewriting of the report. Winterton C. Curtis, a University of Missouri 
zoologist who had debated Lovejoy on unionization, threatened to 
resign from the AAUP if the report was not retracted.  31   Yet, his 
reaction was not unanimously shared. Some argued that the report 
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should be left alone, either because they were untroubled by it or 
because changing it would raise further problems. Revisiting this one 
report could endanger the trustworthiness of all other Committee A 
work. For an organization intent on establishing the professional and 
reasoned nature of its efforts, the controversy was especially vexing. 

 Noting “radically divergent views,” the AAUP reprinted the  New 
Republic  article in its  Bulletin,  along with letters to the editor of the 
magazine written by Lovejoy and Leuschner. If the report had been 
so flawed, Lovejoy and Leuschner asked, how was the writer of the 
editorial able to determine that the situation at the institution was so 
troubled? Lovejoy conceded that the committee may not have been 
clear in its findings and might have given the institution too much 
benefit of doubt, but he emphasized that AAUP investigations relied 
on fairness and judiciousness rather than defense of faculty.  32   At the 
ensuing annual meeting, Leuschner noted that no report had caused 
as much dissension. Others, such as Cattell, viewed it as the symptom 
of a larger problem. He questioned the desirability of “hanging out 
all the underclothing of the professor on the line for everybody,” even 
if the professor was not at fault.  33   These issues were bound with larger 
concerns about the roles, responsibilities, and abilities of the AAUP. 
Finding respected professors who could undertake detailed inves-
tigations was difficult; revisiting reports would only make it more 
so. Recognizing these concerns, the convention passed a resolution 
clarifying the original report on the University of Tennessee. While 
claiming merely to correct the conclusions some drew from the report 
rather than admitting error, this resolution clearly stated that the dis-
missals were inappropriate and that the seven professors were denied 
fair hearings. Professors, it claimed, should be guaranteed rights to 
intramural speech and to appeal to the AAUP, both of which were 
missing from the original version.  34    

  Reorganization and Mediation 

 In the middle of the 1920s, the AAUP considered several strate-
gies for alleviating the types of problems that plagued the investiga-
tion into the University of Tennessee. The association tried dividing 
Committee A along regional lines, which would have ideally allowed 
for easier coordination, but was unable to enact the plan.  35   The asso-
ciation periodically considered hiring a paid investigator to under-
take much of the work of Committee A or, alternately, paying the 
chairs of investigative committees for their work. Paid investigators 
could have allowed for additional inquiries and ensured the quality 
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of the resulting reports, a particular concern following the Tennessee 
report. Concerns over finances, selecting the appropriate person, 
and the potential overemphasis on academic freedom undid this pro-
posal. Still, in 1926, the burdens of working for academic freedom 
convinced the association that professional assistance was needed. 
Harvard University Law School professor John M. Maguire was hired 
to provide legal assistance to Committee A. He did not visit campuses 
or undertake investigations but did help prepare the final reports and 
was a crucial advisor on issues involving academic freedom for most 
of the next 20 years.  36   

 More importantly, the need to reduce investigative work and calls 
for assisting aggrieved faculty led the AAUP to start mediating some 
conflicts. In its early years, the association’s efforts for mediation 
were informal and ad hoc, with presidents or Committee A chairmen 
occasionally undertaking the work as part of the initial inquiry. In 
December 1923, Tyler began giving the issue more consideration, 
and, at the ensuing annual meeting, University of Michigan profes-
sor of law and Committee A chair Herbert F. Goodrich proposed a 
“Committee on Mediation,” which could respond to appeals from 
universities for advice and could prevent dramatic violations. He 
argued that the establishment of a separate committee would both 
make the association more effective in individual cases and prevent 
the awkward situation of Committee A first mediating and then 
investigating if mediation failed. Though AAUP president Joseph V. 
Denney supported the idea, Tyler maintained that the work was best 
done informally.  37   In 1925, with the issue still under consideration, 
Lovejoy registered his protest to the separation of mediatory and 
investigative roles, arguing that they were necessarily intertwined. 
To Lovejoy, mediation included significant fact-finding and could be 
done most effectively as part of an investigation. The creation of a 
separate committee would both make Committee A look ineffective 
and taint it as aggressive and biased.  38   As an alternative, Tyler pro-
posed the identification of local chapter heads or former Committee 
A or council members to whom cases could be referred for mediation. 
By the following year, mediation was a formal part of the process, 
although there is no evidence that the network Tyler had suggested 
was ever organized. Rather, it was left to the general secretary to inter-
vene and recommend a personal conference between a Committee A 
member or local officer and an administration in hopes of making an 
adjustment in lieu of a full investigation. While this increase in the 
mediatory functions of the AAUP was intended to answer complaints 
that the organization did not do enough to assist faculty members 
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with grievances, the backstage nature of these mediations failed to 
alter this perception.  39   

 These structural changes in Committee A emphasize the heavy 
responsibilities of efforts for academic freedom and tenure. The asso-
ciation increasingly responded to calls that it intervene in more cases 
by working behind the scenes to help alleviate tensions and secure 
positions. Maguire also convinced the association to further supple-
ment full-scale investigations and mediation efforts with statements of 
facts when these were not in question. These statements helped build 
“a body of common law” to support AAUP efforts.  40   Throughout 
this period, AAUP leaders assured members that the association’s 
judicious and unbiased work was having influence, even as they pri-
vately noted some occasional shortcomings. Relying on testimony 
from administrators and pointing to behind-the-scenes efforts, Tyler, 
Lovejoy, and the succession of Committee A chairmen and AAUP 
presidents were convinced that the conservative and collaborative 
policy was the most effective.  41   Although it would be challenged at 
the end of the decade, this approach was most clear in the AAUP’s 
work with the AAC.  

  The A AC’s Commission on Academic 
Freedom and Academic Tenure 

 As the AAUP worked through these difficulties with its Committee 
A work and began to search for a collaborator, an evolving AAC 
emerged as a potential partner. In the years immediately following 
its 1917 critique of the AAUP’s 1915  Declaration of Principles of 
Academic Freedom and Academic Tenure,  the AAC paid little atten-
tion to academic freedom. Things began to change at the organi-
zation’s 1921 meeting when the assembly heard from Committee 
A chairman Roy C. Flickinger, who spoke about the challenges 
faced by the AAUP, and the AAC and Council of Church Boards 
of Education formally established a joint Commission on Academic 
Freedom and Academic Tenure.  42   This commission increased AAC 
activity and, the following year, prepared a report specifically 
designed to be the basis for future joint understandings of academic 
freedom and tenure. Reporting for the commission, Oberlin College 
dean Charles N. Cole lauded Committee A’s work and its setting the 
stage for collective action on behalf of academic freedom. Although 
the commission recognized that it could not enforce new standards 
among AAC members, it sought to further the cause of academic 
freedom by outlining ideals and promoting responsible measures for 
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protecting both faculty and institutions from unjust actions or accu-
sations thereof.  43   

 The commission blamed problems involving academic freedom on 
both institutional conditions and individual faculty members, not-
ing that they always implicated tenure issues (though not all viola-
tions of tenure implicated academic freedom). Colleges were often 
beholden to financial interests that found certain positions inde-
fensible and could make the teaching of related topics untenable. 
Moreover, the commission concurred with the 1915  Declaration ’s 
identification that student immaturity necessitated special care in 
classroom teaching but argued that the opposite often happened; pro-
fessors too often responded to immaturity by commenting on topics 
beyond their expertise needlessly and without proper restraint. With 
direct reference to Tyler’s 1920 article calling for organizations of 
administrators to work with the AAUP on shared understandings 
and codes of conduct, the commission proposed four conventions 
aimed to protect academic freedom and an additional four to protect 
academic tenure. As for academic freedom, colleges were to refrain 
from limiting professors’ research unless it was so time-consuming 
that it prevented them from fulfilling their more important teaching 
responsibilities. Colleges were urged to allow freedom in teaching, 
except where student immaturity or previously agreed-upon institu-
tional characteristics prevented the consideration of certain topics. 
When controversy resulted from teachers discussing topics unrelated 
to the course materials in their classrooms, the report contended that 
institutions were not required to support offending teachers. Finally, 
colleges were called upon to acknowledge professors’ rights to free 
speech outside the classroom, though with the caveat that institu-
tional reputations needed to be protected from serious injury. With 
respect to academic tenure, the AAC’s commission acknowledged the 
value of “recognized permanency of greater or less degree” and called 
for its assurance following a probationary period, except in cases of 
disloyalty, immorality, or extreme neglect of duties. Dismissals dur-
ing short-term and probationary appointments were to be allowed 
without cause, although a minimum of three months’ notice was 
proposed. The report argued that fair hearings, including testimony 
from professional disciplinary experts, should be standard in cases of 
alleged incompetence and that the involvement of both faculty and 
governing boards was called for in dismissal proceedings except in 
cases of admitted disloyalty or immorality. Finally, while financial exi-
gency was a legitimate reason to remove a tenured professor, it should 
be used only as an option of last resort.  44   
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 The AAC had earlier been critical of the AAUP’s efforts, but the 
similarities between the AAC’s conventions and the AAUP’s 1915 
 Declaration  are striking. Both organizations called for the establish-
ment of academic freedom policies and, correspondingly, tenure as 
a means of protection. Both argued for professorial freedoms inside 
and outside classrooms but allowed for limitations due to student 
immaturity and recognized institutional doctrines. Both noted that 
professors did not give up the rights of other citizens, although their 
professional obligations did require that they be temperate and judi-
cious. Both called for faculty involvement in reappointments and dis-
missals, probationary periods before the assumption of continuous 
appointments, a minimum of three months’ notice on nonreappoint-
ment prior to tenure, and fair hearings including expert professional 
testimony prior to dismissals. Although the AAC decided not to cre-
ate its own investigative committee analogous to Committee A, it did 
call upon the ACE to bring together the educational associations to 
cocreate principles of academic freedom, setting the stage for joint 
action. 

 These developments were important and portended future col-
laboration. In January 1923, Charles N. Cole again emphasized the 
need for faculty and administrators to work together to overcome the 
vagueness in standards and policies that led to controversies. Still, 
he reported that many of the AAC’s member institutions had sectar-
ian ties that could rightfully influence the perspectives aired on their 
campuses. At the same time, they did not consider themselves pro-
prietary and thus could not conform to the expectations of the 1915 
 Declaration.  Further, the AAUP’s “Report on Academic Freedom 
in Wartime” had acknowledged limitations on freedom, and Cole 
argued that analogies between the national war issues and local reli-
gious concerns could be made. He asked, “What college or university 
would, under the banner of academic freedom, permit its professors 
to teach atheism, or advocate the substitution of polygamy or free 
love for the family, or urge the destruction of all government?” Cole’s 
commission recognized the rights of institutions to set their own 
policies and impose corresponding restrictions. The conventions pro-
posed the previous year were specifically designed to promote greater 
freedom by providing a balance between competing interests. The 
AAC’s role was to lead these institutions to appreciate greater, though 
not unrestrained, freedom.  45   

 The need for this advocacy of academic freedom was evident in 
the results of a survey of its member institutions that the commission 
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had undertaken. The overwhelming majority of the one hundred 
respondents agreed that professors should have unrestricted freedom 
in research, but fewer than half believed that they should possess 
similar freedom in teaching. Just over two-thirds argued for restric-
tions based on religious, political, and economic beliefs, while a simi-
lar percentage believed student immaturity necessitated limits. The 
majority denied faculty members’ rights to speak of controversial 
subjects in classrooms if they were unrelated to the course material. 
Respondents were more conflicted on the issue of external speech. 
Although almost 75 percent agreed that faculty members had the 
same rights to free speech as other citizens, a nearly identical per-
centage indicated that colleges had the right to restrict such freedom 
if they foresaw that it would offend their constituencies. While the 
overwhelming majority of respondents agreed with the ideas of ten-
ure, due notice, and written charges before dismissals, only a nar-
row majority believed that faculty should be entitled to hearings by 
their peers prior to discipline. The vast majority believed in consult-
ing faculty on appointments and dismissals, but only a slim majority 
agreed that faculty should have official roles in the process. The AAC 
membership recognized the importance of academic freedom, tenure, 
and faculty input on academic issues, but they also believed in limits 
to both faculty rights and faculty governance. Still, the membership 
acceded to the commission’s recommendation of the formal adoption 
of the previous year’s report.  46   

 As Walter P. Metzger demonstrated, part of the shift in tenor 
and approach of the AAC in the early-to-mid 1920s was the shift 
in membership of the organization. Though the small conservative 
colleges that had founded the AAC were still central, they were no 
longer the only members of the AAC. It had expanded to include 
nationally respected private colleges and universities whose represen-
tatives helped move the organization away from an insular, protec-
tive view of academic freedom.  47   In 1923, the membership of the 
AAC expanded again, as the organization voted to allow liberal arts 
colleges of large universities to gain membership. Seven such col-
leges were admitted to membership by the following year’s meet-
ing, fundamentally affecting the AAC’s work for academic freedom. 
Representatives of the University of Michigan and other large uni-
versities assumed leadership roles on the Commission on Academic 
Freedom and Academic Tenure. The AAC was becoming a viable and 
attractive partner for AAUP efforts to create agreed-upon standards 
for academic freedom.  
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  Duplication, Cooperation, and the ACLU’s 
Committee on Academic Freedom 

 Though the ACLU had expressed interest in academic freedom since 
its reorganization, its level of engagement was not enough to fore-
tell that its first permanent committee on any topic would be the 
Committee on Academic Freedom, planned in the spring and sum-
mer of 1924 and announced later that fall. This new committee, 
which was led by Ward and Linville, was created with explicit recogni-
tion of the AAUP’s efforts and an appreciation of both the value and 
shortcomings of its professional approaches. When first considering 
the idea, Baldwin reached out to the AAUP, asking for any materials 
on the topic and even if there was an agreed-upon definition of the 
term.  48   Ward and Linville then relied on the tripartite understand-
ing of academic freedom arising from the 1915  Declaration.   49   Yet 
the ACLU also believed the AAUP’s definition to be limiting, as it 
did not include issues of student speech, did not apply to external 
speakers, addressed only higher education, and emphasized tenure 
and procedural protections. A broader approach to academic freedom 
would include explicit attention to legislative initiatives that limited 
freedom, an extension of student and teacher rights to all levels of 
education, and an effort to counter militaristic propaganda in the 
public schools.  50   Ward and Linville, though arguing for this broad 
understanding, also defined their work more narrowly than did 
the AAUP. They believed that freedom of research was only rarely 
threatened and that only educational organizations could define and 
defend appropriate speech in classrooms. As such, the ACLU claimed 
it would focus its efforts on free speech issues, leaving the rest to the 
AAUP. 

 Still, in August 1924, when the ACLU invited faculty to join its 
new committee—for the purposes of legitimizing committee lead-
ers’ work—several potential members turned down the offer, citing 
their fear of interfering with Committee A’s work. Even those who 
agreed to join sometimes saw the possibility of duplication, includ-
ing Wellesley College professor Vida Scudder, who accepted the offer 
but knew that she would need to be able to explain how the ACLU’s 
work would differ from that done “rather elaborately” by the AAUP. 
University of California professor Jessica Peixotto responded to the 
invitation with a more pressing concern: if Committee A was itself 
unsuccessful despite its efforts and knowledge of higher education, 
how could the ACLU possibly expect to succeed? In their responses, 
Baldwin and fellow ACLU leader John Haynes Holmes critiqued the 
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AAUP, its focus, and its lengthy investigative process. Baldwin wrote 
to University of Chicago law professor Ernst Freund that the ACLU 
regretted having to address academic freedom but felt compelled to 
do so because of its members’ complaints about the AAUP’s nar-
row scope of work and “dilatoriness.” Holmes assured Scudder that 
there would be little duplication: Committee A undertook lengthy 
and meticulous investigations, but the ACLU would act quickly in 
response to an immediate threat. To Peixotto, he suggested that her 
very recognition of the AAUP’s ineffectiveness demonstrated the 
need for the ACLU to act.  51   

 In his correspondence with officers of the AAUP, Baldwin was 
more deferential. After explaining that he foresaw the ACLU com-
mittee focusing on student issues, he noted that there might be occa-
sion for them to work on behalf of dismissed educators. These cases 
would, however, be rare at the collegiate level. He assured Allyn 
Abbott Young that the ACLU would not interfere with the AAUP 
and disclaimed any attempt to “embarrass” the association.  52   Young 
responded by welcoming the ACLU’s efforts to ensure student free-
doms and encourage free exchanges on campus, seeing little downside 
and a possible benefit. His support, though, was equivocal. In a post-
script to his letter, Young argued that the ACLU should involve itself 
in professorial academic freedom cases only if the AAUP “falls down 
badly.”  53   The AAUP’s Tyler was more encouraging of the ACLU’s 
efforts, noted the heavy workload of Committee A, and asked for the 
ACLU to maintain communication with Committee A. In his first 
communication with Baldwin a few days later, Committee A chair 
Goodrich actually encouraged the ACLU to intervene in a potential 
violation of academic freedom in Kansas.  54   

 ACLU concerns over duplication and its desire for quick action 
demonstrated themselves in both the draft plans for the ACLU 
Committee on Academic Freedom and the public announcement of 
the new committee. So, too, did its alarm over nationalism and mili-
tarism in the schools and the belief that addressing educational liber-
ties could bolster its broader civil liberties work.  55   In June, Ward and 
Linville coauthored “Freedom of Speech in Schools and Colleges,” 
which offered the organization’s “legal and publicity services” to 
students and educators who were attacked for their beliefs. In the 
event of a violation, the ACLU could assist by organizing protests 
immediately, publicizing the action in local and national media, and 
investigating the event so that additional details could be distrib-
uted. In doing so, they would offer a more aggressive approach than 
that of the AAUP, although one that also had the potential to cause 
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difficulties. For the ACLU and other organizations, protesting and 
publicizing before gathering all the facts would prove troublesome in 
ensuing years.  56   

 Discord at Syracuse University the following spring helps dem-
onstrate the difficulties facing the ACLU. In his May 1925 letter 
agreeing to serve as a local correspondent for the ACLU, Syracuse 
faculty member Hugh L. Keenleyside informed the organization 
that academic freedom was threatened at his institution. ACLU sec-
retary Lucille B. Milner asked Keenleyside to investigate, but the 
professor declined both because he was involved and because his 
Canadian citizenship might leave any report that he made open to 
attack. Keenleyside did, however, outline the situation at the institu-
tion, including alleging restrictions on liberal student organizations, 
widespread faculty departures due to a domineering administration, 
and faculty dismissals based on advocacy for birth control and sup-
port of Robert M. La Follette’s 1924 presidential campaign. Though 
the ACLU was convinced of problems at Syracuse, the organization 
was reluctant to act. Other pressing involvements were consuming its 
energies, and its leadership believed that they had little standing with 
a private institution. Thus, the ACLU encouraged prominent alumni 
to protest the limits on academic freedom and appealed to the AAUP 
to look into the matter. The latter consulted its local chapter and 
received assurance of “perfect academic freedom” at the institution. 
The ACLU was unable to pursue further action but privately derided 
the AAUP’s decision not to investigate and further questioned its 
effectiveness. To the ACLU, the AAUP had, indeed, fallen down on 
its job.  57   

 Though the ACLU’s interactions with the AAUP were conflicted, 
the important role that Linville played in both the ACLU and New 
York Teachers Union promoted a natural local alliance. This part-
nership was apparent in the two organizations’ overlapping efforts 
for academic freedom in several cases involving high school teach-
ers, most notably that of Benjamin Glassberg. In 1919, despite the 
protest of Teachers Union, the New York City Board of Education 
dismissed Glassberg for disloyalty, based on alleged comments about 
the State Department and the Russian Revolution. Glassberg secured 
employment at the socialist Rand School of Social Science but, retain-
ing his desire to regain his former position, continued to appeal to 
state and local educational leaders for reinstatement. In 1923, state 
commissioner of education Frank Graves informed Glassberg that, 
although there were no legitimate grounds to deny Glassberg a posi-
tion, his ties to Linville and the New York Teachers Union worked 
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to his detriment. Graves informed Glassberg that his disassociation 
from leftist causes and radical politics was the only condition under 
which he would be able to teach again in New York schools.  58   The 
following year, New York City Board of Education member Arthur 
Somers, who five years earlier had overseen the dismissal, was more 
sympathetic. He blamed the firing on the excesses of the First Red 
Scare and unsuccessfully advocated Glassberg’s cause at a meeting of 
the board. The ACLU blamed a combination of anti-Semitism and 
the American Legion’s influence for the board’s refusal to reinstate 
Glassberg. The organization appealed the decision, but the following 
summer Frank Dilbert, acting commissioner, denied it.  59   

 Though involving K–12 schools rather than higher education, 
Glassberg’s case is instructive in several ways. His 1919 dismissal was 
precipitated by charges related to disloyalty. Although the urgency of 
these issues had passed by the mid-1920s, patriotic groups such as the 
American Legion were still influential enough to affect the careers of 
heterodox educators. Some, including Somers, stepped back from the 
nationalistic fervor that had existed in the aftermath of the war, but 
others did not. In denying Glassberg’s petition, Board of Education 
president George J. Ryan stated that he “would rather see 1,000 
criminals pardoned than to take a chance of permitting one man with 
un-American doctrines to mould the character of our children.”  60   
Moreover, the case demonstrates the close ties between the ACLU 
Committee on Academic Freedom and Teachers Union, as Linville 
acted on behalf of both organizations and ensured the sharing of 
information. In 1924, the two organizations cosponsored a pub-
lic rally in support of Glassberg following the Board of Education’s 
refusal to rehear his case. Even though the state constitution pro-
scribed appealing Dilbert’s decision, the two organizations shared 
the expense as they collaborated to pursue legal redress. A victory for 
organizational collaboration, these joint efforts were a legal failure, 
thus ending Glassberg’s career in New York City schools.  61    

  The 1925 Conference on Academic 
Freedom and Tenure 

 As the ACLU increased its efforts and the AAC liberalized its posi-
tions, the AAUP continued its pursuit of shared understandings of and 
procedural protections for academic freedom. Its emphasis on profes-
sionalism and scholarly expertise precluded working with the AFT, 
and its preferred partner, the Association of American Universities 
(AAU), continued to demur.  62   At the 1921 AAUP annual meeting, 
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ACE president Samuel Capen encouraged the AAUP to consider the 
AAC as a suitable collaborator. With the endorsement of Committee 
A chair Frederick S. Deibler, who believed that partnering could 
reduce the burden on his overworked committee, the AAUP assem-
bly endorsed the idea of working together with the AAC and other 
organizations under the ACE, as soon as opportune.  63   With shifts in 
the AAC’s approach and membership, the timing was right by the end 
of 1923. Committee A chair Goodrich and the AAC’s Cole quickly 
concurred that cooperation would be fruitful and that a revised ver-
sion of the AAC’s published report could serve as its basis.  64   At the 
AAC annual meeting a few weeks later, Cole reported that, during his 
meeting with Goodrich, the two had realized that their associations 
had “no fundamental difference of view” and that they should jointly 
work with other national associations to establish shared principles 
and policies.  65   The following autumn, Tyler, who had recently been 
elected president of the ACE, agreed with Goodrich’s suggestion 
to organize a larger meeting of interested professional associations 
under the leadership of the ACE. He likewise agreed that the basic 
principles should be agreed upon ahead of time.  66   

 On January 2, 1925, representatives from six additional 
 organizations—the AAU, American Association of University 
Women (AAUW), Association of Land Grant Colleges (ALGC), 
Association of Urban Universities, National Associations of State 
Universities (NASU), and Association of Governing Boards of State 
Universities (AGBSU)—joined those from the AAC, AAUP, and 
ACE in Washington, DC, to act upon the groundwork laid by Cole 
and Goodrich, neither of whom was present. Tyler ran the meet-
ing, which began with statements by representatives of the only 
three groups that had formally addressed academic freedom. AAUP 
president Leuschner reported on his association’s interest and activ-
ity, while also advocating the benefits of cooperation among faculty, 
administrators, and trustees.  67   The AAUW’s Mary Van Kleeck, a 
Smith College faculty member and labor activist who would later 
become an ACLU leader, raised issues about standards of scholar-
ship, measurement of teaching, requirements for promotion, and 
women’s advancement relative to that of men.  68   John R. Effinger, 
a dean at the University of Michigan and the new chairman of the 
AAC Commission on Academic Freedom and Academic Tenure, pre-
sented the four conventions that his association had agreed upon. 
These were then considered individually, with minor revisions and 
additions made by the assembled representatives. A subcommittee of 
Capen—by then the chancellor of the University of Buffalo—Lovejoy, 
and Effinger incorporated these revisions into a final version of the 
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document, which was adopted later that afternoon and then referred 
to the individual organizations for approval.  69   

 The final version of this document differed from the original AAC 
convention in small but important ways. The committee removed 
assertions indicating that teaching was the primary purpose of a 
college and that limitations on academic freedom due to the reli-
gious character of an institution were evidence of “weakness” and 
should be abandoned as soon as possible. Moreover, the strictures 
involving teaching were strengthened to include that educators were 
“morally bound” not to introduce irrelevant and controversial top-
ics in their classrooms. In doing so, the committee placed the onus 
on the teacher, rather than merely indicating that the school was 
not obligated to help. The final convention on academic freedom 
underwent the most significant revisions and included some changes 
beneficial to faculty. Faculty free speech was no longer limited by 
the need to protect institutions. Rather, speech that raised serious 
concerns about a professor’s “fitness” should be referred to a faculty 
committee for consideration. Although the clause left open the pos-
sibility that a faculty member’s extramural speech could be used as 
a reason for dismissal, it shifted the emphasis and increased faculty 
input. The final convention further asserted that faculty members 
speak for themselves and tempered the need for professors to be 
“scrupulous” in making this clear in all external speech and writ-
ing by instead calling on professors to “take pains” to do so when 
necessary.  70   

 The four conventions on tenure underwent greater revision. Most 
of the first convention’s language dealing with initial temporary 
appointments, increasing ranks, and eventually indefinite tenure was 
replaced with the simple statement that the length and expectations 
of appointments should be agreed to in writing, thus undermin-
ing the potential for a set tenure track. The convention requiring 
three months’ notice for nonreappointment was retained with the 
minor changes of encouraging notification at the earliest possible 
date and faculty reciprocation with early notice if they chose to leave. 
Immediate termination was still allowed in cases of “gross immoral-
ity or treason,” a slight yet significant modification from the ear-
lier “gross immorality or disloyalty to the country.” Other dismissals 
remained acceptable when initiated with action of both a governing 
board and faculty committee, although a professor’s right to “face 
his accusers” was inserted. Finally, the committee strengthened the 
protections afforded permanent faculty by revising the language on 
appointments during financial exigency, although without outlin-
ing the economic conditions that would make dismissal for financial 
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reasons acceptable. In all, it made a case for academic freedom for 
faculty who operated within established bounds and made a strong 
case for tenure protections for established professors. At the same 
time, it was silent on how long a probationary period should be, thus 
avoiding comment on the continued existence of long-term instruc-
tors and assistants.  71   

 One week after the conference, the AAC adopted this modified 
version of its own conventions. In presenting them, Effinger noted 
the benefits that would accrue when the various educational organi-
zations each adopted identical statements on academic freedom and 
tenure.  72   Effinger’s confidence was misplaced: no other organization 
officially adopted the 1925  Conference Statement  as its overarching 
policy, and even the AAUP’s eventual acceptance was provisional. The 
other organizations did not even go this far. The ACE later reported 
that it was the convener of the conference and was not itself in posi-
tion to consider the issue. The AAUW argued that its committee was 
designed to investigate the topic, not adopt a report. The AAU, claim-
ing that leading institutions already had the situation under control, 
referred the statement to individual member institutions, only a few 
of which specifically addressed it. The NASU and AGBSU similarly 
stated that such policy was beyond the scope of their activities, while 
the ALGC deferred consideration of the statement due to differences 
of opinion.  73   As Walter Metzger argued, the 1925 conference was “an 
AAC-AAUP affair through and through and the others were merely 
extras placed in seats to lend the  mise en scène,  an air of fullness.”  74   

 Though the inaction of other associations was disappointing to 
Tyler, it could be understood as a result of this emphasis at the con-
ference on the AAC and AAUP. The AAUP’s tepid support for the 
1925  Conference Statement,  though, is more striking and revelatory. 
After all, Tyler had been working toward a joint statement since 1917, 
and the association had been actively engaged in the preconference 
negotiations. As president of the ACE, Tyler called the meeting only 
when he believed that an agreement was forthcoming, yet the AAUP 
could not entirely support the resulting provisions for academic free-
dom and tenure. Perhaps the most contentious aspect of the 1925 
 Conference Statement  was the inclusion of “treason” as reasonable 
grounds for immediate dismissal. In the aftermath of the viola-
tions of academic freedom during World War I, in which the AAUP 
was complicit, some members were concerned that the inclusion of 
such a term could lead to future difficulties. Dewey was particularly 
bothered, warning Lovejoy that use of “treason” in anything but a 
“purely technical” manner might result in faculty seeing a return of 
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the excesses that characterized the war period. Lovejoy responded 
that he did not think that the word would be a problem, as he had 
insisted on just such an understanding at the meeting. Moreover, he 
reported that the term had been included at the specific request of 
the AAC representatives, who believed that their association would 
not endorse the statement if it was removed. In ensuing years, this 
single word would remain problematic and contribute to the ultimate 
articulation of the 1940  Statement.   75   

 The compromise statement was problematic enough for AAUP 
leaders to consider appealing to the AAC for revisions, and Tyler 
refused to distribute the document to individual chapters for con-
sideration.  76   At its December 1925 meeting, the association debated 
the statement but failed to adopt it, instead passing a resolution prais-
ing the effort and proposing another conference. Tyler apologized to 
Effinger for the faint resolution and, elsewhere, noted his disappoint-
ment that some members’ belief that the statement was too weak had 
prevented the AAUP’s full endorsement.  77   When the issue was raised 
at the annual meeting in 1926, Lovejoy argued that the document 
was merely a minimum standard, not a definitive statement on every-
thing desired.  78   The AAUP then passed a resolution expressing its 
“general approval” of the 1925  Conference Statement,  with the added 
caveat that it be interpreted based on the AAUP’s previous statements. 
The AAUP would, in the next decade, argue that the statement was 
a historic step toward ensuring academic freedom, but it remained 
unsatisfied. So, too did the AAC, if for other reasons.  79   

 In the years immediately after the 1925 conference, the AAC and 
the AAUP continued informal relations regarding academic freedom. 
Effinger’s election as the president of the AAC encouraged AAUP 
leaders to believe that further advances were possible, although lit-
tle formal action was taken. The associations sent representatives 
to each others’ meetings and expressed appreciation for the colle-
giality experienced. Western College for Women president William 
W. Boyd, who replaced Effinger as head of the AAC commission in 
1926, was an avid proponent of the 1925  Conference Statement  and 
continued cooperation. He encouraged member institutions to adopt 
the principles formally and was disappointed when a survey of col-
lege presidents found that 86 of 97 institutions had not considered 
the conventions even though most respondents indicated support for 
the general principles. In 1927, Boyd’s commission sent copies of the 
1925  Conference Statement  to presidents of all the AAC institutions, 
asking that they be distributed to each member of the institutions’ 
governing boards. Few agreed to do so. While some indicated that 
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their institutions were in sympathy with the resolutions, many did 
not want to introduce the issue to their boards. Perhaps most trou-
bling for Boyd was that some who had initially voted to accept the 
resolutions were now opposed to them. Boyd determined that he had 
done all that he could to further the ideals of academic freedom and 
tenure. At its meeting in January 1929, the AAC agreed to Boyd’s 
suggestion to discharge the Commission on Academic Freedom and 
Academic Tenure. It would be several years before the weaknesses 
of the 1925  Conference Statement  and the increasing frictions of the 
1930s would cause the AAC to reconsider the issues and again work 
toward joint understandings with the AAUP.  80    

  Conclusion 

 These years after World War I were crucial for the development of 
academic freedom even though organizations advocating for it expe-
rienced difficulty finding their footing. Recognizing both that intra-
mural speech issues were rampant and that it would never be able to 
address all of the cases it faced, the AAUP continued and expanded its 
emphasis on tenure, formal dismissal policies for faculty, and a role for 
faculty in institutional governance. These efforts at first appeared to 
have a salutary effect, as a 1921 Committee A survey of AAUP mem-
bers revealed an increasing number of institutions with policies on ten-
ure and dismissal hearings. The committee found that the principles 
it espoused were being accepted and adopted by increasing numbers 
of institutions, especially private institutions that were unencumbered 
by legislative interference. Noting the similarity in language between 
AAUP statements and institutional policies, the committee concluded: 
“It would seem, then, that gradually and with no blare of trumpets, 
the Association has been a potent influence in formulating an opin-
ion in respect to the proper professional standing of the instructional 
staff of our colleges and universities; in determining what protection 
is necessary to promote research and the promulgation of truth; what 
procedure in terminating contractual relations is in keeping with the 
vital interest of the teacher or research student, and the dignity of the 
institution.”  81   By working judiciously, reaching out to college and uni-
versity administrators to cooperate, emphasizing the duties and obli-
gations of faculty members, and demonstrating a willingness to issue 
reports denying faculty members’ claims, the AAUP was establishing 
itself as a respectable voice in faculty issues.  82   

 Though pleased with these individual institutional commit-
ments, the AAUP recognized the need to create broader, overarching 
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understandings and procedures. First on an ad hoc basis, and then 
under the umbrella of the ACE, the professors’ association worked 
with the AAC to generate principles that could be widely espoused 
and shared. In 1925, representatives from these associations and addi-
tional higher education associations agreed to a set of conventions for 
both defining and protecting academic freedom. A unified stance on 
academic freedom and tenure was, however, not as easy to achieve, as 
only the AAC endorsed it at its ensuing meeting. The AAUP debated 
whether the statement was strong enough, considered attempting to 
renegotiate, and, finally, offered a tepid approval of the document as 
a minimum standard rather than final understanding. 

 The lack of unanimity on the 1925  Conference Statement  high-
lights the profound difficulties remaining in the pursuit of faculty 
rights and protections. Committee A was inundated with work and 
unable to handle all of the cases it was asked to consider. As some 
inside the organization grew increasingly disturbed by the associa-
tion’s emphasis on lengthy investigations designed to promote policy 
development, the association began mediation to help ameliorate 
difficulties. More broadly, although the First Red Scare subsided, 
extremes in nationalism could still pose dangers to students and fac-
ulty. The inclusion of treason as a legitimate reason for dismissal in 
the 1925  Conference Statement  exemplified its perniciousness and 
portended difficulty for progressive faculty in the years ahead. It was 
these progressive faculty who were most often the focus of the efforts 
of the AFT and ACLU. The latter, especially, increased its activity in 
the middle of the decade, offering a broad understanding of academic 
freedom for faculty, students, and speakers at all education levels. 
At the same time, it limited its activities to countering propaganda, 
opposing legislative restrictions on teaching, and protesting threats 
to extramural speech. Soon, it became the leading opponent of the 
threat of antievolutionism that had been growing in the South and 
Midwest in the late 1910s and early 1920s. And although the AAUP 
eschewed the “blare of trumpets,” the ACLU and AFT maintained 
that public protest was an important strategy for helping dismissed 
teachers and faculty, one that it found more valuable than lengthy and 
judicious, even dilatory, investigations. This tension between quick 
action on limited evidence designed to aid individual faculty members 
and time-consuming investigations for larger procedural purposes 
would remain the key feature of organizational efforts to define and 
defend academic freedom until the AAUP and AAC endorsed the 
1940  Statement.   



     5 

 Fr eedom of Te aching 

in Science   

   Deep in the March 13, 1922, edition of the  St. Louis Dispatch  was 
a short editorial comment on a recently resolved row in the Kentucky 
state legislature. The banality of the piece’s heading, “A Close Call,” 
was offset by a striking opening sentence that spoke to the amount 
and tone of national attention the situation had received: “Freedom 
of thought in Kentucky has been saved by a score of 41 to 42.”  1   That 
score was the final tally of the Kentucky House of Representatives’ 
vote defeating a bill to ban the teaching of evolution in the state’s 
public schools, colleges, and universities; as the  Washington Post  
reported, “Darwin Wins by One Vote.”  2   Although the vote capped 
two months of fervent national interest in the proposed legislation, it 
did little either to quell the larger movement to ban the teaching of 
evolution in American schools and colleges or to subdue the attacks 
on faculty whose views offended fundamentalist Christians, especially 
in Southern and Midwestern states. Indeed, in his 1923 address as 
the president of the American Association of University Professors 
(AAUP), Ohio State University dean Joseph Villiers Denney called 
fundamentalism “the most sinister force that has yet attacked free-
dom of teaching.”  3   Denney noted recent dismissals of faculty for their 
views on evolution but claimed that the danger was far more wide-
spread and pernicious than even a dozen lost positions could indicate. 
Warning of “an un-American spirit of intolerance and fanaticism,” 
Denney attributed the challenges to external religious groups that 
pressured colleges and to state legislators who proposed restrictive 
legislation.  4   

 The leaders of the fundamentalist movement against evolution 
in schools lacked neither conviction nor bombast. William B. Riley, 
Baptist minister and president of the Northwest Bible and Missionary 
Training School, called the first meeting of the World Christian 
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Fundamentals Association (WCFA) in May 1919 “an event of more 
historical moment than the nailing up, at Wittenberg, of Martin 
Luther’s ninety-five theses.”  5   These leaders were also confident of 
their primary target. As Wheaton College (IL) president Charles A. 
Blanchard highlighted at the same conference, “infidelity, atheism, 
[and] anti-Christianity are making such inroads into higher and pro-
fessional education of our time, it is the duty of all Christian preach-
ers and parents and young people to know what the teaching of the 
schools in which they are interested is.” His committee on education 
called on Christians to support only colleges that adhered to the bib-
lical account of creation and to avoid all other “infidel, atheistic edu-
cation.”  6   Though some, including Thomas Theodore Martin, were 
as concerned about evolution in high schools, Blanchard’s emphasis 
on higher education was not unique; the same year, in  The Crisis 
in Church and College , George Wilson McPherson declared that 
“America has been an orthodox, an evangelical country, the home of 
robust faith and glowing Christian love, until some decades ago when 
our universities began to flirt with German, British, and French ratio-
nalism and infidelity, and New England Unitarianism, since which 
time there has been a growing unrest, a religious deterioration, a 
marked downgrade movement, all of which began in the university. 
The teacher was then as to-day, our problem, and our most respon-
sible citizen.”  7   Indeed, despite the popular image of antievolution-
ist attacks on public K–12 schools, much of the effort was actually 
aimed at restricting the teaching of evolutionary theory in colleges 
and universities.  8   

 Of course, the WCFA was not the only organization involved in 
the controversies. Groups such as the Anti-Evolution League joined 
with its efforts, but the Science League of America and other groups 
were formed in opposition to the increasing threats of legislative 
interference with science education. College presidents acting on 
their own initiative or with an informal group of peers often played 
key roles at the state level. The AAUP founded a new committee to 
address the situation—Committee M on the Freedom of Teaching 
of Science—and worked with the American Association for the 
Advancement of Science (AAAS) to provide scientific opinions on the 
necessity of teaching evolution in schools and colleges. The most sig-
nificant  anti-antievolution organization was, though, the American 
Civil Liberties Union (ACLU), which sought test cases to challenge 
the constitutionality of the laws. Its role in John T. Scopes’s famous 
1925 trial in Dayton, Tennessee, is well known, but the organiza-
tion’s efforts did not end with the overturning of his conviction on 
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a technicality. The ACLU continued to search for a test case, espe-
cially in Arkansas, where a 1928 law against teaching evolution in the 
state’s schools and colleges was passed by a public referendum. These 
efforts, which appeared to bear fruit with the conditional agreement 
of an Arkansas Agricultural and Mechanical College science teacher 
to violate the law, fell apart and were eventually suspended in 1931. 
Although the immediate threat had passed, the issue remained ulti-
mately unresolved until it returned to the fore in the 1960s.  

  Fundamentalism and the 
Fear of Modernism 

 While most American academics seemed able to reconcile their 
religious and scientific beliefs to include both a commitment to 
Protestantism and an acceptance of evolution, outside of academia 
the situation was less settled, and even some within higher education 
remained unconvinced. Concern over modernism and higher criticism 
(an approach to interpretation that considered the Bible a historical 
text) increased in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. 
Organizations such as the American Bible League (later renamed the 
Bible League of North America) and individuals including Boston 
Theological Seminary professor Luther T. Townsend challenged new 
readings of the Bible, asserted the Bible’s inerrancy, and foretold the 
coming collapse of evolutionary theory.  The Fundamentals,  a series of 
12 edited booklets published by brothers Lyman and Milton Stewart 
between 1910 and 1915, emphasized the literal interpretation of the 
Bible and personal testimonies. The Stewarts further coalesced a 
movement that, amid the stresses of World War I and increasing anxi-
eties over theological liberalism, surged onto the national stage in a 
more conservative form. The new movement, which was advanced 
by preachers such as Riley, Billy Sunday, and J. Frank Norris, was 
rooted in premillennialism and viewed the horrors of the war and the 
alleged German atrocities as evidence of a larger cultural and societal 
struggle. As historian George M. Marsden recounted in his influen-
tial  Fundamentalism in American Culture,  evolution was an emblem 
in the larger battle for the country’s morality.  9   At the same time, the 
movement was diverse. Even some closely associated with it, includ-
ing William Jennings Bryan, eschewed the term fundamentalism, 
opting instead to straddle between being purely inside the movement 
and at its borders.  10   

 Complicit with and contributing to the troubles with modernism 
were institutions of higher education, which had been, according to 
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opponents, overrun with German rationalism and diverted from their 
religious and moral purposes.  11   As Sunday famously claimed in 1916, 
“Thousands of college graduates are going as fast as they can straight 
to hell.”  12   Sunday’s and others’ fears about the role of seminaries, col-
leges, and universities were emboldened by Bryn Mawr College psy-
chologist James H. Leuba’s study of the religious beliefs of more than 
nine hundred American college students and approximately the same 
number of faculty and scientists, published that same year. Leuba’s 
work argued that students became less religious while in college; close 
to half of male students left college with “an idea of God incompat-
ible with the acceptance of the Christian religion.” He warned that 
students were “groveling in darkness” on religious issues and that sci-
entists and faculty were even less likely to believe in Christian dogma 
than students, especially those faculty who were most renowned.  13   In 
the immediate postwar period and for much of the ensuing decade, 
fundamentalists such as Martin and Bryan repeatedly used Leuba’s 
study as evidence of the destructive powers of higher education.  14   

 Even before the war ended, though, the rhetoric around the dan-
gers of higher education heated up. In his 1917  Menace of Modernism,  
Riley identified himself and all other citizens as “stockholders” in 
public higher education and claimed, “I never think of that great 
student body that throngs the halls of college and university . . . but 
to remember what soul-dangers they are sure to encounter.”  15   He 
argued that modernism was destroying higher education and that 
faculty were both hypocritical and intolerant of religion. McPherson 
and others offered similar analyses shortly thereafter. With his 1921 
lectures, “The Menace of Darwinism,” populist politician Bryan 
focused these concerns on the issue of evolution, claiming it was the 
theory that led faculty to the moral and religious demise that Leuba 
had detailed.  16   Over the ensuing years, these claims against educators 
continued and were expanded. They focused first on denominational 
colleges and then moved more broadly across the higher education 
landscape. Bryan and others campaigned for legislative restrictions on 
teaching evolution, sought the dismissal of specific faculty, and called 
on college presidents to sign statements declaring their institutions’ 
adherence to the book of Genesis.  17   And while the 1925 Scopes Trial 
captured the nation’s attention and focused interest on evolution in 
the schools and colleges, the controversies persisted. Although Bryan 
died shortly after the Scopes Trial, others continued their assaults 
on modernist educators, including Sunday, who, in 1926, warned of 
“loud-mouthed, big vocabulary, foreign-lingo slinging, quack-theory 
preaching bolsheviki in the pulpits and colleges.”  18   Moreover, the 
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immediate aftermath of Scopes saw a surge in, rather than end to, the 
attempts to control college teaching in the South and Midwest.  

  Early Cases 

 The claims made by Riley, Bryan, and others concerned more than 
just evolution; the efforts they girded were more than just rhetorical. 
In the late 1910s and early 1920s, a series of controversies arose at 
specific institutions that threatened the careers of individual faculty 
members and institutional leaders. These began at religiously affili-
ated institutions before spreading more broadly, with the efforts of 
Martin, North Carolina Baptist layman D. F. King, and others to 
oust Wake Forest College president William Louis Poteat among the 
significant early cases. In a series of articles in the  Louisville Western 
Recorder  that warned of the “Three Fatal Teachings of President 
Poteat of Wake Forest College,” Martin claimed that the long-serv-
ing executive of the leading Baptist institution in North Carolina 
was undermining Christianity both through his own teaching and 
because graduates of his college preached across the South. King like-
wise called for his ouster. At first, Baptists in the state defended Poteat, 
and the  Biblical Recorder,  the state’s Baptist paper edited by a sympa-
thetic Wake Forest trustee, refused to reprint Martin’s attacks. Still, 
the issue remained present in the state, and, by early 1922, sentiment 
began to turn amid a massive fundraising campaign to support Baptist 
education. Poteat’s efforts to clarify his belief in the compatibility of 
evolution and Christianity in the  Biblical Recorder  only intensified 
the pressure, eventually resulting in the editor banning discussion of 
evolution in its pages until 1925. Though Wake Forest responded to 
the controversy by investigating Poteat and declaring his fitness, con-
troversy subsided only following Poteat’s dramatic appearance before 
the statewide Baptist convention in December 1922. In a rousing 
speech, he demonstrated the depth of his Christian convictions while 
avoiding any mention of evolution. In doing so, Poteat protected 
himself from further serious attacks until 1925, when, in his deliv-
ery of the McNair Lectures at the University of North Carolina, he 
rekindled them by articulating his belief in evolution and warning of 
the dangers of religious extremism. By that time, the state legislature 
had begun to consider antievolution legislation, and  controversies had 
spread to include concern over President William Preston Few of the 
Methodist-controlled Duke University and the writings of University 
of North Carolina professor Howard W. Odum. As historian George 
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Marsden noted, the efforts to oust Poteat were just the start of “The 
Battle of North Carolina.”  19   

 As Poteat’s difficulties were beginning in North Carolina, similar 
battles were underway in Texas, battles that involved both Methodists 
and Baptists. In early 1921, Riley, Norris, and others forced John 
A. Rice’s resignation from Southern Methodist University (SMU). 
They claimed that Rice’s articulation of an oral tradition at the 
heart of the Old Testament in his  The Old Testament in the Life of 
Today  was heretical. Two years later, Norris—whom C. Allyn Russell 
described as a “fundamentalist, a sensationalist, a politician, and a 
controversialist”—joined with Methodist Rev. W. E. Hawkins in 
holding a mock trial of the state’s Methodist institutions in conjunc-
tion with a WCFA meeting in Fort Worth. With testimony from stu-
dents, including excerpts read from notes taken in SMU professor 
Mims Thornburg Workman’s class, Norris and others condemned 
the spread of modernism and evolution in denominational colleges. 
Workman survived the pressure at the time, but ongoing fundamen-
talist attacks forced him to resign two years later, to the great irrita-
tion of students. That same year, the Northwest Texas Conference of 
the Methodist Episcopal Church began requiring that institutional 
presidents proclaim their faculties’ unanimous agreement with all 
church doctrines before the institutions could receive any church 
funds. Concurrently, the North Texas Conference launched investi-
gations into heterodoxy at both SMU and Southwestern University, 
though neither resulted in any sanction.  20   

 Norris, a Baptist minister, was equally concerned with hetero-
doxy at Baptist institutions. In 1921, he used his newspaper, the 
 Searchlight,  and his popular sermons to force the removal of Baylor 
University sociology professor Grove Samuel Dow for publishing a 
text that told of a primitive human race, though Dow disclaimed 
belief in evolution. Norris’s attacks on Baylor faculty continued for 
several years, first refocusing on zoologist Ora C. Bradbury and 
botanist Lula Pace, both of whom believed that some of the book 
of Genesis might be allegorical and that evolution might have been 
the manner through which God operated. Bradbury resigned under 
pressure, and Pace remained under assault until her death in 1925. 
Though these and other ongoing challenges resulted in several dis-
missals and further restrictions, they also revealed and contributed 
to divisions within the broader fundamentalist movements. Norris, 
especially, was a controversial figure whose claims and activities 
alienated many fundamentalists, while simultaneously galvanizing 
others.  21   
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 Of course, these issues were not limited to North Carolina and 
Texas, as Riley and others pushed on both public and private institu-
tions to refrain from teaching any doctrine or idea antithetical to their 
beliefs. Dismissals continued throughout the South and Midwest, as 
well. The 1923 firings from the University of Tennessee—which led 
to so much controversy in the AAUP—implicated evolution, among 
other issues. In 1924, Georgia’s Mercer College dismissed biologist 
Henry Fox for religious beliefs “utterly opposed to those held by 
Georgia Baptists,” though not specifically for his teaching of evo-
lution as a theory.  22   The following year, when Nebraska’s Danish 
Lutheran Seminary removed its president, Carl P. Hojbjerg, for being 
an evolutionist, he responded, “it is my belief and I shall go on teach-
ing it.”  23   These and other specific inquiries into individual professors 
and entire institutions were joined by larger pushes to control the 
teaching in schools, colleges, and universities.  

  Legislative Interference 

 As with the efforts to constrain teachers and schools through loyalty 
oaths and related activities during the repeated Red Scares, state legis-
latures proved to be an attractive route through which to rein in what 
fundamentalists saw as destructive schooling practices. Between 1913 
and 1930, eleven states passed legislation requiring that students read 
the Bible in school, and an additional six passed laws explicitly allow-
ing such activity, with most of the legislation enacted after the war. 
According to the ACLU, which decried such legislation as inimical to 
freedom of religion, the laws were “developed under the influence of 
the influence of the [Ku Klux] Klan and the Fundamentalists. . . . Most 
of the laws require that the Bible should be read every school day; some 
specify the amount to be read. Many contain stringent provisions 
for their enforcement.”  24   More famous and with greater relevance to 
higher education were the legislative efforts to prevent evolution and 
related ideas from being aired in public schools and colleges. From 
1921 through 1929, more than 40 different bills and resolutions were 
introduced in 20 different state legislatures that would have either 
explicitly banned the teaching of evolution or offered similar restric-
tions that could have had the same result. Several of these were aimed 
more broadly than evolution and concerned larger issues of sectar-
ian control rather than specific fundamentalist pressures, including 
the first, Utah’s 1921 prohibition of “any atheistic, infidel, sectarian, 
religious or denominational doctrine.”  25   More typical, though, were 
proposed bills that targeted evolution, including efforts in Kentucky 
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and South Carolina the following year. The South Carolina bill—
which would have banned money from public institutions teaching 
“as a creed to be followed, the cult known as ‘Darwinism’”—died 
quietly during the reconciliation process.  26   The Kentucky situation, 
though, was anything but quiet. 

 The efforts in Kentucky were part of the larger national press 
against—and the first real legislative battle over—the teaching of 
evolution. They were triggered in 1921 when University of Kentucky 
president Frank L. McVey entertained an offer of the presidency of 
the University of Missouri and then used the ensuing outpouring of 
public support to bolster his efforts to increase the funding to and 
size of the institution. First in an editorial in the  Louisville Evening 
Post  and then in the  Louisville Western Recorder,  those concerned 
with the teaching of evolution at the institution pushed back. McVey 
believed that the difficulties would quickly pass. Instead, they took 
on new urgency in December when J. W. Porter, the pastor of the 
First Baptist Church in Lexington, spearheaded an effort to have the 
Baptist State Board of Missions intervene against the teaching of evo-
lution. Though several major newspapers in the state supported the 
institution, Porter was able to build momentum in rural areas. He 
also garnered Bryan’s support both in writing and talks that Bryan 
gave in the state in mid-January, including one before a joint session 
of the legislature.  27   Bryan lambasted evolutionists, referred to a pro-
fessor teaching Darwinism as “the most dangerous man that could 
be met,” and urged action.  28   His call was soon met with House Bill 
191, introduced on January 23, 1922, with the aim of prohibiting the 
teaching of “Darwinism, atheism, agnosticism or evolution as it per-
tains to the origin of man.”  29   Two days later, a slightly milder version 
was introduced in the Senate, launching a statewide debate over the 
limits that should be placed on schools and colleges. 

 McVey was wary of personally weighing in on the legislation 
alone and, instead, solicited leading educators and theologians to 
provide telegrams in opposition to the bill. McVey received almost 
fifty responses in the ensuing days and, after removing the two that 
supported the legislation, released them to the press.  30   Some of the 
responses were blunt, including former US commissioner of educa-
tion Philander P. Claxton’s claim that the bill was “unwise, absurd, 
ridiculous.” University of Chicago dean Shailer Mathews called it dis-
loyal, while his colleague Charles H. Judd called it a “folly.”  31   Others, 
though, took a different approach, including Columbia University 
president Nicholas Murray Butler, who sarcastically offered that the 
bill was incomplete and should prohibit the use of the letters in the 
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word “evolution.”  32   McVey used these telegrams as the foundation of 
his opposition to the bill. He twice addressed the Senate and decried 
the destructive nature of the proposed legislation and the alterna-
tive proposals that were put forth. In an open letter to the people of 
Kentucky, he disclaimed the teaching of atheism or man’s descent 
from apes at his institution. Instead, he sought to reconcile evolution 
and Christianity and demonstrate that concerns about the religiosity 
of the university were unfounded. Moreover, he contended that per-
sonal liberties and academic freedom would be violated by the passage 
of any of the bills under consideration. McVey’s efforts contributed to 
the Senate shelving its version of the bill on February 19. Then, after 
tense debates and another visit to the legislature by McVey, the House 
version was narrowly defeated on March 9.  33   

 In the aftermath, liberal theologian Alonzo W. Fortune argued that 
good had come from the controversy, opposing sides had been brought 
together, and the issue had been permanently removed from legisla-
tive meddling.  34    St. Louis Post-Dispatch  columnist Clark McAdams 
saw the situation somewhat differently, opining that though McVey 
was successful, it was not a complete victory, merely the best that could 
be achieved in such dire circumstances.  35   Indeed, it was an equivocal 
triumph, and the issues remained unsettled, as Kentucky Wesleyan 
College’s suspension of professor Ralph Demaree in 1923 demon-
strated. Demaree’s offenses were criticizing Bryan and telling students 
that there was no conflict between Christianity and evolution. He 
was reinstated for the remainder of the term only when he expressed 
regret and agreed not to discuss evolution in public again.  36   Moreover, 
antievolution legislation would again be proposed in Kentucky in 
1926. The first state to pass such legislation was Oklahoma, where an 
amendment to a free textbook law including the provision that no text-
book that teaches “the ‘Materialistic Conception of History’ (i.e.) The 
Darwin Theory of Creation vs. the Bible Account of Creation” could 
be used. It was adopted in early 1923 following a brief, unruly debate 
but was repealed two years later due not to concern over Darwinism 
but to the cost of the provision. Although the repeal generated con-
troversy, stoked statewide debate over evolution in the schools, and led 
to a failed statewide referendum to reinstate the provision, Oklahoma 
educators remained quiet on the issue.  37    

  Initial Organizational Responses 

 Amid the struggles over the evolution bills in Kentucky, the  St. Louis 
Post-Dispatch  warned higher education about the coming danger 
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posed by Bryan and his supporters’ efforts to rid academe of evo-
lution, editorializing that university forbearance should be replaced 
by active opposition.  38   Yet despite the responses to McVey’s plea for 
support, Poteat’s own experiences at Wake Forest, and other college 
presidents’ individual defenses of modernist teachers—including that 
of Goucher College president William Westley Guth, who refused a 
trustee’s insistence that a bible instructor be dismissed for countering 
Bryan  39  —there was no organization of college presidents that was 
ready to take up a fight of the nature being described. The leading 
group comprised of university presidents, the Association of American 
Universities, avoided academic freedom and related issues from its 
start, claiming its focus was on graduate education. The Association 
of American Colleges (AAC) had argued for colleges’ rights to pro-
hibit professors’ teaching of religious and economic doctrines in the 
late 1910s, and its Commission on Academic Freedom continued 
to maintain the appropriateness of sectarian influences on teaching. 
Though the AAC journal  Educational Review  published a stirring 
warning that fundamentalists were hampering academic freedom to 
the detriment of education and religion, the organization itself did 
not take such a stand.  40   Instead, in academic circles, the battle was 
initially left to the AAUP, already the leading voice for academic free-
dom, though one that still faced difficulties in its efforts to secure 
professorial rights to freedom in teaching, research, and extramural 
expression. 

 From its beginnings, the AAUP had wrestled with the appropri-
ateness of doctrinal limitations on faculty teaching and extramural 
activities. Its 1915  Declaration of Principles on Academic Freedom and 
Academic Tenure  claimed that institutions intended to promote spe-
cific religious doctrines in lieu of allowing academic freedom should 
necessarily make such purposes public. In 1919, its committee inves-
tigating Bethany College’s dismissal of H. I. Croyle again asserted 
the need for doctrinal restrictions to be made known at the time 
of hiring, even though it was unclear whether Croyle was dismissed 
for ineffectiveness in teaching and lack of fit with the college com-
munity or for concerns over his modernist biblical teachings.  41   Three 
years later, following the battles in Kentucky and McVey’s pleas for 
assistance, the AAUP’s Dartmouth chapter requested intervention by 
Committee A on Academic Freedom and Tenure and cautioned that 
scientists needed to respond to the threats to academic freedom posed 
by fundamentalism.  42   The next month, the AAUP answered both 
by creating the new Committee M on the Freedom of Teaching of 
Science to address the situation and by writing to a Baptist conference 
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to express its concerns. Each of these actions reflected uneasiness 
about both fundamentalism and larger organizational issues. 

 While Southern Baptist and Presbyterian groups had readily 
accepted fundamentalism, Northern Baptist and Presbyterian con-
gregations were more conflicted, a circumstance that Denney seized 
upon. Writing as president of the AAUP, Denney appealed to the 
Conference of Northern Baptist Churches, noting that antievolu-
tionists were creating “widespread anxiety” and could prove disas-
trous to higher education. Denney emphasized concerns about the 
professional status of faculty members and claimed that any efforts to 
restrict the teaching of evolution would diminish individual institu-
tions and the respect for education as a whole. Truth in research and 
teaching were crucial, as was the standing of the professoriate. In his 
letter, Denney was careful not to address whether the theory of evo-
lution was valid, as only the effects of restrictions on teaching were at 
issue. Denney’s letter was read at the divided Indianapolis meeting of 
the conference and referred to its Committee on Resolutions before 
an election that saw the moderates defeat fundamentalists for con-
trol. The new moderator and other conference leaders then prevented 
the consideration of resolutions that might call for restrictions on 
the freedom of teaching. They also outmaneuvered conservatives on 
creedal tests, causing a deep and definitive break in the movement. 
The following year, when Presbyterians met in Indianapolis for their 
General Assembly, Bryan sought to become moderator but lost to 
the more liberal president of Wooster College, the Rev. Charles F. 
Wishart. Though Bryan launched a debate on the teaching of evo-
lution from the floor, he was unsuccessful in his effort to have the 
assembly resolve against providing funds to any school that taught 
evolution.  43   

 When Denney organized Committee M in June 1922, he viewed 
it as supplementary to Committee A and focused on proactively fore-
stalling difficulties rather than investigating alleged violations.  44   
Denney was able to find scientists, philosophers, and theologians 
willing to serve on Committee M, but, just as obtaining leadership 
for Committee A had proved difficult, so too was finding a chair-
person for Committee M. He was pressed into serving as interim 
chair until 1924 and, in that role, led Committee M somewhat along 
lines that his letter to the Convention of Northern Baptist Churches 
might have suggested. He emphasized that the issue was not about 
evolution but rather freedom of teaching and the responsibility 
of professors to present their best understandings of the issues at 
hand. External pressures should not dictate classroom teaching. At 
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the AAUP’s 1923 meeting, Denney noted that Committee M had 
been very busy but had acted quietly. Rather than publicly advocat-
ing for freedom of teaching in science and potentially raising the ire 
of conservative churches, Committee M worked behind the scenes. 
Members wrote to state legislators who were considering antievolu-
tion laws, organized local committees in the face of potential viola-
tions, and used the issue to push for the ideals enumerated in the 
AAUP’s 1915  Declaration.   45   At the meeting, Denney acknowledged 
that private institutions were legally free to restrict teaching but that 
they had the responsibility to enumerate limitations to both students 
and teachers; he approvingly commented on a sectarian institution’s 
recent catalogue revisions clarifying just such limitations. If institu-
tions were not committed to scientific truth, they should at least be 
honest about it.  46   

 Throughout these efforts, the AAUP insisted that the prevail-
ing issue was the right of professors to teach the latest scientific 
understanding at true educational institutions. When University of 
California zoologist Samuel J. Holmes, Denney’s replacement as 
chairman of Committee M, reported on the group’s work at the end 
of 1924, he was more willing to condemn antievolutionary belief as 
well as the intolerance that surrounded the teaching of evolution. 
Still, he continued to press for principles that were much larger than 
just the one issue. In a piece that the AAUP would distribute to 
legislators as part of its efforts to oppose fundamentalist encroach-
ments on freedom in teaching, he termed antievolutionists’ efforts 
to restrict freedom in teaching as “un-American” and argued for the 
necessity that scholars and educators, rather than the general public 
or segments thereof, determine what is taught.  47   The AAUP was not 
alone in these attempts to avoid involvement in the debates over evo-
lution while also striving to protect freedom in teaching. The ACLU 
was similarly opposed to restrictions on teaching in science and simi-
larly attempted to avoid the larger “warfare of science with theology” 
while arguing for academic freedom. This, though, was difficult, as 
was readily apparent in the event that would become known as “The 
Trial of the Century.”  

  The Scopes Trial 

 The battle over the teaching of evolution was most famously fought 
in the Dayton, Tennessee, trial of John T. Scopes, a case with which 
the ACLU was intimately involved as an instigator, litigant, and pub-
licist. In early 1925, Tennessee legislator John W. Butler proposed 
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legislation prohibiting the awarding of state funds to any educational 
institution that taught “any theory that denies the story of the Divine 
Creation of man as taught in the Bible” or asserted “that man had 
descended from a lower order of animals.”  48   It passed both houses of 
the state legislature with little dissent in 1925 and was soon signed 
into law by Governor Austin Peay. Although Oklahoma had passed its 
aforementioned textbook legislation and the Florida legislature had, 
also in 1923, passed a resolution condemning the teaching of evolu-
tion, this was the first law that prescribed penalties for any teacher 
or professor who violated such an ordinance. Still, the law was at 
first thought to be largely symbolic, and, at the bill’s signing, Peay 
noted that it was likely never to be enforced. Only the reaction by the 
ACLU and the enterprising efforts of Dayton businessman George 
Washington Rappleyea provoked the drama that has since become 
part of American lore and a key, if ultimately inconclusive, event in 
the battle over academic freedom.  49   

 ACLU leaders began tracking the legislation at its proposal and, 
according to Roger Baldwin’s later recollection, were dumbfounded 
that it might be enacted. When Peay signed the legislation, the 
ACLU immediately distributed a press release offering to defend any-
one charged under the law.  50   Upon reading the ACLU press release, 
Rappleyea convinced school superintendent Walter White and local 
lawyers Herbert E. and Sue K. Hicks, among others, of the desir-
ability of staging a test case in Dayton, not primarily to challenge 
the law but as an entrepreneurial effort. A court hearing replete with 
national media and ACLU-sponsored lawyers offered the chance to 
attract publicity and money to the small town. The Hicks brothers 
agreed to prosecute the case and the group convinced Scopes, who 
had reviewed evolution as a substitute high school biology teacher, to 
participate. After receiving confirmation from the ACLU that they 
would fund the defense efforts, Scopes was arrested while Rappleyea 
and others communicated the news to the ACLU and to the media. 
The ACLU, interested in pursuing the constitutionality of the leg-
islation and unaware of the extent of the drama that would unfold, 
offered to pay expenses for both the prosecution and the defense. 
Although the Hicks brothers, along with local co-counsel Wallace 
Haggard, refused the offer to fund the prosecution, the fact that it 
was made underscores the uniqueness of the case and the odd cir-
cumstances that led to its hearing.  51   

 Despite the ACLU’s crucial role in bringing about the Scopes 
Trial, the case did not proceed as the organization had hoped. Just 
as the AAUP tried to focus on academic freedom, not the issue of 
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evolution, so, too, did the ACLU. However, the narrow emphasis 
on constitutionality that the ACLU foresaw quickly devolved into 
a battle between a literalist interpretation of the Bible and evolu-
tion. John R. Neal, who had been dismissed from the University of 
Tennessee amid controversy two years earlier, quickly volunteered 
as Scopes’s local attorney and was accepted by the schoolteacher. 
The ACLU was divided over the representation it would provide, 
with many hoping for a religiously conservative lawyer who could 
focus narrowly while providing the defense credibility. Before the 
debate could be settled, Bryan, who was in Tennessee to speak to 
the WCFA convention, volunteered to work for the prosecution, 
setting the terms upon which the case would be fought and helping 
to force the ACLU’s decision. In response, Clarence Darrow, one 
of the most renowned and controversial litigators of the era, volun-
teered to counter Bryan. ACLU leaders, including Baldwin, Forrest 
Bailey, and others, sought more conservative and respectable coun-
sel. Even after Scopes indicated his preference for Darrow, many in 
the ACLU unsuccessfully worked to have him removed, with only 
Arthur Garfield Hays supporting the selection. Eventually the orga-
nization begrudgingly relented, and Darrow headlined a defense 
team that also included Neal, Hays, and divisive New York divorce 
lawyer Dudley Field Malone.  52   

 Bryan’s and Darrow’s participation furthered the notoriety of 
the case and definitively marked it as a contest between science and 
religion rather than merely a challenge to the constitutionality of 
restricting teachers’ freedoms. The trial is perhaps most remembered 
for Bryan’s willingness to take the stand and Darrow’s examination 
of his literalist biblical interpretation. By allowing for some inter-
pretation on certain issues in Genesis, Bryan’s testimony opened up 
the possibility of further interpretation and ill-served his goals. The 
defense work, much of which was planned by Hays but carried out by 
Darrow, was well received by Northern and urban audiences, many of 
whom believed that fundamentalist views had been thoroughly van-
quished. Scopes was found guilty, however, as he had violated the law. 
Darrow’s emphasis on religion and his thorough routing of Bryan 
played well in the national press but did not address the constitution-
ality of the law itself. Scopes appealed his conviction to the Tennessee 
Supreme Court as the ACLU searched for ways to remove Darrow 
from the continuing legal battles. In early 1927, almost a year and 
a half after the case was first heard, the Tennessee Supreme Court 
overturned the conviction on a procedural technicality. In doing so, 
it both prevented the ACLU from appealing the case to the Supreme 
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Court and allowed the Butler Act to remain law. While relieved of its 
struggle for control of the case, the ACLU had failed in its efforts to 
have antievolution laws ruled unconstitutional.  53   

 The ACLU played a dominant role in the Scopes Trial, helping 
to provoke the test case, providing legal and financial support, and 
coordinating defense and publicity activities. As a result of its involve-
ment, the organization gained some credibility and national recogni-
tion. Its fundraising efforts in relation to the case were so successful 
that they provided the association a budget surplus and stable fund-
ing for the first time in its history. Still, other organizations par-
ticipated, although the ACLU was bothered by their limited roles.  54   
The AAAS pledged its backing for ACLU efforts in opposition to 
the Butler Act and offered scientific testimony in support of evolu-
tion.  55   Under AAAS auspices, zoologist Winterton C. Curtis served 
as a defense expert. Curtis was involved with planning in Dayton and 
submitted an affidavit explaining the scientific evidence for evolution. 
While he did not do this as an official representative of the AAUP, 
he did serve on the association’s executive council and Committee A. 
The AAUP was far less involved as an organization; only occasionally 
did it note the case or reprint the ACLU statements on it.  56   At its 
annual meeting two months later, Mathews noted that the case had 
highlighted ongoing conflicts between science and religion and cri-
tiqued Bryan’s views, while lauding him for being honest about them. 
Still, most of his informal report, which he delivered in Holmes’s 
absence, focused on the complicity of professors in the controversies 
over the teaching of evolution. Mathews, a modernist divinity school 
professor and dean, urged faculty members to treat religion respect-
fully, stop viewing themselves as victims, and accept responsibility for 
provoking some of the troubles.  57   

 The teachers’ organizations were also relatively quiet on the Scopes 
case. Despite the presence of Henry R. Linville, a biologist who 
had helped devise modern secondary school science curricula, the 
American Federation of Teachers (AFT) was struggling as an organi-
zation and could do little to address the issue, especially as it centered 
on regions outside its sphere of greatest influence.  58   At its 1923 con-
vention, the AFT passed a resolution against legislative restrictions on 
curricula and textbooks.  59   In 1925, the union extended its support to 
Scopes and offered to help him in any way that it could.  60   Later that 
year, at Linville’s urging, the convention passed a resolution further 
supporting his cause, although real assistance was not forthcoming 
from the organization. The National Education Association did not 
take even these steps, considering such action unwise.  61    
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  Beyond Scopes 

 While the Scopes case was one of the most memorable of the century 
and one that provided the ACLU its first favorable publicity in the 
mainstream press, it failed to end legislative restrictions on the teach-
ing of evolution in schools or colleges. In the summer of 1925, Riley 
formed organizations to push legislation based on the Butler Act in 
California, Minnesota, and Oregon. In Florida, George F. Washburn 
formed the Bible Crusaders of America that November, and L. A. 
Tatum organized the Florida Purity League shortly thereafter; both 
sought to strengthen the state’s 1923 antievolution resolution with 
new legislation to restrict the spread of evolutionist teaching and 
texts. Especially active in 1927, the antievolutionists in Florida were 
able to limit access to offending books but were effectively coun-
tered by private and state college presidents, the Florida Education 
Association, and others concerned about the anti-intellectualism 
implicated in the movement. In January 1926, Martin led the suc-
cessful drive for antievolution legislation in Mississippi—legislation 
that was more restrictive than the Butler Act and banned both 
the teaching of evolution and the use of textbooks that discussed 
it. Undaunted by the defeat of North Carolina’s Poole Bill oppos-
ing the teaching of evolution in schools in early 1925, Riley and 
Martin, along with their affiliated organizations, continued their 
lengthy efforts against evolution in that state. University of North 
Carolina president Harry W. Chase was instrumental in leading the 
opposition, as were McVey in Kentucky, Rollins College president 
Hamilton Holt in Florida, and University of Minnesota president 
Lotus D. Coffman in his state. Ultimately, a second Poole Bill was 
defeated in 1927, thereby arresting the controversy in the state. In 
all, 26 antievolution bills and resolutions were proposed in 19 state 
legislatures in the  two-and-a-half years after passage of the Butler 
Act. Only the Mississippi act passed, but, in 1928, following unsuc-
cessful legislative efforts to ban the teaching of evolution, Arkansas 
passed a similar prohibition by public referendum. More than 60 
percent of the voters supported the referendum over the opposition 
of University of Arkansas administrators and faculty.  62   

 Though often in leadership roles, college presidents were not alone 
in their efforts, as educational and affiliated organizations responded to 
these ongoing attacks. In September 1924, Maynard Shipley founded 
the Science League of America and launched a multiyear effort to 
counter antievolutionists, including sponsoring and participating in 
debates with Riley and writing numerous tracts, most famously the 
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1927  War on Modern Science.   63   In 1926, the AFT noted its work 
to lobby Congress in opposition to the Summers Amendment—
which would have prohibited teaching evolution in Washington DC, 
schools—and claimed some responsibility for its defeat.  64   The AAUP 
also maintained interest in antievolution efforts, and Committee M 
continued some degree of work for several years. At the 1926 annual 
meeting, Vassar professor Woodbridge Riley argued that the AAUP 
needed to be more active in promoting freedom from legislative 
restrictions on teaching, specifically recommending the generation 
of additional publicity through syndicated newspaper articles. AAUP 
founder Arthur O. Lovejoy similarly lamented that the association 
had not done more to counter antievolutionists, and he introduced 
a resolution encouraging the association to lead interorganizational 
cooperation to oppose legislative interference with academic freedom 
and to encourage the separation of church and state.  65   Still, while 
referencing the ACLU as its source for information on antievolution 
efforts, the AAUP was looking to join with the AAAS, not a civil 
liberties group or teachers union.  66   

 Despite this recognition that more needed to be done, Committee 
M did not do much beyond lobbying against the restrictive legislation 
behind the scenes and issuing its annual reports to update members 
on legislative activities. In 1927, AAUP general secretary Harry W. 
Tyler collected information about local antievolution pressures but 
reported that efforts to assist chapters were rebuffed, as the issues 
were considered local in nature. In his Committee M report that year, 
Holmes recounted the recent efforts in Minnesota, Arkansas, and 
elsewhere, though without his earlier critique of scientists. In 1928, 
the association debated intervening—a small subcommittee was even 
authorized to meet with representatives of the AAAS to pursue joint 
efforts—but the AAUP continued focusing its efforts elsewhere. At 
the same meeting, the AAUP heard arguments that it would be more 
effective to drop the issue rather than granting it further publicity, as 
the situation was not as dire as the laws made it seem.  67   Committee 
M on the Freedom of Teaching in Science never again reported to an 
AAUP annual meeting. 

 As the Scopes Case appeal wound its way through the court sys-
tem, the ACLU became increasingly eager to find another venue 
that would allow it to take a challenge to the United States Supreme 
Court. While publicly condemning the antievolution statute passed 
in Mississippi in 1926, the ACLU focused its efforts on Arkansas, 
where the 1928 referendum banned the teaching of evolution in pub-
lic schools and colleges. With the approval of the AAUP and the 
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AAAS, the ACLU solicited educators willing to flaunt the law openly 
and risk prosecution. The organization initially received a favorable 
response from several people in higher education, and it appeared 
that a case might be found at either the University of Arkansas or 
Arkansas A&M. However, Virgil Jones, dean of arts and sciences 
at the University of Arkansas in Fayetteville, while supportive of 
the efforts, was not willing to risk his career for the case.  68   Horace 
Adams, an instructor at Arkansas A&M, offered to teach evolution, 
but he requested acceptance for graduate studies and a fellowship at 
the University of Chicago in exchange for sacrificing his position. 
Baldwin and the ACLU found this to be a reasonable exchange but 
were unsuccessful in securing funding and a position.  69   

 Among those who were opposed to this offer was Lovejoy, who 
believed that providing Adams with graduate admission and financial 
support was equivalent to providing him an “asbestos martyr’s robe” 
which would only raise questions about his motives. Indicative of the 
growing AAUP sentiment, Lovejoy further argued against pursuing a 
test case, as doing so would only enflame the issue.  70   In an article that 
appeared in  School & Society  and was later reprinted in the AAUP’s 
 Bulletin,  Lovejoy addressed the Arkansas law and the larger issue of 
legislative restrictions on teaching. He argued that the issue under 
consideration was far more important than evolution but instead got 
to the heart of the American academic profession, to whether scholars 
could maintain their self-respect.  71   Still, Lovejoy believed that the 
Arkansas statute posed no serious threat to academic freedom. He 
found the law’s language too vague to limit most teachers, includ-
ing because it failed to define teaching and emphasized neutrality 
in the classroom—rather than scripture—as a justification. Since the 
law permitted teachers to maintain their own beliefs on evolution 
and only barred them from teaching that man descended from lower 
forms of life, Lovejoy argued that it was rather innocuous. In fact, he 
felt the emphasis on neutrality might help teachers refrain from dog-
matism.  72   Preferring avoidance to a staged legal challenge, the AAUP 
retreated from the issue. 

 For a short time, the ACLU remained committed but struggled to 
find an appropriate situation through which to test the law. For several 
years, the organization continued to publicize that bringing a new case 
to the Supreme Court was among its top priorities, although it had 
little success.  73   In late 1931, the organization ended this quest when 
it received a report from the Arkansas attorney general that the law 
was not being enforced and was having no influence.  74   While history 
has subsequently demonstrated that limitations on teaching theories 
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contradicting biblical accounts would return, for the time being, at 
least, the ACLU had come to agree with Lovejoy that the laws were 
no longer viable. Only with the unrest of the 1960s would the issue 
resurface for the organization, ultimately leading the Supreme Court 
to hear the ACLU’s challenge of the Arkansas law in 1968.  75   Still, the 
efforts to restrict the teaching of science were important in helping to 
establish broader support for academic freedom.  76    

  Conclusion 

 Believing that modernism and godlessness were ruining schools and 
threatening the morals of American children, fundamentalists chal-
lenged both public and private education in the 1920s, particularly 
on the issue of evolution. They focused their attacks on higher educa-
tion and became powerful enough that, in 1962, Richard Hofstadter 
would compare the period to the recent Red Scare and note, “Today 
intellectuals have bogies much more frightening than fundamental-
ism in the schools; but it would be a serious failure of imagination 
not to remember how scared the intellectuals of the 1920s’s were.” 
He continued, “the sense of oppressive danger was no less real.”  77   
Hofstadter’s claim might have been extreme—in many colleges and 
universities, fundamentalists held little sway. Yet, it maintained a 
great deal of truth, as attacks on professors and institutions could 
inhibit careers, or at least create difficulty and dissension. The leg-
islative efforts to restrict the teaching of evolution were likewise 
troublesome for institutional leaders and constituents. They could 
generate pressure, raise concerns, and threaten institutional funding 
and operations. As McVey’s responses in Kentucky and Poteat’s in 
North Carolina demonstrated, the situation was serious for higher 
education and its presidents. At the same time, it was often underap-
preciated until it hit close to home. 

 McVey’s activities in Kentucky are likewise important in that they 
point to both the role that institutional presidents played and the 
fact that they played them outside formal organizations. Though 
McVey drew on networks of educators, he did so on a personal basis 
rather than as a member of one of the burgeoning academic organi-
zations. The organizational response from academe was left to the 
AAAS and its ally, the AAUP, which worked quietly despite Denney’s 
declarations. Still, the ACLU, which had entered the academic free-
dom arena over its concern that the AAUP was ineffective, was more 
important and more active. The ACLU fostered the difficulties in 
Dayton, Tennessee, and sought to use them to demonstrate the 
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unconstitutionality of restrictions on teaching. Yet its experiences 
with the case were not without conflict: it both achieved notoriety 
and financial benefit, and it became entangled in religious battles it 
sought to avoid. Moreover, it won the case on appeal, thereby losing 
the chance to seek its ultimate goal of a hearing before the United 
States Supreme Court. As a result, the ACLU refocused on higher 
education and sought new opportunities to have antievolution leg-
islation declared unconstitutional. These efforts, though for a time 
promising, were ultimately forestalled, in part by an AAUP that 
both worried about propriety and believed that publicity would only 
embolden those whose goals fundamentally differed. As fundamen-
talists regrouped, higher education turned its attention elsewhere. 
Those battling over academic freedom first refocused on administra-
tive pressures and then, in the ensuing decade, on the threats that 
they believed were posed by Communists and anti-Communists on 
and around America’s college campuses.  
   



     6 

 Educ at ion,  P rot ests,  a nd 

Bl ack l ists   

   The 1925  Conference Statement on Academic Freedom and Tenure  
was an important step toward larger understandings and procedural 
protections. It demonstrated a growing awareness of the need for aca-
demic freedom in some circles, though not the full range of protec-
tions that the American Association of University Professors (AAUP) 
sought. Moreover, the battles over evolution that occurred through-
out the 1920s demonstrated the persistent pressures and limitations. 
So, too, did institutionally based challenges to and infringements of 
academic freedom and tenure. Despite seeming progress, the AAUP 
found itself continually bombarded with claims of violations in the late 
1920s and early 1930s, eventually forcing the association to reconsider 
its approaches to both handling initial complaints and acting once a 
violation had been found. Pressed by faculty who found the organi-
zation to be too conservative, the AAUP began what would later be 
known as censuring institutions, though the shift caused confusion 
both inside and outside the organization. Elsewhere, the American 
Federation of Teachers (AFT) reemerged after almost a decade of set-
backs and tried to stake its own claims for academic freedom, though 
at first with limited success. And, despite its attention-garnering anti-
antievolution efforts, the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU), 
too, recognized the need for changes in its approach, which it refor-
mulated and reconceived in the early 1930s. 

 Contributing to these organizational concerns were the ongo-
ing struggles of individual faculty members pressured to conform to 
institutional and societal expectations. When they failed to do so—as 
in the case of University of Missouri faculty who allowed students 
to distribute a questionnaire on sexual beliefs or the Ohio State 
University professor who espoused support for racial understanding 
and social progress—they could face significant consequences. The 
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AAUP continued to recognize the prominent role that tenure viola-
tions played in the work of its Committee A on Academic Freedom 
and Tenure; by the early 1930s, it also recognized that the economic 
depression offered the potential to hide dismissals. All told, the late 
1920s and early 1930s were years of significant challenges to aca-
demic freedom and tenure, as well as substantial repositioning among 
the organization most concerned with their protection.  

  A Reemerging AFT 

 For much of the early 1920s, the AFT’s activities on behalf of aca-
demic freedom were limited as the organization itself struggled to 
maintain viability amid internal conflict, attacks from the National 
Education Association (NEA), and a testy relationship with the 
American Federation of Labor. While union locals could take action 
on behalf of aggrieved educators, as New York Teachers Union dem-
onstrated, the national AFT dealt with more basic issues of main-
taining membership and defending itself against external attacks. The 
AFT passed resolutions against loyalty oaths and antievolution leg-
islation, lobbied Congress in opposition to restrictive textbook leg-
islation, and otherwise showed an interest in—but had only limited 
ability to affect—the academic freedom of K–12 and college teach-
ers.  1   In 1927, as the AFT was just beginning to reemerge, Henry 
Linville’s Committee on Promotion and Organization called for the 
creation of a new Committee on Academic Freedom and Tenure to 
address the freedom of teachers both inside the classroom and in their 
private lives. Noting his New York experiences, Linville argued that 
numerous violations were left unaddressed, as the ACLU handled 
only those involving free speech, and the AFT had no mechanism 
appropriate for intervention.  2   Linville recognized that, although lim-
ited funds would hamper the committee’s work in the short term, the 
committee could coordinate local efforts and look for cooperation 
from other labor and civic groups. When the convention approved 
the proposal, the committee soon undertook these activities, if on a 
limited basis. It reported on dismissals and locals’ activities on behalf 
of aggrieved teachers and professors, requested information about 
academic freedom and tenure from local unions and state federations, 
and called for action from local unions and civic organizations. It 
hoped to generate publicity that would push others to act, as the AFT 
was not yet able to do so itself.  3   

 In his report as the first chair of the committee, R. W. Everett 
noted that its goal was to overcome the union’s tendency to “meet 
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in annual convention, talk enthusiastically, resolve highly, and then 
go home and wait till the next Annual Convention.”  4   It was a goal 
that remained difficult to achieve. At the union’s 1928 convention, 
Everett’s replacement, Amy Fox, reported her disappointment with the 
committee’s work; she had been overwhelmed in the face of too many 
suggestions for activities. She proceeded to report solely on issues of 
tenure, creating a void filled first by a special convention subcommit-
tee and then by the creation of a separate Committee on Academic 
Freedom with Linville as its chair. As he admitted in his report at the 
1929 convention, Linville likewise struggled in this capacity. He did, 
though, take important steps in developing the union’s national pol-
icy toward violations of academic freedom, including arguing that the 
inevitableness of conflict on economic and religious matters should 
dictate it. Based on the positive response to the ACLU’s antievolution 
work and the lack of a comprehensive defense of academic freedom 
by any other group, Linville contended that the union should take a 
more active and public role. Its engagement could generate public-
ity, educate teachers and the general public about the importance of 
academic freedom, and help decrease future violations. Although he 
spoke favorably of the ACLU, he pointed to the AAUP’s emphasis on 
tenure and questioned whether the AAUP was as committed to the 
principle of academic freedom as it was to securing faculty positions. 
Linville was followed at the convention by University of Chicago 
professor Paul Douglas, who was even more strident. He urged the 
AFT to be more militant in its work on behalf of teachers and profes-
sors, lambasted the AAUP’s lengthy investigations as ineffective, and 
called on the AFT to overtake both the AAUP and NEA. Douglas’s 
remarks were warmly received, but the AFT was not yet ready to pur-
sue the militant approach he was suggesting.  5   

 In 1930, Linville proposed a plan that served as the basis for the 
AFT’s activities involving academic freedom until the middle of the 
decade, the primary component of which would be education. When 
the AFT learned of a potential violation, the chair of an enlarged per-
manent committee—composed of members from public and private 
institutions from kindergarten through universities—was charged 
with communicating with both the allegedly aggrieved educator and 
his or her institution to gather all relevant information as quickly as 
possible. A subcommittee of members knowledgeable about the local 
context could then investigate the situation and suggest action to the 
full committee, which might include referring the case to the ACLU 
for legal action, organizing a boycott, or dropping the case if the dis-
missal had been just and fair. Linville’s basic proposal was approved, 
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but the Committee on Policies refused to allow the formal referral 
of cases to the ACLU, as it did not want responsibility for whatever 
action the ACLU took. Though strong connections between the 
organizations would remain, leaders were fearful they could become 
encumbrances. The following year, Linville’s committee itself backed 
away from another aspect of its proposal in deciding against institut-
ing any form of a boycott or blacklist. Such action would be effec-
tive only if an organization were able to enforce it, and the AFT 
was not yet able to do so. As Linville explained, this decision was in 
direct response to the AAUP’s recent debates and activities regarding 
increasingly aggressive action and the censuring of academic admin-
istrations that violated academic freedom and tenure.  6   

 Throughout this period, the AFT emphasized its differences from 
the AAUP, taking particular delight in pointing to places where its 
activities had preceded the association’s action.  7   Through Linville, 
the AFT somewhat misleadingly argued that the AAUP wrongly 
conjoined academic freedom to tenure, thereby emphasizing job pro-
tection rather than the importance of freedom in the educational pro-
cess.  8   Although the union stressed educating teachers and the public 
about academic freedom, it retained its concern about individual 
teachers and professors who were dismissed, advocated for strength-
ened tenure laws, and called for locals to publicize cases and work 
for reinstatement of the wrongfully terminated. At the national level, 
more effort was expended on critiquing groups such as the Daughters 
of the American Revolution and the American Legion and on pro-
testing the inroads that they made into education.  9    

  “We Don’t Patronize” 

 As the AFT was attempting to differentiate its approach from that of 
the AAUP, the AAUP was itself wrestling with how best to defend 
academic freedom and tenure while maintaining the professional 
status of the association and the professoriate. Long-standing con-
cerns over staffing Committee A’s investigative subcommittee con-
tinued and were joined by calls to more adequately address the needs 
of junior faculty, a group which had been explicitly excluded from 
membership at the association’s founding but then allowed to join 
several years later. The AAUP advocated for a trial period prior to 
permanent appointments and, although it acknowledged the possibil-
ity for abuse, argued that college and university administrators should 
be given leeway in their actions regarding probationary faculty and 
temporary instructors. Edward Allen, a mathematician at Iowa State 
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College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts—who himself had been 
removed from the University of Michigan over his political beliefs 
just after World War I—pushed the organization to reconsider the 
association’s commitment to these members, first at the 1927 Annual 
Meeting and subsequently in correspondence with AAUP general 
secretary Harry W. Tyler. Allen argued that junior faculty members 
were silenced by the threat of dismissal and only those willing to 
heed their institutions’ wishes were promoted. He believed that the 
current system, in addition to violating the rights of these junior fac-
ulty members and contradicting the principle of freedom, created a 
senior professoriate unwilling to take advantage of the freedoms, once 
granted. Allen accurately identified some of the enduring difficulties 
of linking tenure to academic freedom, but Tyler and others were 
largely dismissive of his concerns. Even though only a fraction of the 
complaints to the AAUP were brought by instructors and assistant 
professors, and Tyler would later become concerned by the existence 
of significant numbers of faculty who never reached permanency, at 
the time he believed the association was attending to their needs.  10   

 A greater concern was the tension between the desire for an aggres-
sive protective association and the goal of being a respected cooper-
ating association. The appropriate faculty response to threatened or 
real dismissals was a enduring and serious issue. At the turn of the 
century, Arthur O. Lovejoy and others had resigned from Stanford 
in response to Edward A. Ross’s firing; Charles A. Beard did the 
same from Columbia University upon the dismissal of James McKeen 
Cattell during World War I. In rare cases, faculty acted in unity, as 
they had at Trinity College during the 1903 Bassett Affair. These acts 
were relatively infrequent, however, and Lovejoy was among those 
who worried that they were becoming even rarer, especially after the 
AAUP’s founding.  11   Questions likewise remained about whether 
faculty should be willing to accept a position that had been vacated 
by the inappropriate dismissal of another occupant. For the AAUP, 
these questions were tied up both in the purposes of Committee A’s 
investigations and concerns over professional standing. Officially, the 
AAUP denied that their reports were creating a blacklist, including 
in 1916 when AAUP president John H. Wigmore rejected the idea 
that the AAUP would “defend its members by a ‘We Don’t Patronize’ 
list.”  12   The issue, though, could become clouded; part of the power 
of the investigative reports was to inform prospective employees of 
the tenuous nature of positions at offending institutions. Moreover, 
in 1919, when Geddes W. Rutherford learned that the position he 
had accepted at Washburn College had been created by the dismissal 
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of John Ervin Kirkpatrick, he consulted Lovejoy and then, shortly 
before he was to begin, withdrew. In response, Washburn’s president 
condemned AAUP interference.  13   Still, the organization disclaimed 
formal boycotting, leaving the faculty to make their own decisions 
based on Committee A reports.  14   

 The issue again came to the fore in the wake of the University of 
Missouri’s 1929 dismissal of one faculty member and suspension of 
second following the distribution of a survey inquiring into student 
attitudes about sexual behaviors, morals, and the economic status of 
women. A subcommittee of Committee A investigated and found 
the institution’s action in violation of the AAUP standards on tenure 
and academic freedom.  15   Yet one member of the investigating com-
mittee, University of Chicago psychologist Louis L. Thurstone, was 
unsatisfied with publishing the report and relying on the consciences 
of individuals faculty members not to accept offers of employment 
at Missouri. Thurstone wrote to Tyler condemning “dignified and 
polite and impotent” reports, calling for them to be replaced by more 
direct activity.  16   He proposed that the institution be removed from 
the list of institutions whose faculty were eligible for membership 
in the AAUP, a list consisting of those institutions recognized by 
the American Council on Education (ACE). The institution could 
become approved again only either by reinstating the aggrieved pro-
fessors and providing them with back pay or by waiting ten years. 
In the interim, any professor who accepted a new position at the 
institution would surrender his AAUP membership.  17   Tyler’s criti-
cal response to the proposal emphasized the policy development that 
was done through the judicious investigative processes; he rejected 
Thurstone’s calls for militancy.  18   

 At the same time Thurstone proposed his plan for increased 
action, his University of Chicago colleague Ralph Waldo Gerard 
suggested even more aggressive action. Gerard not only called for 
boycotting institutions but also proposed the creation of a fund that 
would support wrongfully dismissed professors and any colleagues 
who resigned in protest. Gerard developed his plan in response to 
the Missouri situation, but he was also concerned about larger prob-
lems facing the association. He noted a generational divide among 
the faculty and argued that it was Committee A’s ineffectiveness that 
caused many younger professors to avoid joining the organization. 
He offered his plan as a way of more successfully addressing the prob-
lems of academic freedom, especially in the area of individual remedy, 
while simultaneously appealing to younger faculty. Gerard’s pro-
posal had the support of Committee A chairman Anton J. Carlson, a 
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physiologist at the University of Chicago, but was met with concern 
by Tyler, who questioned the wisdom of accumulating such a fund 
and the association’s ability to administer it. AAUP president Henry 
Crew of Northwestern University was more direct. He asserted that 
the AAUP’s power was based on its high-status membership and cau-
tioned against any action that would suggest labor affiliation.  19   When 
the proposals were circulated to members of the executive council 
and Committee A in anticipation of the upcoming annual meeting, 
the responses were overwhelmingly negative and defensive, empha-
sizing the importance of professionalism, arguing that policies were 
more important than individuals, and decrying any hint of unionism. 
Several averred that most who appealed for help were malcontents; 
others highlighted that younger faculty were likewise often to blame 
for their own troubles. When Thurstone’s and Gerard’s proposals 
received limited hearing at the ensuing annual meeting, Crew and 
Tyler continued their defense of existing practices and, in Thurstone’s 
mind, preordained rejection of the proposals. To these AAUP lead-
ers, either the AAUP could work with administrators as a respectable 
organization or it could create a blacklist and alienate college and 
university presidents. Given that dichotomy, the choice was clear.  20   

 Thurstone took the debate beyond the association by publishing 
a revised version of his plan in the new  Journal of Higher Education.  
Although he questioned the effectiveness of the AAUP’s reliance on 
publicity from its investigations to achieve change, he assured readers 
that his plan was conservative and free of any union connotations. 
Thurstone, Gerard, and Carlson then surveyed scientists gathered for 
a meeting later that spring and found that most believed the AAUP 
needed to be more aggressive in its work.  21   Tyler and others continued 
to resist the proposals, but widespread dismissals in Mississippi soon 
shifted the debate. At the request of Mississippi governor Theodore 
G. Bilbo, the Board of Trustees dismissed all of the presidents and 
vice presidents, many of the deans, and over one-third of all faculty 
members from the University of Mississippi, Mississippi State College 
for Women, and Mississippi Agricultural and Mechanical College. 
Bilbo boasted of his activity as just the start of a larger purge but 
denied political motivations. Professional education associations 
overwhelmingly disagreed, with numerous organizations condemn-
ing the action, including the Association of American Universities, 
the Association of American Medical Colleges, the American Society 
of Civil Engineers, and the Southern Association of Colleges and 
Secondary Schools. Each rescinded their approval or accreditation of 
the institutions.  22   
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 The AAUP held its annual meeting in the wake of this over-
whelming condemnation of the Mississippi situation, but the extent 
to which the association would protest was unsettled. In his report 
as general secretary, Tyler commended the protests of the accredit-
ing bodies and professional associations but noted that they were not 
technically blacklists: they did not affect personal affiliations or pro-
hibit members from accepting positions at the offending institutions. 
Committee A’s report noted the situation but claimed it was best left 
to other bodies, as the dismissals appeared to be primarily political 
in nature.  23   Yet despite these concerns, the AAUP membership took 
two steps that resulted in lasting changes to AAUP policy. First, the 
association changed its policy to allow for deviation from ACE’s list of 
accredited institutions when determining eligibility for membership. 
It then passed a resolution condemning the Mississippi dismissals and 
calling on the schools to be dropped from the ranks of eligible insti-
tutions. When the council acted on this resolution, the AAUP had, 
indeed, initiated a form of a “we don’t patronize” list. Current mem-
bers at the institutions retained their membership, although under 
a different title, while no new members from the institutions would 
be accepted until conditions improved. Censure, as it would later be 
known, was now officially AAUP policy.  24   

 The pervasive organizational condemnation of the Mississippi situ-
ation also led the AAUP to approach 17 other professional and learned 
societies about joint action on academic freedom, including asking if 
they agreed with the Thurstone proposals. Acting in direct response 
to a conference resolution, AAUP leaders hoped that few would 
agree. Such response would both justify the long-standing work of 
the AAUP—as opposed to the more recent action—and could help 
AAUP membership efforts. Leaders reasoned that if other organiza-
tions left the defense of academic freedom to the AAUP, they should 
at least encourage their members to join the professors’ association. 
By the end of April, the overwhelming negative response had led the 
association to abandon its efforts for joint action and an academic 
freedom conference. The AAUP remained the primary advocate for 
professorial academic freedom, and, despite the Mississippi resolution, 
Tyler and others believed its restrained approach was vindicated.  25    

  Pursuing Cases 

 Despite this perceived confirmation of the wisdom of a professional 
approach to academic freedom and tenure, ongoing controversies 
demonstrated that much work remained. Two 1931 dismissals in 
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particular—those of sociologist Herbert Miller from Ohio State 
University (OSU) and English professor John Earle Uhler from 
Louisiana State University (LSU)—stand out and provide insight 
into both larger concerns and the varied approaches of the organi-
zations most interested in academic freedom.  26   Miller’s difficulties 
dated to the mid-1920s and related to intramural and extramural 
speech, as well as to his progressive and controversial teaching. While 
on sabbatical in Asia between 1929 and 1930, he was accused of fos-
tering civil disobedience in India for praising Mohandas K. Gandhi’s 
Salt March and of violating Japanese law for speaking on forbidden 
topics in Korea. Closer to home, he was criticized for taking white 
students to visit the historically black Wilberforce University, host-
ing events where white and black students interacted, and opposing 
compulsory militarism on campus, all of which contributed to accu-
sations that he was an active Communist. Miller’s May dismissal 
led to an outcry in scholarly and liberal communities. OSU pro-
fessors, students, and deans protested both the procedure of and 
justifications for the firing. Faculty at other institutions similarly 
objected, as did organizations such as the National Association for 
the Advancement of Colored People, which was particularly appre-
ciative of Miller’s attitudes toward race relations. Others supported 
the firing, including the Ku Klux Klan, American Legion, and some 
local religious leaders who believed that academics had lost their 
faith.  27   

 The ACLU was among the first to react, offering its assistance to 
Miller when his dismissal became public on May 26. ACLU National 
Committee member Norman Thomas met with Miller two days later, 
but the two decided that public ACLU involvement might only hurt 
his cause; the ACLU was itself suspect to some stakeholders. As such, 
the ACLU decided to work behind the scenes, encouraging protests 
but refraining from overt involvement. Even this proved difficult, 
however, as some responded to the organization’s letter-writing cam-
paign with concern that they lacked enough information to weigh in 
on the case. In doing so, they highlighted the tensions between acting 
quickly in response to an urgent situation and acting judiciously with 
full knowledge of the facts.  28   The AFT’s Committee on Academic 
Freedom saw publicity as its best hope to help, although with broader 
aims in mind. As Linville reported to the 1931 convention, Miller’s 
case could be used as the basis for a statewide campaign to educate 
both teachers and the general public about the need for academic 
freedom. Significantly, Linville believed that the case would allow 
for the further differentiation of considerations of academic freedom 
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and tenure, emphasizing that the former was needed to provide true 
education and was unrelated to conditions of employment.  29   

 Still, the AAUP proved to be the primary organization working 
on Miller’s behalf.  30   A four-person investigative team visited OSU 
to interview involved parties, but OSU trustees refused to partici-
pate, and its president, George W. Rightmire, was less than forth-
coming. In its resulting report, the committee declared that Ohio 
State authorities had abridged Miller’s academic freedom and “vio-
lated every essential safeguard” championed by the AAUP. The com-
mittee found Miller’s speech to be appropriate for a sociologist and 
less controversial than that of many others. It was unable to deter-
mine the effect of Miller’s opposition to compulsory military train-
ing but did leave open the possibility that university officials acted 
against Miller in part to appease the legislature, which was evaluating 
OSU’s budget.  31   The institution responded by claiming to implement 
new procedures to prevent similar controversies, but it continued to 
restrict faculty speech and placed additional limits on faculty tenure.  32   
Despite this “heavy work” undertaken by the AAUP, Miller was not 
reinstated at the institution, though he soon accepted a position at 
Bryn Mawr College.  33   In this instance, Linville’s claim that “inspired 
teachers rarely have to go without work”—made to justify separating 
considerations of tenure from those of academic freedom—proved 
accurate.  34   

 Uhler’s case, which likewise involved state and local politics, was 
inspired by the September publication of  Cane Juice,  his novel depict-
ing the experiences and exploits of an LSU student.  35   While Uhler’s 
intent was authoring a “lyrical story of Louisiana life,” influential 
local priest F. J. Gassler termed it “nauseating,” “monstrous slander,” 
and “slimy animalism and mental filth.”  36   In response to Gassler’s 
protests and pressure from Governor Huey P. Long, the institution’s 
governing board suspended Uhler on October 8 and dismissed him 
two days later. Though acknowledging Uhler’s success as a teacher, 
the board claimed that  Cane Juice  offered an indefensible portrayal of 
the institution.  37   In response to a request from the novel’s publisher 
and fitting with its emphasis on quick action, the ACLU intervened 
on October 9. In doing so, it disclaimed any interest in the book, 
expressing only concern that professors’ rights to free speech be pro-
tected regardless of their medium.  38   The organization launched a let-
ter-writing campaign and encouraged public protests from interested 
parties, including renowned authors and members of its Committee 
on Academic Freedom. Just as importantly, the ACLU saw the oppor-
tunity to challenge the dismissal in court, arranged for a cooperating 
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lawyer, and prepared to support Uhler’s legal efforts.  39   Uhler’s 
employment on a one-year contract offered the ACLU two strategies: 
arguing for reinstatement or attempting to have his salary for the 
entire year paid. While it opted for the latter, it was concerned with 
larger principles of academic freedom rather than resolving Uhler’s 
personal predicament, as the ACLU’s Forrest Bailey bluntly informed 
him. Inopportunely for the ACLU, LSU quickly succumbed to the 
legal action by paying Uhler his owed salary, thereby depriving the 
organization of the test case that it sought.  40   

 Other organizations noted the case but were not as involved. The 
AFT called for a public hearing on Uhler’s dismissal and relayed the 
ACLU’s efforts in the  American Teacher.   41   The national union was 
not yet, however, a defense organization and, with no local in Baton 
Rouge, had to little offer. The AAUP’s reticence is perhaps more 
noteworthy, especially considering the clear evidence of a violation—
something that was increasingly difficult to find, as institutions 
became adept at hiding reasons behind dismissals. On the same day 
that LSU agreed to pay the remainder of Uhler’s salary, Tyler wrote 
to future Committee A chair and future AAUP president Samuel A. 
Mitchell, an astronomer at the University of Virginia, agreeing that 
the AAUP should print a small statement about the case rather than 
undertake a full investigation. While the case was troublesome, the 
AAUP did not want to be linked to a professor who was so reck-
less.  42   Still, despite this avoidance, the AFT’s powerlessness, and the 
ACLU’s primary interest in a legal test case, Uhler’s case ended with a 
satisfactory conclusion for the aggrieved educator. Seven months after 
his dismissal, LSU reinstated Uhler to his former position. While no 
official reason was provided, Uhler credited the ACLU’s early public-
ity and legal efforts.  43    

   THE GAG ON TEACHING  and the ACLU 
Committee on Academic Freedom 

 Even as it engaged with these controversies, the ACLU recognized 
the limitations of its centrally controlled approach that relied only 
on the Committee on Academic Freedom to provide an academic 
imprimatur for its leaders’ efforts. Its activities had been inefficient, 
needed to be rethought, and needed to be undertaken by an enlarged 
and more involved committee.  44   This issue of reorganization took 
on more urgency in the wake of the ACLU’s May 1931 publica-
tion of  The Gag on Teaching,  which the organization described as 
the first comprehensive treatment of restrictions on teachers and 
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students to be published. The report delineated the multiple areas 
in which restrictions occurred and the multiple actors whom they 
affected. It emphasized legislative restrictions on teaching, compul-
sory patriotism, loyalty oaths, and the institutional limits placed on 
K–12 teachers and students. It also included explicit consideration of 
academic freedom in colleges and universities, noting that violations 
were widespread, occurred across institutional types, and implicated 
the same public pressures that caused governmental restrictions on 
K–12 schools.  The Gag on Teaching  also positioned the ACLU in 
relation to other interested bodies. It pointed to the work of both 
teachers unions and the AAUP, noting that the former faced resis-
tance that inhibited their growth while the latter was regarded as 
a slow-moving body that released reports long after situations had 
concluded. Though it lauded the AAUP’s recent consideration of a 
“more militant policy”—a direct reference to the process that would 
become known as censuring—it continued to view itself as the more 
flexible group that could respond quickly, arouse publicity, and pur-
sue redress by appealing to the courts.  45   

  The Gag on Teaching  outlined organizational goals and circulated 
the organization’s principles on academic freedom to a wider audience. 
These principles included claims for the end to legislation affecting 
school curricula; full freedom of expression and rights of citizenship 
inside, as well as outside, classrooms for faculty members; due process 
procedures and the reliance on professional academic authority before 
dismissal in cases involving academic freedom; and full freedom of 
expression for students, subject only to peer pressure from other stu-
dents. In these, no distinction was made between higher education 
and K–12 education; issues of student expression were highlighted; 
and broad, widely applicable ideas—rather than specific, political 
issues—were emphasized. Elsewhere in the document, the ACLU 
identified its interest in threats that extended beyond mere civil liber-
ties issues, including fighting propaganda and textbook censorship. 
Still, the group denied interest in intervening in internal administra-
tive matters that involved personal animosity or procedural violations. 
It would leave these and related cases to the AAUP.  46   

 Even though it was hastily compiled by the New York office with-
out input from members of the Committee on Academic Freedom, 
 The Gag on Teaching  implied that the committee was responsible for 
its authorship, causing complaints and at least one resignation.  47   In 
response to this reaction and the larger realization that it needed an 
active and involved committee rather than a list of important names, 
the ACLU restructured its work for academic freedom. It reached out 
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to new membership, both in New York and nationally, in hopes of 
expanding its capacity; and it attempted to diversify the committee’s 
membership to include university presidents and school superinten-
dents. While a number of executive invitees declined—including the 
University of North Carolina’s Frank Graham, who regretted that 
struggles in his home state forced him to focus his attention there—
others accepted. Just as significantly, the ACLU invited several mem-
bers of the AAUP, including Lovejoy and City College of New York 
professor Holland Thompson, as part of a larger strategy to increase 
collaboration. Thompson was asked to serve as a liaison between the 
two groups in their efforts to form a “plan of cooperation.”  48   With 
this impetus, the two organizations began to work more in concert, 
with the ACLU referring tenure matters to the AAUP and the AAUP 
referring those involving free speech but not academic freedom to the 
civil liberties organization.  49   

  The Gag on Teaching  posed difficulties beyond its implied author-
ship to include the very ideas espoused. The existing principles out-
lined in the volume aroused a great deal of criticism both within and 
outside the organization. Concerns over the leeway called for in class-
room speech were especially pressing and, in 1931, the ACLU began 
a three-year effort to modify the principles, first under the leadership 
of William H. Kilpatrick, chairman of the Committee on Academic 
Freedom, and then under New York University philosopher Sidney 
Hook.  50   Finalized in April 1934, the new principles provided the 
basis for the ACLU’s work on academic freedom for almost twenty 
years. They began with a defense of academic freedom based on the 
importance of unfettered experts in contested times, the historical 
role of educators as leaders, and the need for teachers at all levels 
to be trusted as authorities.  51   The new statement was organized in 
six main sections, three of which argued specifically against loyalty 
oaths, religious intrusion into public schools, and legislative restric-
tions on teaching. Another section argued for students to maintain all 
of their speech rights in school settings, including avoiding discipline 
for religious or political beliefs. As in the earlier version, any controls 
or limitations should arise only from their peers. Much of the docu-
ment was devoted to the issue of “administrative control,” including 
that in colleges and universities, “teaching should be quite free of all 
interference except for the requirements of standards of scholarship 
and effective teaching.”  52   Excepting classroom propaganda, teach-
ers should have the full ability to discuss any relevant opinions in 
their classes, including their own. If any controversy arose, the ACLU 
explicitly called for the AAUP or a similar organization to adjudicate. 
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The classroom rights for K–12 teachers were similar, though with 
concessions made for students’ ages and the call for the final res-
olution of controversies to come from a broader panel of teachers, 
administrators, and the general public. Although the ACLU con-
tinued its call for citizenship rights, these rights were also qualified 
in a way that they had not previously been. Teachers and professors 
should be encouraged to participate in public life but with the caveat 
that such freedom of extramural expression was limited to that which 
did not negatively affect their teaching and research, conditions that 
remained undefined. The final section argued that these collective 
principles could be enforced only by active organizations of teachers 
and professors. Throughout, the ACLU demonstrated both its rec-
ognition that rights to academic freedom were not unlimited and its 
increasing appreciation of and respect for teachers’ and professional 
associations, especially the AAUP. 

 During this period of expanding its committee membership and 
revising its principles, the ACLU continued to involve itself in several 
cases per year. It remained the leading advocate for student speech 
rights, offering legal support for leftist students at the University of 
Pittsburgh, campus paper editor Reed Harris at Columbia University, 
and others.  53   In 1934, it published a survey of restrictions on the 
uses of public school buildings by unpopular groups, argued that 
widespread discrimination existed due to prejudice and pressure from 
patriotic organizations, and offered its legal aid to those barred from 
speaking in school facilities.  54   The ACLU also retained its interest 
in violations of professors’ academic freedom, most notably follow-
ing Lienhard Bergel’s 1935 dismissal from New Jersey College for 
Women for alleged incompetency. In a case that has remained con-
troversial into the modern era, Bergel claimed that the true cause was 
the conflict between his department chair Friedrich J. Hauptmann’s 
ardent Nazism and his own anti-Nazi beliefs.  55   ACLU meetings with 
college president Robert C. Clothier led to a formal institutional 
investigation consisting of 29 days of hearings. Representatives of an 
ACLU subcommittee attended each session and, at times, submitted 
questions to witnesses through Bergel’s attorney, but the dismissal 
was ultimately upheld by the school’s governing board. In its lengthy 
report, the ACLU lauded the thorough hearing but concluded that 
the board had been biased against Bergel and that his dismissal had, 
in fact, been politically motivated.  56   The ACLU was unsuccessful 
in its attempts to return Bergel to his position, but the experience 
did leave an impression on the institution. When Hauptmann qui-
etly returned to Nazi Germany a few years later, Clothier and college 
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dean Margaret Corwin kept it secret, recognizing that the ACLU’s 
anticipated publicity could cause them difficulty.  57    

  Continuing Pressure on the A AUP 

 Though actively involved in countering Bergel’s and others’ dismiss-
als, the ACLU considered relatively few cases each year due to its 
focus on academic freedom and civil liberties over violations of ten-
ure. Moreover, institutions were growing more adept at hiding the 
true reasons behind dismissals, rather than dealing with the nega-
tive publicity that organizations could generate when infringements 
became known.  58   The AAUP’s Committee A, to which the ACLU 
referred some cases, found itself in a very different situation, and its 
late 1920s confidence that violations would decrease proved mis-
placed. In 1931, Mitchell reported that Committee A was busier than 
it had ever been before, with 63 new cases brought before it that 
year alone and a dozen earlier cases still pending. In the previous 
three years, only 63 new cases had been brought to the committee 
in total.  59   Mitchell blamed the increase on the effects of the Great 
Depression: faculty were being legitimately released due to financial 
necessity; institutions used the pretext of financial strife to dismiss 
faculty whose removal they sought for other reasons; and faculty who 
lost their positions found it difficult to secure new ones. These effects 
posed their own concerns, but all added to the work of an already 
burdened Committee A.  60   Investigations continued to be time-con-
suming, laborious, and expensive. Violations of tenure continued to 
be more frequent than violations of academic freedom, and the nature 
of the inquiries still delayed the publication of investigative reports. 
While the presence of John M. Maguire, hired to provide legal advice 
in 1926, helped facilitate Committee A’s investigations, these inquires 
continued to rely on the work of already busy volunteers—volunteers 
whose services could be hard to obtain.  61   

 This reliance on volunteers to carry out the bulk of the work forced 
the committee to be even more selective in deciding which cases to 
handle. Of the 75 total cases considered in 1931, Committee A car-
ried out full investigations for only 9 and published short statements 
without visits on 7. The following year, during which 82 cases were 
brought to the committee’s attention, full investigations were under-
taken for 12, with 3 additional statements printed. While these num-
bers point to the committee’s limited ability to investigate, Mitchell 
argued that the committee was growing more successful in its media-
tory work and was increasing its ability settle disputes quietly to each 
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party’s satisfaction. In 1932, he noted that Committee A had changed 
procedures and recently begun to distribute some reports only to 
interested parties, giving the institution the opportunity to remedy 
difficulties discreetly. Although the number of new cases dropped 
to 36 in 1934, Committee A continued to handle many more cases 
than it had prior to the Depression, and the committee continued to 
increase its efforts to address situations quietly without publishing 
complete reports.  62   

 One consequence of this inability to consider all cases was the 
decision to focus Committee A’s efforts on institutions accredited by 
the ACE, the list used as the basis for potential membership in the 
AAUP. Suggested in the 1931 Committee A report and implemented 
the following year, this decision represented a change from the earlier 
plan of investigating dismissals regardless of institutional eligibility. 
In addition to limiting the AAUP’s usefulness for educators at unac-
credited institutions, this change caused some apprehension within 
the association. The primary concern was not that the organization 
was elitist, however. The continuing fear was that the AAUP might 
be thought to operate along union lines. It was therefore important 
for Committee A reports to emphasize that it remained committed to 
larger principles, not just members’ rights, and was therefore willing 
to investigate dismissals of nonmembers. Mitchell’s successor, Ohio 
State University historian Carl Wittke, was a supporter of unions but, 
in his 1934 report, pointed to this interest in nonmembers as proof 
that the AAUP was not one. He favorably noted that while the empha-
sis on eligible institutions was still in effect, a committee member had 
been sent to help mediate a case at an unaccredited institution.  63   The 
AAUP was not, he argued, “a closed corporation for the attainment 
of selfish ends for a favored few.”  64   

 Despite the efforts to differentiate the AAUP from teachers unions, 
some members argued that the association was ineffective and needed 
to act more like one if it wanted to protect academic freedom. While 
pointing to the ineligible list as evidence of strength, Committee A 
and AAUP leaders continually reiterated their belief that judicious 
investigative work provided the standing that allowed for greater gains 
than could militant action.  65   Yet as demonstrated by the 1933 events 
involving Rollins College—events that mapped closely to those at 
Washburn College more than a decade earlier in their impetus, out-
come, and importance to AAUP claims for intramural speech  66  —
the association’s work remained complicated and contested. When 
Rollins president Hamilton Holt, who in the 1920s had led efforts 
against antievolution legislation in Florida, dismissed John A. Rice, 
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who had in 1921 lost his position at Southern Methodist University 
due to antievolutionist attacks, Committee A’s Lovejoy and Austin 
S. Edwards investigated at both Holts’s and Rice’s recommenda-
tion. They  hoped to find an acceptable resolution for both parties. 
Before deciding on whether to submit a full report, the committee 
learned that three more faculty had been dismissed and two more had 
resigned due to conflict with the administration. In all, 11 faculty 
left during the 1932–33 academic year, many due to their efforts on 
Rice’s behalf. The investigative committee ultimately found that Holt 
operated the institution autocratically, attempted to divide the faculty, 
was antagonistic toward the AAUP, and had dismissed faculty for 
disloyalty when they had tried to improve institutional governance.  67   
Yet when the AAUP considered adding the institution to its ineligible 
list at the end of the year—which by that time included Battle Creek 
College and Harris Teachers College in addition to the Mississippi 
institutions—remaining members of the institution’s AAUP chapter 
protested both at a lengthy council meeting and then at the 1933 
annual meeting. They argued that the action violated the AAUP’s 
charter, would damage the institution and its faculty, and would dam-
age the AAUP itself. One member compared the AAUP’s actions to 
those of superpatriots in the midst of the war hysteria. Shortly after-
ward, the AAUP overrode these concerns and placed the institution 
on the list. While some complained that the AAUP’s actions were 
ineffective, they could hold real meaning to those involved.  68   

 For its part, the administration of Rollins College challenged that 
the AAUP’s investigation was “injudicious,” a claim that was particu-
larly stinging to an organization that prided itself on unbiased and 
respectable reports. Although the AAUP determined that the claim 
was true only in a legal sense and contended that its reports were sci-
entific, the concern led the association to replace the less prescriptive 
instructions sent to investigative committees with more formalized 
and standardized procedures for Committee A.  69   These new policies, 
which took two years to formulate, identified Committee A’s con-
tinuing inability to handle all cases of alleged violations. As such, 
the committee investigated only those cases that it considered impor-
tant to the larger association and continued to emphasize accredited 
institutions. The policy stressed that the investigations were to be 
unbiased, were intended to uncover all relevant facts, and were not 
designed to benefit incompetent teachers (as long as they were treated 
fairly). Although the burden of proof was on the complaining faculty 
member, this did not grant institutions the license to dismiss staff 
indiscriminately and then provide reasons upon request. Investigating 
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committees were to emphasize mediation whenever possible but not 
at the expense of the association’s principles. Moreover, all publicity 
was to be avoided, as it would interfere with investigative activities. 
With this policy, for the first time the AAUP claimed that junior 
faculty should be considered permanent after three to five years and 
could then only be dismissed for just cause, though being considered 
unworthy for promotion was deemed a reasonable justification for 
nonrenewal. In offering these ideas, the AAUP was slowly moving 
toward a redefinition of tenure proposals and an abandonment of the 
dual track of tenurable and non-tenurable that had been implicitly 
condoned in the 1925  Conference Statement . These last two issues 
were particularly relevant to the AFT’s increasing involvement in 
higher education and its attractiveness to junior faculty.  70   

 The nonrecommended list became known as the “ineligible list” 
in 1935 but continued to raise concerns in the AAUP in the ensu-
ing years, in part due to disagreement over its meaning. At the 1935 
meeting, then–general secretary and Northwestern University law 
professor Walter Wheeler Cook claimed that it was not a blacklist, as 
had been widely reported, and that it only indicated dissatisfaction 
with an institution’s current administration. Contrary to common 
belief, AAUP members who accepted positions at institutions on the 
list would not lose their membership; new members would just not 
be accepted from ineligible institutions.  71   When University of Buffalo 
chancellor Samuel Capen, Association of American Colleges (AAC) 
member and former ACE leader, described the action as a “black-
listing” at the ensuing AAUP meeting, the AAUP tried to mitigate 
the confusion by printing a clarification alongside his talk in the 
 Bulletin.   72   Carlson explained that the use of such a list was analo-
gous to the medical profession setting standards for medical schools: 
educational professionals were setting similar standards and using 
“moral coercion” to benefit the organization and its efforts.  73   Still, 
the act remained misunderstood and controversial, resulting in the 
1937 decision to “censure” administrations rather than institutions. 
The AAUP would henceforth identify institutions whose administra-
tions did not meet its standards, but professors at them would again 
be eligible to join the association.  74    

  Conclusion 

 From the late 1920s through mid-1930s, the three main organiza-
tions interested in academic freedom—the AAUP, the ACLU, and 
the AFT—continued to reconsider and rework their efforts to achieve 
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its establishment in American higher education. Each responded to 
both internal and external pressures and struggled with how best 
to meet desired goals amid limited resources, misunderstandings of 
purposes, and disagreements over the best paths forward. Through 
its Committee A, the AAUP was the most consistent voice for aca-
demic freedom and tenure, yet the challenges it faced were real. 
Depression-related financial struggles led more colleges to dismiss 
faculty members, and Committee A was able to investigate an even 
smaller percentage of cases than it had just a few years earlier. The 
controversies in Missouri and Mississippi led to the creation of the 
non-recommended list and provided the AAUP with a new, if misun-
derstood, publicity tool. Still, the association failed to satisfy critics 
who wished it to serve in a more protective role and undertake more 
aggressive action—at the same time that many of its leaders remained 
troubled by supposition that it was a professors’ union. Ongoing chal-
lenges may have prevented the AAUP from achieving all that some 
hoped, but the association was still able to make progress toward its 
goals of academic freedom and tenure, all the while facing stern criti-
cism from within and without. Both criticism and praise would only 
increase amid threats from the AFT and efforts to replace the 1925 
 Conference Statement  in the late 1930s. 

 Through its emphasis on legal action and publicity, the ACLU’s 
work complemented that of the AAUP. While it did not have the 
respect of the professors’ association, the civil liberties group did 
offer flexibility and a network of lawyers interested in establishing 
a legal basis for civil liberties. The ACLU also broadened the con-
sideration beyond issues of professionalism to include students, reli-
gious discrimination, and the rights to use school facilities. Willing 
to undertake unpopular political stances and challenge entrenched 
interests, the ACLU achieved success in some individual cases. As 
the Uhler case at LSU demonstrated, though, the successes were not 
always the ones for which they hoped. Elsewhere, as with Miller’s 
dismissal from OSU, the ACLU’s very reputation limited what it 
could do for an aggrieved educator and pushed it behind the scenes. 
When cases involved the ongoing challenges to intramural speech 
and easier-to-demonstrate violations of tenure, the ACLU was even 
more hampered and, with its revised principles, noted the acceptabil-
ity of some limitations. The AFT reemerged as a national presence 
by the end of the 1920s and continued its legislative lobbying on 
behalf of teachers in Washington, DC, and beyond. Under Linville, 
its Committee on Academic Freedom was beginning to work on the 
national scene, advocating increased acceptance of basic standards of 
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academic freedom as necessary for education rather than as tied to 
employment. Though its work for specific educators was limited and 
deferred to locals, by the middle of the decade, the AFT was chang-
ing. It would, as it moved beyond the educational approach later in 
the decade—and after Linville left the union in a controversy over 
Communists in his local—become the most militant, if not most 
judicious, advocate for academic freedom. 

 The activities of these organizations and the lingering issues 
involving appropriate responses and attempted cooperation fore-
shadow some of the concerns that would dominate academic freedom 
in the late 1930s. The AAUP continued to face internal and external 
criticism over its approach to academic freedom. The ultimate insuffi-
ciency of the 1925  Conference Statement  led the AAC and the AAUP 
back to the negotiating table to rework principles and protections. In 
the midst of increasing economic strife, the AFT continued its recov-
ery and became a more active participant in the ongoing battles. The 
need for greater protection led to other entrants into the field and a 
push for greater cooperation. The concerns over Communists, which 
were implicated at Ohio State in 1931, greatly expanded and became 
one of the most pressing problem for advocates of academic freedom. 
These issues were still emerging, however, as were the principled and 
pragmatic shifts in the activities of some of these associations inter-
ested in establishing academic freedom.  
   



     7 

 Towa r d a L ess “Da ngerous 

Occu pat ion”   

   The mid-to-late 1930s were years of political activism, ongoing eco-
nomic struggles, labor strife, and increasing fear over the impending 
war in Europe. On college campuses, they were characterized by a 
student movement that was more robust than had ever been seen in 
the United States—one that has yet to be matched in terms of the 
proportion of students involved.  1   It was also a period of Communist 
intrigue, as superpatriots and Hearst newspapers warned that Soviet 
agents and their American counterparts were undermining the edu-
cational system, corrupting students, and destroying society. Shrill 
warnings by Elizabeth Dilling, the Daughters of the American 
Revolution, the American Legion, and others demonstrated that 
allegedly Communist professors were at the heart of the concern. 
Political repression of teachers spread across the country, as did leg-
islative investigations into radicalism in education and movements to 
require faculty members and teachers to sign oaths pledging their loy-
alty to the US Constitution and the country. The oaths were, accord-
ing to American Federation of Teachers (AFT) secretary-treasurer 
Florence Hanson, “a menace to intellectual freedom probably exceed-
ing all other threats” and were routinely denounced by Hanson’s and 
other educational and professional associations.  2   

 The more mundane concerns over institutional politics and viola-
tions of tenure remained and proved decisive for some faculty—to 
the American Association of University Professors (AAUP), these 
were the most important issues—but the public battles over aca-
demic freedom in the mid-to-late 1930s were often fought over left-
ist politics. As historian Ellen W. Schrecker argued, although leftist 
faculty had more freedom than ever before, restrictions remained 
and politically motivated actions could end careers.  3   The leftward 
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move of a portion of the academy and the related controversies over 
Communism did more than just affect individual faculty on col-
lege campuses: they affected the activities and approaches of the 
organizations working to define and defend academic freedom. 
The AFT and the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) each 
struggled with how best to handle the real or alleged Communist 
Party affiliation of some of their members, with each ultimately 
acting against them. Yet in the late 1930s, some of the very AFT 
members who would later be expelled or otherwise removed from 
power for their leftist politics were at the center of the organiza-
tion’s efforts for academic freedom and its increasingly aggressive 
stance. At the same time, larger political challenges brought new 
entrants into the field, pushed educational and related associations 
to try to work together, and simultaneously kept them from doing 
so. The Progressive Education Association (PEA), which sought to 
form a national umbrella organization to mount a staunch defense 
of teachers’ freedoms, was unable to gain traction. In the face of 
organizational rivalries and its own emphasis on quick rather than 
judicious action, the PEA failed to foster a united front and further 
undermined its own efforts. 

 This tension between quick reaction and thoughtful investigation 
had been long standing within the arena but reached new heights in 
the rivalry between the AAUP and AFT, the two organizations that 
were the most important late in the decade. As the AFT challenged 
the AAUP in academic freedom cases and increasingly appealed to 
instructors and junior faculty, the AAUP reacted. Its leadership was 
fearful of the inroads the AFT was making in higher education and 
believed that the union sought to take over the AAUP. This rec-
ognition added urgency to the AAUP’s efforts to rework the 1925 
 Conference Statement on Academic Freedom and Tenure,  made the 
Association of American Colleges (AAC) more amenable to the recon-
sideration, and ultimately affected the principles that would result. 
The 1940  Statement of Principles on Academic Freedom and Tenure  
was the specific outgrowth of these activities, the legacy of 25 years 
of organizational interactions, and the basis for both modern policies 
regarding and modern conceptions of academic freedom and tenure. 
The procedural protections that it called for were in response to the 
primary understanding arising from the continually draining work of 
Committee A on Academic Freedom and Tenure. As AAUP associate 
secretary William McGuffey Hepburn contended at a regional meet-
ing of the AAC in 1937, without tenure, teaching is “a dangerous 
occupation.”  4    
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  Legislative Inquiries and Loyalty 
Oaths in the Middle of the Decade 

 The dangers to teachers and faculty came from a variety of sources in 
the 1930s, including efforts of state legislatures and the US Congress. 
Beginning with US Representative Hamilton Fish Jr.’s investigations 
into alleged Communist activities in schools and colleges in 1930, 
governmental bodies repeatedly inquired into student and faculty 
subversion, though they rarely found much before the end of the 
decade. Fish’s committee interviewed almost three hundred witnesses 
in a dozen cities, eventually warning of subversion at a handful of 
universities, although without substantiating evidence. In 1933 and 
1935, the Wisconsin legislature investigated radicals at the University 
of Wisconsin, focusing first on students and then the institution’s 
president, Glenn Frank. When drugstore magnate Charles Walgreen 
removed his niece from the University of Chicago in 1935 to pro-
tect her from alleged indoctrination, the state’s senate probed the 
institution as the first step of a planned larger inquiry. Despite sensa-
tional allegations by Dilling and others, university president Robert 
Maynard Hutchins and esteemed but controversial professor Robert 
Morss Lovett successfully defended the institution broadly and 
Lovett specifically. Hutchins believed that the defense would serve as 
a “brake on further assaults on academic freedom,” but such assaults 
continued the following year in New York, where state senator John J. 
McNaboe led an investigation into Communist subversion at Cornell 
University. McNaboe similarly sought to extend his hearings more 
broadly but found little support and soon faced ridicule.  5   

 Alongside these investigations was an increased push for loyalty 
oaths in state legislatures and, to a lesser extent, Congress. Encouraged 
by groups such as the American Legion and the Daughters of the 
American Revolution, 16 different states considered implementing 
loyalty oaths in 1935 alone. By the following year, 21 states had loy-
alty oath legislation on the books, some dating back several decades 
but most implemented during the 1930s. Legislation in many states 
applied to college faculty, in addition to public and private K–12 
teachers. In Washington, DC, the House of Representatives consid-
ered a resolution calling on all states to pass loyalty oath require-
ments for educators. Though the resolution failed, Congress did pass 
the so-called “red rider” in 1935, thereby requiring teachers to attest 
that they had not taught or advocated Communism prior to receiving 
each paycheck. These requirements were panned by educators both 
for imposing burdens on them that were not placed on others and 
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because they were deemed ineffective. Still, they largely obeyed them. 
Harvard University president James B. Conant, for example, famously 
but unsuccessfully was among the many college and university presi-
dents who opposed the oaths in Massachusetts, then enforced them 
after they became law. University of Michigan president Alexander 
Grant Ruthven lamented that educators were singled out but still 
sought to avoid antagonizing the legislature.  6   He simultaneously 
warned of subversives who propagandized under the banner of aca-
demic freedom, noting, “Here is to be found the real threat to aca-
demic freedom—that irresponsibility will be given protection in its 
name. The reactions of laymen to this absurdity in education are apt 
to be violent, hysterical and misguided.”  7   

 Numerous educational and related organizations joined individual 
educators in opposing these legislative interventions. In 1935, the 
AAUP formed Committee B on Freedom of Speech. Composed of 
University of Chicago physiology professor Anton J. Carlson, Harvard 
law professor Zechariah Chafee, and Arthur O. Lovejoy, the commit-
tee released a report two years later calling the oaths “the manifesta-
tion of an essentially un-American temper on the part of a fraction of 
our citizenship.” Though Committee B sought to coordinate activi-
ties with other professional associations—including the American 
Council on Education (ACE), the American Academy of Arts and 
Sciences, and the Social Science Research Council—its efforts were 
short-lived, as the association focused on other pressing concerns.  8   
With its overriding concern for governmental encroachment on civil 
liberties, the ACLU was even more involved than the AAUP. Along 
with its efforts to protect freedoms of students and the rights of left-
ist speakers to use school buildings, the ACLU focused its academic 
freedom activities in the mid-to-late 1930s on attempting to forestall 
the oaths and inquiries. The ACLU protested the Fish Committee 
even after it had run its course. In 1933, it led the effort to preempt a 
loyalty oath in New Jersey. At the time, it helped keep the legislation 
from being voted on, though similar legislation was passed two years 
later. In its new principles, released in 1934, the ACLU included the 
specific claim that the oaths were discriminatory, harmful to educa-
tion, and should be “vigorously opposed”; in 1936, it formed a spe-
cial subcommittee to help teachers and professors under investigation 
as a result of these laws. Its state affiliates were often involved in the 
specific local efforts for repeal. Still, it did not directly challenge the 
loyalty oaths in court. Though believing they were problematic and 
illegal, the ACLU was unsure that the courts would agree.  9   The AFT 
was likewise engaged, commissioning Henry Linville’s 1935 analysis 
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and critique of loyalty oaths and, under the leadership of its legislative 
committee, challenging the “red rider” legislation in Washington, 
DC. In 1937, these lobbying efforts bore fruit, as the loyalty oath 
for educators in the nation’s capital was repealed.  10   In these efforts to 
counter loyalty oaths and legislative inquires, educational associations 
occasionally found common ground and put aside their differences 
for shared goals. The AFT, for example, worked with the ACLU and 
occasionally, as in Washington, DC, found itself on the same side as 
the more conservative and influential National Education Association 
(NEA). Some, though, doubted that any individual organization 
could counter the array of forces that opposed academic freedom 
and, resultantly, sought greater coordination. At the forefront of that 
movement was Frederick Redefer, executive secretary of the PEA.  

  Failed Efforts at Collaboration 
and Intervention 

 Founded in 1919 to promote the “new education,” the PEA called 
for carefully studying students’ development while attending to their 
health and well-being, connecting the school with the home, and 
using educational institutions as laboratories for experimentation. 
Through the publicity of its annual conventions, the exposure pro-
vided by the journal  Progressive Education,  and the credibility offered 
by honorary presidencies of Harvard University’s Charles W. Eliot 
and Columbia University’s John Dewey, the PEA established itself as 
an important voice on educational issues, though one that was small 
and often faced financial difficulties. When, at its 1932 convention, 
George Counts challenged the organization to fulfill its promise of 
restructuring American schooling and society, the PEA entered a 
new era of increased vitality toward social reconstruction.  11   At the 
same meeting, the association’s Committee on Social and Economic 
Problems, led by Counts, argued that teachers must achieve academic 
freedom, retain full rights of citizenship, and fight the encroachment 
of business and patriotic groups on school curricula.  12   This interest 
in academic freedom became a primary emphasis of the association 
in the mid-1930s and frequent topic in  Progressive Education,  includ-
ing Howard K. Beale’s “Dare Society Deny Its Teachers Freedom?” 
in early 1934. Based on the research that resulted in  Are American 
Teachers Free?,  Beale offered a rousing critique of patriotic groups, 
public utilities, business interests, community attitudes, and educa-
tors themselves. He bemoaned the wrongful dismissal of teachers but 
noted: “The real problem, however, is not to prevent dismissal, but to 
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protect the teacher from innumerable repressions, short of dismissal, 
which prevent his full self-expression or deny him the privilege of 
intellectual honesty.”  13   

 A few months later, when North Carolina junior high school prin-
cipal James M. Shields lost his position shortly after both his organiz-
ing of schoolteachers and the publication of his novel critical of the 
local schools and community, the PEA took the opportunity to act 
on these beliefs. Lacking any organizational mechanism, Redefer per-
sonally wrote to the superintendent and the school board for infor-
mation about the case, encouraged the state teachers association to 
investigate, and communicated with local PEA members on Shields’s 
behalf. After these efforts failed—his letters to school officials went 
unanswered, the teachers association indicated it would be several 
months before it could report anything, and even members of the PEA 
advised that investigating would be inflammatory—Redefer saw an 
opportunity to pursue his larger goal of uniting national educational 
associations interested in academic freedom. An initial meeting spe-
cifically about Shields’s case led Redefer to invite other organizations 
to send unofficial representatives to an informal discussion of existing 
organizational policies and activities, principles of academic freedom, 
current mechanisms for defense, and the possibility of forming an 
umbrella organization to protect K–12 educators. In these efforts, 
Redefer specifically targeted the influential but conservative NEA, 
which he believed could be shamed into participating. He sought to 
push the NEA to live up to its recent statement in support of academic 
freedom while also helping to liberalize the organization, a goal of 
progressive educators in the era.  14   

 In a pair of meetings in late 1934, representatives from multiple 
organizations met with Redefer, Shields, and Beale to discuss aca-
demic freedom and the possibility for joint action. At the first meet-
ing, they relayed their organizations’ beliefs, principles, and efforts, 
with most admitting that their organizations had little ability to 
defend aggrieved educators. The group agreed that principles needed 
to be established and that no single organization was adequately able 
to promote and protect academic freedom for elementary and second-
ary teachers.  15   At the second meeting, representatives from the ACE, 
ACLU, AFT, American Association of University Women (AAUW), 
National Congress of Parents and Teachers, National Council of 
Religion in Higher Education (NCRHE), and several NEA depart-
ments joined Redefer, Beale, and Shields to discuss the possibility 
of greater coordination. Three subcommittees were quickly formed, 
each discussing one of three proposals: a statement on academic 
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freedom written for the meeting by Ohio State University professor 
Boyd H. Bode; “A Framework for a Code of Ethics for Teachers,” 
presented by Milwaukee State Teachers College president Frank 
Baker; and Redefer’s “Proposal for the Establishment of a National 
Commission on Academic Freedom in Public and Private Elementary 
and Secondary Schools.” Bode’s document called for the recogni-
tion of the importance of academic freedom for students, argued that 
teachers’ rights derived from those of students, and contended that 
propaganda was contrary to student needs. In addition, teachers and 
students must have all rights of other citizens outside of classrooms. 
To Bode, the problem was not just internal academic freedom for 
teachers but educational freedom more broadly. The second proposal, 
the code of ethics, called for hiring teachers on merit, granting tenure 
after a short probationary period, and offering the right to appeal a 
termination to an impartial body. Further, although educators should 
avoid personal attacks on other teachers, honest criticism of teaching 
methods and philosophies was an important part of the profession, 
as was teachers’ control over their own ethical standards. Quickly 
approved with few modifications and later distributed in pamphlet 
form, these two documents outlined basic principles around which 
national organizations could interact.  16   

 The more important document—Redefer’s proposal on the cre-
ation of a national commission—was not nearly as well received. The 
original version called for an active body of representatives from the 
participating associations that would coordinate activities, carry out 
an active educational campaign, investigate alleged violations, inter-
pret principles of academic freedom for schools and communities, and 
appoint juries of professionals and laymen to adjudicate difficult cases. 
To Redefer’s severe disappointment, a much less ambitious plan was 
approved. The committee called for the creation of what became the 
National Advisory Council on Academic Freedom (NACAF), which 
would meet twice a year to share information and promote educa-
tional efforts about the importance of academic freedom. When rep-
resentatives of the AAUW, ACLU, ACE, NCRHE, NEA, PEA, and 
Phi Delta Kappa (a professional organization for educators) finally 
met again ten months later, disappointments continued. Few organi-
zations had formally considered Bode’s and Baker’s statements or even 
deliberated joining the coordinating body. Two that had considered 
the latter, the National Congress of Parents and Teachers and the 
AAUP, had decided against participating, although the AAUP did 
agree to provide information to the group. Eventually, the ACLU and 
NCRHE joined the AFT, NEA’s Department of Classroom Teachers, 
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Phi Delta Kappa, and PEA in the new, less ambitious NACAF. It was 
an organization that would be burdened by a lack of funds—the ini-
tial proposal of a $5,400 annual budget was reduced first to a $200 
donation per organization and then to a mere $25 per organization—
as well as, in Redefer’s terms, “very evident jealousies” among the 
interested organizations.  17   

 The six participating organizations of the NACAF moved forward 
with plans to hold semiannual meetings to share information on cases 
and consider ways that they could more effectively promote academic 
freedom. In 1935 and 1936, member organizations worked together 
to oppose loyalty oath laws in New York and shared information 
about violations of academic freedom. While the initial plans called 
for a group to address only primary and secondary education, it soon 
relayed information on cases in colleges, as well, including dismiss-
als from Cedar Crest College, Lock Haven State Teachers College, 
and City College of New York.  18   These considerations of postsecond-
ary education were still not enough to entice an AAUP more inter-
ested in differentiation than collaboration to join the coordinating 
body. Moreover, the NACAF failed to gain a foothold in the debates 
over academic freedom and struggled against competing organiza-
tional interests and “lethargy.”  19   Participants soon began questioning 
whether the NACAF was still in existence. By 1938, merely getting 
the group to convene was considered a success, though not an impor-
tant enough one to keep Phi Delta Kappa from withdrawing due to a 
lack of interest among members.  20   

 The slightly smaller committee undertook one major project before 
dissolving at the end of the decade: an examination of the apparatus 
available to protect academic freedom at state and national levels. The 
results were disappointing. The mechanisms for protecting aggrieved 
professors and teachers were so inadequate—and the local and 
state considerations of academic freedom were so lacking—that the 
NACAF declined to distribute its findings. Furthermore, the study 
itself caused consternation. AAUP leaders were particularly frustrated 
with the survey and considered refusing to reply, both because of 
perceived flaws in the methodology and mistrust of the council’s 
intentions. Many others did not respond at all.  21   While the NACAF 
offered a venue for sharing information and some hope for greater 
collaboration, it was unable to overcome the lack of action, commit-
ment, and dedication of the member organizations. The PEA’s efforts 
to create a unified front for academic freedom had failed. 

 Although the NACAF was unsuccessful in its attempts to coor-
dinate defense mechanisms for academic freedom, it did prod at 
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least some action from other organizations, including the NEA. In 
November 1935, the NEA established a five-member Committee 
on Academic Freedom designed to oppose legislation restricting 
academic freedom and to investigate alleged violations thereof.  22   
Despite being given a mandate to “cooperate with other reputable 
and recognized national organizations” on the topic, it never joined 
the NACAF and by the end of the decade had lapsed.  23   Neither this 
new group nor the NEA Department of Classroom Teachers’ own 
Committee on Academic Freedom, which was formed in 1932 and 
participated in the NACAF, was as active as the NEA’s Committee 
on Tenure. The latter group primarily sought improved teacher ten-
ure laws but, under the leadership of Indiana school superintendent 
Donald DuShane, soon investigated alleged violations of tenure, as 
well. While most of this work involved elementary and secondary 
education, postsecondary issues were also occasionally considered, 
including an investigation into dismissals from Lock Haven State 
Teachers College that revealed the difficulties that DuShane and his 
committee faced in their work.  24   

 In May 1935, the Lock Haven governing board decided against 
renewing the appointments of four instructors and the dean of 
women. None was provided a legitimate hearing or received an offi-
cial reason, although the board later declared that financial exigency 
led to the removals. Following a superficial investigation that did not 
include interviewing the aggrieved educators, the Pennsylvania State 
Education Association’s (PSEA) Commission on Professional Ethics 
quickly accepted the official explanation. Believing the inquiry to be 
illegitimate, the NEA Committee on Tenure initiated its own investi-
gation. Its study found that the college hired six new educators dur-
ing the summer after the dismissals, including the son of a board 
member. It further discovered that the five dismissed teachers had 
each appealed to the board prior to their dismissals, complaining of 
difficulties within the institution’s administration. As a result of these 
findings, DuShane’s committee called on future tenure legislation 
to apply to college professors and expressed an interest in studying 
the issue at the college level. The ensuing NEA national convention 
approved the report over the objections of officials from the PSEA, 
whom DuShane contended both tried to suppress the results and 
remove him from the Committee on Tenure in hopes of prevent-
ing future investigatory work. Considered dangerous and outside the 
NEA mainstream by many in the organization, the Committee on 
Tenure was hindered in its efforts for teacher rights. Despite being 
the largest educational association in the nation, the NEA remained 
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only a peripheral player in the efforts for academic freedom for the 
rest of the decade.  25   

 The NEA was not the only organization to respond to the NACAF 
by founding a new body to address violations of teachers’ freedoms. 
At its February 1935 meeting, the PEA passed a resolution in sup-
port of the NACAF and a second that warned of the efforts of patri-
otic groups to limit freedoms, called for teachers to have the right 
to discuss controversial topics, and authorized its board to pursue 
“this fundamental concept of Americanism.”  26   Based on his expe-
riences with the NACAF and relying on this resolution for justifi-
cation, Redefer founded the Commission on Educational Freedom 
(CEF) later that year.  27   Initial response was underwhelming: solicita-
tions for membership attracted only 350 of 9,000 PEA members.  28   
One respondent who refused to join the commission noted that it 
amounted to “an invitation to stupid martyrdom.” Another was con-
cerned for very different reasons, questioning whether the commis-
sion would protect Communists, whom he believed were intent on 
destroying democracy under the guise of freedom.  29   With this unsure 
footing, the CEF soon began work on what became a 48-page study 
guide addressing broad issues of academic freedom and civil liberties 
for teachers, including various definitions of the concepts, discussion 
questions, and case studies that it believed could help address short-
comings in teacher education. This confidence was misplaced. The 
CEF mailed copies to deans of teachers colleges and schools of edu-
cation, but it was never adopted by teacher educators and no copies 
were ever sold.  30   

 More damaging than the failure of the study guide was the hap-
hazard manner in which defense work was approached. The CEF 
rarely met, faced funding concerns, and was largely run by Redefer 
and Teachers College professor Goodwin Watson. Its main activity 
was trying to generate publicity in cases such as those at Lock Haven, 
the University of Kansas City, and elsewhere, though its efforts were 
often secondary to those of more involved organizations and even the 
PEA was unsure if it had any positive effects. Its negative effects soon 
became apparent. In May 1937, Watson sent an urgent plea request-
ing that members intervene on behalf of “four live cases,” alleging 
that administrators at four institutions were dismissing teachers and 
professors for union membership, for liberal political activities, and 
for questioning the policies of the administration.  31   The response 
was resounding: advocates of academic freedom quickly questioned 
Watson’s judiciousness, objectivity, and tact. One, New York University 
professor Philip W. L. Cox, claimed that Watson was wrong about the 
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situation in the Scarsdale, New York, Edgemont School. If Watson’s 
information on the other situations was “as superficial, unfair and 
contrary to fact,” then the CEF was “encouraging many foolish and 
futile protests.”  32   The information was, in fact, not much better. By 
the end of June, evidence appeared that the requests for intervention 
had been inappropriate in at least three of the four cases, leading 
some to question whether the commission was doing more harm than 
good for academic freedom and the broader goals of the PEA.  33   

 In response to these challenges and a threatened libel lawsuit by 
the principal of Edgemont School, the PEA reorganized the CEF 
that fall and removed Watson from its chairmanship. As Ohio State 
University professor H. Gordon Hullfish, Watson’s replacement, later 
wrote, the commission was to have “a more ambitious, and yet a more 
cautious, approach.”  34   It was to set up regional and local committees 
to investigate and defend academic freedom while the national com-
mittee would carry on educational activities. Members’ participation 
in cases would only be encouraged with the approval of the PEA 
president. Although all PEA members were automatically granted 
membership in the reorganized CEF, participation lagged further. A 
call for donations resulted in fewer than two hundred replies. Efforts 
to establish local and regional academic freedom committees were 
largely unsuccessful, as were attempts to organize summer sessions on 
academic freedom. The defense of teachers threatened with dismissal 
was further doomed by the lack of the funds needed to undertake the 
type of thorough investigations necessary to prevent the recurrence 
of earlier difficulties.  35   By 1940, the PEA Board of Directors agreed 
to Hullfish’s suggestion that the commission be discontinued. In its 
five years of activity, the group was unable to rouse its own members’ 
support, failed in sustaining an effective coordinating body, and gen-
erated more controversy over tactics than support for its principles.  

  Protests and Politics in the AFT 

 Though the AFT took part in the NACAF, its solo efforts for aca-
demic freedom were more significant. Indeed, as the ACLU increas-
ingly focused its efforts on legal challenges, students, and schools as 
public forums, the AFT became the second most prominent associa-
tion in pursuit of academic freedom but one that harbored aspirations 
of becoming the leading voice for both teachers and college faculty. 
In the early 1930s, its Committee on Academic Freedom focused on 
informing the public about the educational need for academic free-
dom, but some began calling for the union to do more, including 
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Florence Hanson, who in 1933 argued that the AFT’s primary role 
should be to protect teachers’ positions.  36   She and others sought more 
militant defense of aggrieved educators and a shift from Linville’s 
disassociation of academic freedom from tenure. Yet before the AFT 
was strong enough to heed her call, it began a long internal fight that 
centered on Linville’s New York Teachers Union (Local 5). Long-
standing concerns over factionalism in Local 5 led Linville and others 
to attempt first to limit Communist members’ influence and then 
to disband and reform the local. When both New York–based and 
national efforts failed, eight hundred members of the local, including 
Linville and almost the entire leadership, left to join the new Teachers 
Guild, a rival teachers union unaffiliated with the AFT. The years of 
struggle, which included accusations that Linville both abandoned 
his democratic principles and failed to defend the academic freedom 
of his opponents, left the New York Teachers Union under the con-
trol of a more radical group than ever before—leadership that would 
play important roles in fights over academic freedom. These years also 
foreshadowed the events to come. In 1936, Yale University Divinity 
School professor Jerome Davis was elected president of the AFT. 
During Davis’s three-year presidency, the AFT fought for academic 
freedom in ways that the union had been previously unable to do. At 
the same time, the New York concerns over factionalism moved to the 
national stage.  37   

 AFT locals passed resolutions supporting academic freedom and 
opposing the Hearst newspaper attacks on teachers and alleged 
Communists in schools. New York Teachers Union remained in 
the forefront of defense work, undertaking, for example, a success-
ful campaign for the reinstatement of Brooklyn College instructor 
Morris Schappes and several colleagues in 1936. The effort, which 
drew on local labor unions, student activists, the ACLU, and other 
organizations, featured widespread public protests and focused on the 
Communist Schappes, though it benefited from the cover provided 
by the concurrent dismissals of non-Communists. To its organizers, 
it demonstrated the benefits of aggressive action. National efforts, at 
first led by Local 5 member Ben Davidson as chair of the renamed 
and expanded National Academic Freedom Committee (NAFC), 
increased, as well. Davidson called for assistance from members across 
the nation, worked with the Legislative Committee to lobby against 
loyalty oaths, arranged for cooperation with the ACLU, and otherwise 
sought to counter superpatriots’ efforts to control school curricula. 
He formed a series of subcommittees on specific topics, including 
tenure, higher education, and the Hearst press. Davidson also began 
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the larger shift toward a protective role for which Hanson had advo-
cated. In the effort, he was somewhat aided by the new National 
Defense Fund, an idea suggested by Hanson in 1933 that was sub-
sequently begun with a small number of voluntary contributions in 
1935. These funds, though, soon proved inadequate. Cooperation 
from locals could be difficult to acquire, but defending aggrieved 
professors and teachers was coming to the fore.  38   

 During Davis’s presidency of the AFT, the rise of more elaborate 
and consistent national activity proved important to the work for aca-
demic freedom. So, too, proved Davis’s personal experiences as a left-
ist educator who was involved in one of the most famous academic 
freedom and tenure cases of the era. In June 1936, Davis learned 
that the Yale Corporation had responded to the Divinity School fac-
ulty’s request that he be reappointed to a three-year term, rather than 
be promoted, by issuing him a one-year terminal contract. Ignoring 
Yale president James Rowland Angell’s warning not to publicize the 
case, Davis requested both AFT and AAUP involvement the follow-
ing fall. The AFT’s effort was multi-pronged but centered on two 
groups, Davidson’s NAFC and the Reappoint Davis Committee, 
which was formed by the vice president of the AFT’s College Section 
with Davis’s approval. The latter was chaired by Amherst College 
economist Colston Warne and included Arnold Shukotoff, a profes-
sor at the College of the City of New York and key leader of Local 5. 
These efforts were vigorous but also conflicted: While investigating 
the situation, both Warne and Shukotoff publicly condemned Yale’s 
actions—the former as one of the authors of a report on the case that 
was included in the  New Republic ’s exposé titled “Yale on Trial.” Their 
combined activities as investigators, vocal defenders of Davis, critics of 
the institution, and campaigners for redress raised serious questions 
about the impartiality of their work and contributed to Yale’s reluc-
tance to engage with them. Moreover, Shukotoff soon appropriated 
the title “College Committee on Academic Freedom” for the group, 
setting it apart from Davidson’s NAFC and exceeding his authority.  39   
Davidson repeatedly complained about Shukotoff’s activities, usurpa-
tion of power, failure to communicate, and lack of cooperation. And, 
though the executive committee called on Shukotoff to work more 
closely with Davidson, in 1937, he replaced Davidson as head of the 
NAFC.  40   

 The College Committee made the first use of the AFT’s Defense 
Fund, though it received less than half of what it requested—and 
even this was enough to overdraw the account.  41   Still, Shukotoff built 
on the successes of Schappes’s defense, organized petition drives, 
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circulated information, and generated publicity and union support on 
Davis’s behalf. Its lengthy investigative report, released in May 1937, 
alleged that the effort to silence Davis dated to 1925 and included 
warnings not to participate in labor activities, denunciations of his 
protests against legislative inquiries into Communism, and expres-
sions of concern that promotion would lead Davis to increase his con-
troversial political activities. The report refuted both the institution’s 
initial claim that financial concerns were at the root of the termina-
tion and its later justification on the basis of Davis’s ineffectiveness as a 
teacher and scholar. Calling the dismissal a “clear case of the violation 
of academic freedom,” it declared that “Prof. Davis is being dropped 
because his economic views, his researches into the nature of the pres-
ent social order, and his activities in the labor movement offended 
wealthy alumni and members of the Yale Corporation.”  42   The union 
saw this report as an important statement on Davis’s behalf, a warn-
ing about the influences of unrestrained capitalism on higher educa-
tion, and a broader plea for the importance of academic freedom. A 
month later, the union organized a picket of 250 educators on Yale’s 
campus demanding and eventually receiving an audience with the 
Yale Corporation. When, two weeks after the picket, Yale provided 
Davis with an extra year’s salary, the union considered it an admission 
of guilt and validation of aggressive action.  43   

 The situation, though, was not so simple. Other organizations had 
likewise weighed in on the case, including the PEA, which agreed 
with the AFT that Davis’ academic freedom had been violated and 
the NEA’s Committee on Tenure, which argued that his tenure had 
been infringed upon.  44   Neither, though, based their reports on thor-
ough investigations of all parties and neither was as integral as the 
AAUP, which in October 1936, reached out to Angell in an effort 
to rectify the situation quietly—an effort that was scuttled when the 
public campaigns on Davis’s behalf made it untenable. Moreover, 
despite AFT claims that its publicity brought the AAUP to the case, 
Warne had initially asked the AAUP to delay its investigation. The 
publicity that he and others generated damaged relations between 
the two organizations and, at first, inhibited AFT vice president 
Maynard Krueger’s efforts to organize college faculty who were also 
members of the AAUP. The publicity almost prevented the AAUP 
from undertaking the investigation at all. Yet Committee A did inves-
tigate: it gathered testimony from Yale administrators and faculty, 
and concluded that Davis’s academic freedom had not been violated 
but that his tenure had. Demonstrating the high stakes and conten-
tious debates, the report proved highly controversial among AAUP 
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leaders. Some found the draft version appropriately restrained and 
objective; others were deeply troubled by its deference to Angell and 
its inability to address all outstanding issues, including the allegations 
published in the  New Republic.  New AAUP general secretary Ralph 
E. Himstead believed that the repeated use of the word “employee” 
to describe Davis’s relationship to the institution did a disservice to 
larger principles of faculty participation. He was among those who 
argued that the case highlighted the need for the AAUP to place 
greater emphasis on defined probationary periods before tenure. 
Lovejoy threatened to dissent from the findings, believing that the 
report needed to be much more definitive in its assignment of blame 
to Angell and Divinity School dean Luther Weigle. These debates 
reflected both the content of the report and the context; AFT activity 
had focused a spotlight on the case, and the AAUP knew its report 
would be viewed in light of the union’s militant stand. The tension 
was between assertiveness and judiciousness in what Lovejoy believed 
was the most important case yet handled.  45   

 The revised version of the Committee A report, published in May 
1937, did not offer an endorsement of Angell and Yale University but 
remained restrained and tempered. Its body presented evidence that 
Angell and Weigle acted inappropriately while the Divinity School 
faculty was preparing to vote on Davis’s promotion. Weigle’s actions 
contributed to the faculty’s decision to recommend a three-year 
contract rather than a full professorship, thereby undermining the 
appropriate faculty role in the process. Still, the committee did not 
conclude that Davis’s academic freedom had been violated, as only 
indirect, rather than direct, pressure had been applied on the faculty. 
While the Divinity School faculty understood that it would be inop-
portune to vote for Davis’s promotion, they still had the opportunity 
to do so. Angell’s opposition had been influenced by Davis’s extra-
mural activities, but the committee was unable to find evidence that 
that opposition was decisive. Still, based on his 12 years at the institu-
tion, Davis was not adequately treated with a one-year terminal con-
tract. His tenure had been abridged. The AAUP council responded 
by resolving that academic tenure was not safe at Yale, and, there-
fore, neither was academic freedom. Without the former, the latter 
was inherently vulnerable.  46   Due to the attention and public protests 
that Davis and the AFT had provoked, the AAUP did not believe 
his return to Yale was feasible but instead sought an additional year’s 
salary. Despite Angell’s disinclination to do so due to the AFT picket 
and the union’s other activities, the institution provided the salary 
in hopes of improving morale in the Divinity School and repairing 
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relations with the AAUP. In ensuing months, both Yale officials and 
AAUP leaders were incensed that the AFT repeatedly claimed credit 
for the payment, even though its activities had almost precluded it. 
Davis complained that the AAUP did not do more to assist him, 
while the AAUP continued to contend that his and the AFT’s actions 
had fundamentally damaged the cause. Still, the AAUP recognized 
that the AFT posed a new danger, especially since some in the asso-
ciation believed AFT claims of victory and admonished the AAUP for 
not having done more.  47   

 When, on the basis of his work in the Davis case, Shukotoff replaced 
Davidson as the head of the NAFC in 1937, he further expanded the 
AFT’s emphasis on the protection of teachers and faculty. His was an 
activist and expansive approach that used union tactics and sought 
to mobilize locals in their efforts on behalf of specific educators. 
He surveyed locals to learn how best the NAFC could support their 
work, as well as to gather information about specific violations, poli-
cies, and practices in their areas. He proposed—and the convention 
passed—a resolution calling on locals to have standing academic free-
dom committees able to respond to violations while also undertaking 
educational work. As had long been the case in the AFT, numerous 
resolutions condemning specific violations of academic freedom were 
likewise proposed and passed at the annual conventions. Echoing 
an idea from Davidson, Shukotoff proposed the creation of a sepa-
rate tenure committee, which, when organized under Philadelphia 
teacher Sara T. Walsh, was charged with studying and working to 
extend teacher tenure and the statewide legislation that could support 
it. Indicative of its efforts—both in their intent and the difficulty in 
undertaking them—was the short-lived bulletin,  Academic Freedom,  
which highlighted on-going cases and broader efforts to establish 
principles.  48   

 The NAFC also drafted, circulated, and rewrote new principles 
for work on academic freedom. First presented at the 1938 conven-
tion and then finalized the following year, these principles explic-
itly linked academic freedom to democracy and argued for the need 
for freedom across school settings. They called for teachers to have 
the ability to study and publish on any topic of their choosing, as 
well as full freedom of expression in the classroom, tempered only 
by the requirements that they identify opinions as such and take into 
account students’ immaturity. They emphasized that teachers should 
have full rights of association and should maintain all of the citizen-
ship rights and freedoms enjoyed by others, including participating 
in political and community activities. The principles then emphasized 
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that the AFT would seek to ensure the “effective participation” of 
teachers in educational, curricular, budgeting, hiring, and promotion 
decisions, as well as in “the determination of their working condi-
tions.” They were approved conditional to the addition of a statement 
on the need for appropriate proceedings before dismissals, including 
formal charges and hearings, with the right to be represented and to 
question witnesses.  49   

 Most importantly, under Shukotoff, the NAFC further increased 
the number of cases it considered to 25 in 1938 and 48 the follow-
ing year. These cases, many of which involved allegations that teach-
ers and professors were dismissed for their union activities, together 
demonstrate both the work of the NAFC and the limitations that it 
faced. For the first time, the NAFC was able to support this work 
with money from a permanent, rather than ad hoc, National Defense 
Fund, created at Shukotoff’s request after his difficulty paying the 
expenses associated with Davis’s case. With the allocation of one cent 
of each AFT member’s dues per month, the NAFC became solvent 
and began distributing money to help defend individual educators. 
The money was limited and intended to supplement locals’ efforts, 
rather than underwrite entire campaigns, a situation that both posed 
difficulties for small and vulnerable locals and precluded working to 
support members-at-large who lacked a local with which to affiliate. 
The fund was also not designed to sustain teachers dismissed from 
their positions; a 1939 effort to create such a resource on a voluntary 
basis netted only ten dollars. Still, over three years, almost $6,500 
was distributing for defense efforts, though not always without con-
troversy. In addition to allegations of the misuse of distributed funds 
and confusion over the types of activities that could be supported, the 
assignment of funds to certain cases was problematic. Frequently, con-
siderations included how it might affect organizing, as it did in 1937, 
when the NAFC weighed whether to protest dismissals in Louisiana 
and West Virginia. The latter case was further problematic, as the 
AFT was unsure how to balance its support for educators’ rights to 
serve on school boards with protests against a college faculty member 
who, as a board member, was responsible for troubling dismissals. 
AFT decisions around academic freedom work could be even more 
political and the AFT was reluctant to distribute Linville’s analysis of 
and protests against loyalty oaths after he left the union. Reports such 
as those written in the Davis case and, for example, following the 
dismissal of Philip O. Keeney from Montana State University, may 
have been strong statements for academic freedom and tenure, but 
they were also expensive to publish and difficult to sell. Postage costs 
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made it prohibitive to distribute them at no charge. Still, Shukotoff 
and others viewed their efforts for academic freedom, and especially 
the several lengthy reports that were produced, as crucial to organiz-
ing in higher education. Shukotoff further understood that he was in 
the midst of a battle for the divided AFT—he was on the left edge 
of a local that would be purged in 1941—and that his efforts for 
academic freedom were aimed at both external critics and internal 
adversaries.  50    

  Formalizing Tenure Procedures 

 Though important, the Davis case was just one of a number of inci-
dents toward the end of the decade that helped set the stage for mod-
ern policies regarding academic freedom and tenure. Indeed, both the 
1915  Declaration of Principles of Academic Freedom and Academic 
Tenure  and 1925  Conference Statement Conference Statement on 
Academic Freedom and Tenure  had included discussions of tenure, 
but the negotiated latter statement had retreated from some of the 
assertions of the former. In not insisting on a set probationary period, 
the AAUP had allowed for the continuation of a permanent class 
of untenured assistant professors and instructors. More broadly, for-
mal tenure procedures and protections were rare into the 1930s.  51   
In 1932, the AAUP’s temporary Committee W on the Conditions 
of Tenure surveyed almost three hundred member institutions and 
found that most academic appointments were for fixed terms, usu-
ally a year. Even at the full professor level, initial appointments were 
for a fixed term at just over half of the responding institutions. Of 
these, the overwhelming majority were for one year. Though some 
institutions indicated the expectation of permanency for faculty at 
the highest level, and occasionally even at lower levels, fewer than half 
had formal procedures for dismissal, and only a quarter had provi-
sions including faculty input. Only eight institutions had formally 
adopted the 1925  Conference Statement.   52   Three years later, when 
Rice Institute surveyed 78 leading institutions on the status of ten-
ure, fewer than 50 percent reported formal written policies. Just more 
than a third had informal policies, although there was great variety in 
what these policies included and little evidence that faculty had any 
real protections.  53   

 In the face of these results, Rice did not initiate a formal tenure 
policy, but other institutions soon did, one of which was implicated in 
its own high-profile alleged violation of academic freedom. In March 
1937, Harvard University issued economics instructors J. Raymond 
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Walsh and Alan Sweezy terminal contracts after their department’s 
faculty failed to recommend their promotion. Although three oth-
ers were also dismissed from the department, Walsh’s and Sweezy’s 
well-known Marxist beliefs and activity in the Cambridge Union of 
University Teachers (AFT Local 431) drew attention to their cause—
attention that Local 431 and the AFT furthered, including through 
the publication of the pamphlet  Harvard’s Liberalism: Myth or Reality.  
The union questioned President Conant’s defense of the dismissals 
as based, first, on the quality of Walsh’s and Sweezy’s work, and, 
later, because other younger faculty had been suggested for promo-
tion ahead of them. Behind the scenes, union members were among 
those who organized a petition—eventually signed by 131 junior 
faculty members—to nine senior professors at the institution asking 
them to request investigations into the dismissals, academic freedom, 
and concerns about administrative authority. When the nine relayed 
the request, Conant acceded and appointed them to investigate and 
report on both the specific dismissals and the larger issues of promo-
tion. The resulting committee, which included eight professors after 
one of the original nine died, found that neither Walsh’s nor Sweezy’s 
academic freedom had been violated but that they had still been mis-
treated. Internal communication problems and Conant’s desire to 
reform appointment policies to end the existence of perpetual junior 
faculty had combined to deprive them of their positions. The com-
mittee raised concerns about Conant’s desire to shorten appointments 
for junior faculty and quickly replace them if they were unlikely to be 
promoted, either due to their own shortcomings or the lack of senior-
level openings in their departments. It further questioned the bases 
for such decisions, noted the importance of diversity of opinions and 
methods within departments, and argued for the necessity of fac-
ulty who carried on work similar to that of Walsh and Sweezy. Each 
of these pointed to further problems with the dismissals, and the 
committee ultimately called for Walsh’s and Sweezy’s reappointment. 
Conant rejected the request as unworkable, and neither Walsh nor 
Sweezy returned to Harvard.  54   

 The committee’s second report, issued in early 1939, addressed 
broader issues of tenure and promotion policy at the institution, not-
ing that they were similar to those affecting other institutions, as 
well as the more general problems of younger professionals on proba-
tionary appointments. The report called for a normalization of ten-
ure procedures, an eight-year up-or-out policy to prevent permanent 
instructorships, the elimination of the rank of assistant professor, and 
a standard salary structure. Departmental faculty committees would 
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formally consider junior faculty members’ teaching and research and 
weigh in on potential promotions, as would external reviewers. When 
a version of the plan was approved, Conant quickly and bluntly imple-
mented it by dismissing ten junior faculty members, including Ernest 
Simmons, the president of the union local. The formalized procedures, 
which grew out of concern over the treatment of Walsh and Sweezy, 
would likely not have helped them.  55   These reports were significant 
at Harvard but also reflect larger trends and concerns. Lovejoy, who 
lauded the initial report as the most similar to a Committee A report 
that he had ever read, argued that it highlighted the need for the 
AAUP to address the length of probationary appointments, some-
thing that the AAUP committee investigating Davis’s dismissal had 
previously noted.  56   It would soon do so through its collaboration with 
the AAC on the 1940  Statement,  collaboration that was informed by 
Harvard’s new policy and a similar effort at Yale.  57   

 As other institutions also took up formalizing tenure and promo-
tion procedures, broader changes ensued, yet difficulties remained 
and could become intertwined with policy creation. The problems 
experienced by specific faculty members could contribute to new 
policies, even though aggrieved individuals did not always benefit 
from them. In 1937, for example, the Howard Teachers Union (AFT 
Local 440) protested the dismissal of Arthur Callis, its president and 
an AFT vice president. It was unable to secure Callis’s reappoint-
ment, but the resulting controversy led the institution to reconsider 
and formalize its tenure procedures. Union members participated in 
key, though informal, roles in the process.  58   And, as at Harvard, the 
implementation of new, formal tenure procedures elsewhere caused 
faculty to lose their positions. One such example is Eric A. Beecroft, 
who was dismissed by the University of California at Los Angeles in 
January 1940, two months after the campus instituted a new tenure 
procedure. In Beecroft’s case, though, his hardship was short-lived. 
In his last report as chair of the NAFC, Shukotoff noted that despite 
the dismissal—which Shukotoff blamed on Beecroft’s liberal progres-
sive activities—Beecroft had assumed a new position at the institu-
tion’s Berkeley campus.  59   Formalized tenure procedures were being 
established, though not without complications.  

  Ralph E. Himstead and the A AUP 

 Despite the aggressive work of the AFT and the engagement of other 
organizations and individuals, the AAUP remained the dominant 
voice on issues related to academic freedom and tenure. Even the 
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slight dip in the number of appeals to Committee A in the middle of 
the decade did little to diminish the organization’s work, as each case 
required substantial correspondence and work. As Hepburn reported 
in late 1937, the committee had handled more active cases during 
the previous summer than it had in any prior break in the academic 
year.  60   The numbers would only grow, from 42 new and 58 total 
cases in 1937 to 52 and 94 in 1938, 60 and 104 in 1939, and 54 and 
108 in 1940.  61   The high numbers of ongoing active cases reflect both 
the demands of the work and the presence of Himstead, a Syracuse 
University law professor who became the first full-time general sec-
retary of the association in 1936. A perfectionist who labored over 
each piece of correspondence and was hesitant to approve reports or 
otherwise finalize investigations, Himstead frequently complained 
about the burden of Committee A work and talked about the need 
for sharing the work with others. Still, he was reluctant to delegate 
or release the work, causing needless delays in an already lengthy and 
deliberative process. The open cases are also indicative of the further 
increase in efforts for negotiation and mediation, rather than investi-
gation. Although Himstead regularly argued that protecting faculty 
and seeking individual redress was beyond the scope of the AAUP, 
the association did increasingly work to such ends. His appointment 
as a full-time general secretary was, in part, aimed at such action. In 
the late 1930s and early 1940s, the AAUP attempted to achieve com-
pensation or redress in almost two-thirds of the cases it received, a 
50 percent increase from the period prior to Himstead’s arrival. Even 
at the height of these negotiations, though, only a minority received 
compensation and extremely few retained their positions.  62   

 Though time-consuming and expensive, the investigations were 
important and continued—the AAUP decreased the number of issues 
of its  Bulletin  from eight to five in 1938 to free up more funds for 
other core work, especially that related to academic freedom and ten-
ure.  63   During Himstead’s first nine years as general secretary, the 
association inquired through correspondence in 36 percent of the 
cases and informally on campus in 17 percent. It undertook formal 
investigations in fewer than 10 percent.  64   In many of these cases, the 
investigative committee failed to find clear evidence that academic 
freedom had been violated. Far more frequently, a faculty mem-
ber’s tenure had been abridged, continuing a long-standing trend in 
findings. In addition to the aforementioned Davis case, the AAUP 
 Bulletin  published reports or notes on 17 cases between 1936 and 
1940. Together they covered a range of issues, including the 1935 
dismissal of Glanville Hicks from Rochester Polytechnic Institute, 
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which Hicks blamed on his leftist politics but the president blamed on 
financial necessity. The committee was unable to determine the true 
cause, but it did find the institution’s system of one-year appoint-
ments to be highly problematic and inimical to best practice. The 
 Bulletin  published a short notice that an instructor at Washington 
State College was improperly dismissed when his recently published 
novel offended key administrators and, in doing so, made a claim for 
the necessity of artistic freedom for faculty members. It warned of the 
inappropriateness of removing someone on an approved leave and of 
local chapters becoming involved in cases after the dismissal of asso-
ciate professor Charles F. Metz from Park College. The administra-
tions of seven institutions were censured: the University of Pittsburgh 
in 1936; North Dakota Agricultural College in 1939; and John B. 
Stetson University, Montana State University, St. Louis University, 
the University of Tennessee, and West Chester State Teachers College 
in 1940.  65   And while this increase in activity emphasized the contin-
ued need for Committee A’s efforts, it offered evidence of progress, 
as well. Only the greater establishment of principles of academic free-
dom and tenure encouraged faculty to come forward when either one 
was violated. 

 These violations—and the difficulty of handling them— 
highlighted the ongoing need for Committee A’s work while, at the 
same time, raised continuing issues of how best to handle it. For 
some, they raised the possibility of working with other organizations 
on shared goals, both in individual cases and more broadly. The AFT 
reached out to the AAUP several times in the aftermath of the Davis 
case, hoping to coordinate activities, share resources, and otherwise 
work more closely. Though willing to meet, the AAUP was wary of 
entanglements with the union both for philosophical reasons and out 
of the aforementioned mistrust generated by the Davis case. The AFT 
was, to the AAUP leaders, biased, too aggressive, and unable to disas-
sociate itself from its larger political goals. Lovejoy, a longtime oppo-
nent of faculty unionization, argued that the appropriate cooperation 
would be somewhat different: the AFT confining itself to K–12 and 
junior college issues, leaving higher education to the AAUP. Even 
when the AAUP reluctantly agreed to send representatives to meet 
with the AFT, the two organizations viewed the results differently. 
The AFT trumpeted their cooperation and similarities, while the 
AAUP believed that the meeting highlighted their incompatibility. 
The latter formally voted not to publish the meeting minutes or any 
comparison of the two organizations’ work. Himstead complained 
that dealing with the AFT was delaying more important work, and, 
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increasingly, AAUP leaders were wary that the union was trying to 
supplant, rather than work with, their association. The fear was not 
without merit. Davis foresaw the AAUP becoming the AFT’s higher 
education wing, and Shukotoff wrote about this vision in his organiz-
ing materials.  66   

 At the same time, the pressure on the AAUP to define, defend, and 
extend its activities increased. Responding to the difficulties caused 
by the AFT and larger concerns of the professoriate, the 1937 annual 
meeting concluded with an almost daylong symposium and forum 
titled “What the American Association of University Professors Is 
and What It Is Not.” Participants discussed the differences between 
the association and a union and debated the appropriate roles for 
the AAUP to play. Some expressed hope that the association would 
become more active, thereby minimizing the gains made by the AFT. 
Others lauded unions more broadly but argued that any move toward 
unionization would diminish the AAUP’s standing and effective-
ness. Tyler, the former general secretary who participated via letter 
due to illness, disclaimed the term “employee” and called the AFT’s 
approach “so fundamentally contrary to our own that mere recon-
ciliation of the two would be as futile as mixing oil and water.” The 
letter was a piece that Himstead would contend should be “required 
reading,” but it was just one of the many that demonstrated both 
the AAUP’s concern for its appropriate professional role and the 
larger professoriate’s consideration of AFT-style organizing.  67   For the 
AAUP, the AFT provided an impediment, as some were drawn away 
from the AAUP to affiliate with labor. At the same time, others saw 
the rise of the AFT as evidence of the AAUP’s value as a professional 
association.  

  The 1940 STATEMENT 

 If, in the late 1930s, the AFT was the AAUP’s primary rival in 
efforts to appeal to faculty, the AAC was its primary counterpart in 
attempting to reform policies and principles. Yet before the AAUP 
and the AAC could work together to rewrite the 1925  Conference 
Statement,  the AAC had to re-enter the field after having discon-
tinued its Commission on Academic Freedom and Academic Tenure 
in 1929. In 1934, the AAC took this step, noting both the recent 
dismissals of several college presidents and the economic-related 
dismissals of college professors. At the organization’s 1934 annual 
meeting, executive secretary Robert L. Kelly argued that the AAUP 
was not concerned with the former and was perhaps too interested 
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in the latter. The renewed commission consulted with the AAUP, 
hoping to avoid difficult situations between professors and college 
presidents. While Kelly assured members that it would not look to 
antagonize relationships and would not have the power to under-
take its own investigations, he did note that founding the commission 
was a “precautionary measure” in case issues arose.  68   Although the 
commission’s reestablishment foretold the possibility of handling dif-
ficulties and working together toward mutually beneficial ends, the 
potential for conflict was also clear. The selection of the new commis-
sion chairman, Wesleyan University president James L. McConaughy, 
who believed that the AAUP was too quick to find fault with college 
administrations and who was considered imperious even by those who 
shared his perspectives, guaranteed that this conflict would occur.  69   

 Walter Wheeler Cook, AAUP general secretary from 1933 to 
1935, helped initiate cooperative work, including telling the 1935 
AAC annual convention that they were “partners in this common 
enterprise” and calling for greater consultation between the organi-
zations.  70   This sentiment was somewhat shared by the commission, 
which urged the AAUP to communicate with the college associa-
tion in the case of impending trouble at a member institution. It 
also requested that the AAUP include college faculty, not just uni-
versity faculty, on investigative committees involving AAC institu-
tions. Four months later, McConaughy reported to the AAC that 
the AAUP had contacted the commission about three cases, two of 
which were quickly settled. The third appeared to be of little con-
cern.  71   While this initial report indicated promise for future work, 
relations between the two groups quickly deteriorated. McConaughy 
was hopeful of intervening in AAUP investigations and preventing 
negative reports of AAC institutions, but his overbearing personality 
caused a rift that threatened future cooperation. Representatives from 
the two associations convened their first official meeting toward the 
end of 1935. In a gathering that Walter P. Metzger termed “explo-
sive,” McConaughy castigated AAUP efforts as unfair to the AAC 
and charged that the professors’ association was unsympathetic to 
colleges. Though the intervention of other college presidents allowed 
the cooperation to continue, it remained plagued by difficulties 
related to McConaughy’s demands and personality.  72   By early 1937, 
these efforts around cases were beginning to break down, despite 
some early successes in sharing information and reaching settlements. 
In April, as the AAUP prepared to release its report on Park College, 
McConaughy complained that the AAUP was violating an agreement 
not to pursue cases that he did not believe warranted investigation. 
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Himstead denied any such agreement, and other AAUP leaders wor-
ried that McConaughy sought veto power over AAUP activities. In 
the ensuing weeks, the AAUP abandoned thoughts of undertaking 
joint investigations and decided to limit the information that they 
would share with the AAC. Amid ongoing tensions, McConaughy 
attributed the AAUP’s hesitance to cooperate to some of its own 
members’ push for greater aggressiveness. Although McConaughy’s 
personality was a significant part of the problem, AAUP leaders did 
need to move cautiously to avoid alienating its members in light of the 
AFT’s more militant actions.  73   

 Yet a second strand of the two associations’ work—rewriting the 
1925  Conference Statement —continued and appeared to receive 
a boost when McConaughy stepped down from the commission’s 
chairmanship to assume the AAC’s presidency in 1937. The effort 
was spurred by institutions’ resounding failure to adopt the 1925 
 Conference Statement,  worries about its tone, and the lingering con-
cern over the inclusion of treason as a justification for dismissal. 
When the AAC first suggested convening to meet and reformulate 
the statement, many AAUP leaders feared that the AAC sought to 
restrict freedoms through further definition and also to make it easier 
to dismiss faculty in times of financial difficulties. AAUP president 
Carlson, though, recognized the opportunity to reinforce the prin-
ciples and help increase protections, and the AAUP agreed to do 
so. When, amid the swirling controversies over policies and protec-
tions in the aftermath of the Davis case, Brown University president 
Henry M. Wriston took over the commission, the AAUP seized the 
opportunity to work with someone whom it viewed as progressive 
and favorable to academic freedom. Still, the negotiations remained 
tense and Himstead remained distrustful. Indeed, the negotiations 
almost broke down multiple times, including even before the first 
official meeting in 1937, when Himstead accused the AAC of failing 
to submit its promised proposed revisions. McConaughy’s continuing 
involvement in the conferences further fostered ongoing difficulties 
but was not entirely unwelcomed by Himstead, who viewed him as 
typical of the domineering presidents who headed small denomina-
tional colleges. He believed that McConaughy’s approach would pre-
vent the AAUP from naïvely giving away too much.  74   

 When the proposed revisions were presented at the first confer-
ence, many proved uncontroversial and basic agreements on many 
principles were reached. Two issues, one involving academic free-
dom and one involving tenure, were much more difficult to man-
age. As some in the AAUP had feared, the AAC sought to revise the 
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provisions for freedom in extramural utterances, a key point of con-
tention in the many cases that had been brought to the AAUP. While 
maintaining 1925 language assuring professors’ rights to speak freely 
outside their fields, the presidents called for limitations to faculty 
expression on their topics of expertise. Recognizing professors’ influ-
ence in society and the likelihood that any professorial speech would 
be linked to a faculty member’s institution, the proposals called for 
restrictions based on institutional commitments and professional 
integrity. In response to these proposed limits, the AAUP’s John M. 
Maguire agreed to redraft the language and submit the revised state-
ment to both parties. The resulting suggestions noted that faculty 
rights came with “special obligations” of restraint, responsibility, and 
attention to the welfare of their institutions. It was met with vehe-
ment opposition within the AAUP negotiating committee, with one 
member, Ralph L. Dewey, suggesting that the AAUP might as well 
“cave completely.”  75   Importantly, both Maguire’s draft and the reac-
tion to it were informed by the recent controversy at Yale. Maguire 
believed that Davis was in the minority of “inconsiderate” faculty 
whose needs did not outweigh those of the responsible majority. 
Cook, Ralph Dewey, and William T. Laprade, Duke University histo-
rian and Committee A chairman, philosophically disagreed and also 
recognized the difficulty posed by Davis’s case. They countered that 
such backtracking on extramural utterances would further the AFT’s 
cause to the AAUP’s detriment.  76   Still, as it had agreed, the AAUP 
brought Maguire’s draft to the next meeting, held in 1938, and was 
able to negotiate a modification to lessen its impact somewhat by 
replacing a series of “musts” with “shoulds.” More promising for the 
AAUP, the primary concern was seemingly resolved when Wriston 
suggested—and AAUP representatives readily agreed—that enforce-
ment of the provision should remain in the hands of individual pro-
fessors themselves.  77   

 Just as important were the concerns over tenure, which had 
become pressing. Himstead, especially, had come to believe that the 
separation of tenurable from long-term but temporary faculty, as rec-
ognized in the 1925  Conference Statement,  was inherently problem-
atic; he lobbied for a single agreed-upon track with a set probationary 
period. With the difficulties of the Depression as a backdrop and 
the specific experiences in the Davis case as a further spur, he was 
able to convince his colleagues of the need for a defined probationary 
period. With the rise of the AFT, which was arguing for a three-year 
probationary period, Himstead and his colleagues agreed to argue for 
a five-year probationary period—substantially shorter than ten years 
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early AAUP leaders would have considered, but close enough to the 
AFT’s proposal that it might prevent junior faculty from abandoning 
the AAUP for the union. At the 1938 meeting, AAC representatives 
acknowledged the benefits of tenure and sought flexible, rather than 
set, timelines. In the end, though, the AAUP and AAC agreed to a 
modified six-year tenure clock as standard practice, with provisions 
for faculty to earn credit for service at prior institutions.  78   

 In ensuing months, the AAUP readily endorsed this compromise 
statement but, this time, the AAC demurred. When Wriston intro-
duced the proposed statement to the AAC convention several months 
later, he argued that it was an improvement over the 1925  Conference 
Statement  and supported its endorsement as a nonbinding statement 
of principles. In describing the specific provisions, he highlighted that 
self-enforcement on extramural speech was not a substantial change—
Himstead had informed him that only Davis’s case had raised the 
analogous provision from the 1925  Conference Statement,  and the 
AAUP had determined it was not implicated. Wriston also argued 
that the self-enforcement clause provided protection for professors 
but, significantly, also provided protections for institutions. Echoing 
A. Lawrence Lowell’s contention from the trials of the World War I 
period, he noted that without any control over teachers’ extramural 
speech, colleges could not be held responsible for what they said.  79   
Wriston further acknowledged that his own views on the probation-
ary path to tenure had changed due to the difficulties associated with 
the Depression. Hoping to protect instructors from unemployment 
during dire financial times, institutions retained faculty on repeated 
appointments even though they were undeserving of promotion. The 
proposed policy would force colleges and universities to “do the most 
difficult of all things—namely make up their minds.”  80   These argu-
ments were not enough to sway the conservative president of Earlham 
College, William Cullen Dennis, a participant in the negotiations 
who almost derailed the process several times.  81   Dennis attacked the 
new provisions, leading to a proposed amendment to strike the self-
enforcement statement and to the ultimate deferral of action on the 
proposed statement for a year. At that time, the AAC approved a 
revised version excluding both the provision for self-enforcement and 
a set probationary period prior to tenure.  82   

 The revisions offered and approved at the 1940 AAC convention 
almost ended the negotiations and precluded the 1940  Statement.  
Himstead was particularly incensed by the elimination of a set proba-
tionary period in the AAC version, claiming that the revision undercut 
the entire statement, jeopardized academic freedom, and threatened 
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to leave some faculty without any security for their entire careers. 
He blamed the revisions, in part, on Conant’s new involvement in 
the commission and Conant’s larger emphasis on up-or-out proce-
dures, rather than on those based purely on length of service. In his 
correspondence with Wriston, Himstead questioned the AAC’s com-
mitment to the process and argued that since the AAUP had already 
given ground on extramural speech issues, it was incumbent upon the 
AAC to give way on a set probationary period.  83   The two sides even-
tually agreed to meet in November 1940 in hopes of settling linger-
ing disputes and rescuing the process. In Wriston’s absence, Himstead 
worked with Dennis to find a solution to the complaints about the 
self-enforcement provision. In response to Dennis’s demands for an 
impartial tribunal to determine if extramural utterances could be the 
basis for dismissal, Himstead offered the use of hearings as described 
in the included tenure procedures. The final document included the 
clause on self-enforcement agreed upon in 1938 but with the inter-
pretation that faculty speech could be rightfully considered as long 
as due process was followed. While Himstead viewed the change as 
insignificant at the time, the addition of the explanatory footnote 
allowed extramural utterances to be considered as a basis for faculty 
termination. The two sides likewise agreed to reinstate a fixed proba-
tionary period—though Himstead conceded an additional year to set 
the standard at seven years—with the AAC recognizing that Wriston 
had accurately identified institutional benefits.  84   

 In 1941, both the AAC and the AAUP endorsed the 1940 
 Statement of Principles on Academic Freedom and Tenure.  In so doing, 
the two associations eliminated the notion of treason from explicit 
consideration and agreed that professors should have the right to 
free extramural speech—but, as Wriston noted, with the “unequivo-
cal recognition of special obligations on the part of the teacher as a 
citizen.”  85   While educators were granted freedom in teaching, their 
classroom discussion of controversial topics unrelated to the subject 
matter was not protected. Professors had the right to research and 
publish, though they needed institutional approval if they were to 
receive payment for such work. To safeguard these freedoms, writ-
ten terms of appointment, a fixed probationary period of no more 
than seven years, and due notice for dismissal prior to tenure were 
endorsed; financial exigency as an excuse for dismissal was to be 
“demonstrably  bona fide. ” Finally, teachers dismissed for cause were 
to be provided due process, including hearings before both faculty 
committees and governing boards when possible. Although the two 
associations did not have the authority to bind institutions to these 
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provisions, they subsequently became the basis for almost all ensuing 
academic freedom and tenure policies and procedures.  86   

 Since the initial agreement between representatives from the AAC 
and AAUP, more than two hundred additional organizations have 
endorsed the 1940  Statement,  providing evidence of the widespread 
support for the document in the academic community. This does not, 
however, mean that the principles and procedures were unproblematic. 
The AAC and AAUP have added footnotes to the statement several 
times, demonstrating the need to clarify the meanings of ambigu-
ous (and gender-specific) language. The tenure provisions and fixed 
probationary period somewhat standardized promotion and dismissal 
practices, though the prominence of contingent faculty in the mod-
ern era has reinstituted a form of the two-tier structure that Himstead 
found troubling and that the set probationary period was intended to 
end. Moreover, as debates in recent decades have shown, there is no 
unanimity of belief in the appropriateness of tenure in a changing 
academy. Indeed, the agreement failed to protect the most radical 
and endangered of faculty by allowing extramural considerations to 
be considered in dismissal hearings.  87   The 1940  Statement  was the 
crucial step toward establishing academic freedom and tenure, even if 
it did not guarantee all for which some might have hoped.  

  Communism, Anti-Communism, 
and Academic Freedom at the 

End of the Decade 

 As the negotiations leading the 1940  Statement  took place, an array 
of actors from across the political spectrum continued and expanded 
their attacks on subversion in education. Dilling undertook a series 
of inquiries into radicalism in American higher education, each time 
claiming to uncover the Communist indoctrination that she so fre-
quently alleged. Walter S. Steele’s  National Republic  offered repeated 
warnings of “The Enemy Within Our Gates,” and, in its pages, 
Dan W. Gilbert argued that radicals hid behind academic freedom 
as they corrupted “the youth of the land with communist, free love 
and other un-American propaganda.” He continued, “According to 
the radical idea of ‘academic freedom,’ ‘sewer psychologists’ have an 
inalienable ‘right’ to draw pay from American parents while they 
spread propaganda among students of tax-supported universities!”  88   
With Gilbert, Hearst’s newspapers, and others helping to stoke fears, 
legislative inquiries continued and expanded, including in Florida, 
where the legislature investigated alleged subversion at the Florida 
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State College for Women. More centrally, under the leadership of 
US Representative Martin Dies, the House Un-American Activities 
Committee inquired into Communist infilitration across the nation, 
examining whether teachers and faculty were indoctrinating students 
and considering whether the activist student movement was evidence 
of a larger plot to disrupt the nation. It heard testimony about sub-
version among college leaders, inquired into reports of Communist 
teachers in Detroit, and queried how University of Kansas student 
Don Henry transformed from an apolitical student to a radical who 
lost his life while fighting against Fascism in Spain. It also spurred 
the further development of state and local investigations, such as that 
undertaken by the Tenney Committee in California.  89   The most dam-
aging of these investigations, that by the Rapp-Coudert Committee 
in New York, was launched in 1940 following the substantial con-
troversy of English philosopher Bertrand Russell’s appointment to a 
faculty position at City College, an appointment that was withdrawn 
and defunded in the face of charges that Russell’s views on marriage 
and free love would corrupt impressionable students. Pressured by 
the investigation and its findings of widespread Communist infiltra-
tion, the New York Board of Education launched its own inquiry, 
ultimately dismissing 20 faculty members for conduct unbecoming, 
causing another 11 to resign, and simply not reappointing others. 
Among them was Schappes, who had survived the earlier attempt 
to dismiss him through the help of AFT Local 5 and the support 
of the ACLU. By 1941, though, the alignment of anti-Communist 
forces was different and the defense of leftist educators less successful. 
Found guilty of perjury based on his testimony denying knowledge 
of active Communists at his institution, Schappes served 13 months 
in prison.  90   

 Concerns over radicalism affected both the freedom of hetero-
dox educators and the ways in which organizations sought to define 
and protect such freedom. At the heart of many of the debates was 
whether Stalinists were committed by their affiliation to preordained 
ideas and activities or whether they were intellectually free to pur-
sue authentic research and undertake teaching. The extant divides 
and concerns were heightened when the Soviet Union signed its 
nonaggression pact with Adolph Hitler’s Germany in August 1939, 
thereby irreparably fracturing the political left. These concerns over 
Communists also helped shape organizational responses to the chal-
lenges facing educators. In March 1939, Columbia University profes-
sor Franz Boas formed the American Committee for Democracy and 
Intellectual Freedom (ACDIF) in recognition of the threats posed by 
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the rise of fascism in Europe and reactionary pressures in the United 
States. The ACDIF sponsored public discussions about the dangers 
of anti-Semitism and warned of racist and anti-Semitic teaching in 
American schools. It also opposed the work of the Dies Committee 
and warned of the dangers of the war in Europe. The organization 
hosted a discussion entitled “Science, Education and Civil Liberties” 
at the 1939 World’s Fair in New York, supported the rights of leftist 
students, and was lauded by activists including Davis and PEA presi-
dent W. Carson Ryan.  91   The ACDIF’s National Committee included 
numerous prominent educators and advocates of academic freedom, 
including Milwaukee State Teachers College’s Baker and University 
of North Carolina president Frank P. Graham, the AAUP’s Carlson 
and Samuel A. Mitchell, and the AFT’s Harold Groves and Paul H. 
Douglas, both of whom urged the union to be more militant in its 
defense of academic freedom.  92   The ACDIF was not, however, uni-
versally welcomed by supporters of academic freedom. In May 1939, 
John Dewey announced the formation of the Committee for Cultural 
Freedom (CCF), which was specifically opposed to Boas’s organiza-
tion. While the ACDIF condemned fascism, anti-Semitism, and racial 
discrimination, its failure to condemn Communism led Dewey and 
other prominent academics to reject the group. The CCF counted 
educational leaders—including the AFT’s Counts, the ACLU’s John 
Haynes Holmes and William Kilpatrick, and the AAUP’s Lovejoy—
among its supporters. Indeed, the AAUP as an organization refused 
to endorse the ACDIF’s manifesto as it mentioned only the totali-
tarianism of Germany and Italy but was silent on that of the Soviet 
Union.  93   

 The existence of these organizations points to the anxiety not 
only over totalitarian governments and policies in Europe but also 
over potential threats in the United States. These same fears led to 
decisive changes within two of the organizations that had been most 
prominent in supporting academic freedom for leftist educators, the 
AFT and the ACLU. During Davis’s presidency, the AFT had under-
taken its most aggressive action for academic freedom and tenure, but 
factionalism and mistrust continued to plague the organization. In 
1939, Counts defeated Davis with the backing of liberal and Socialist 
anti-Communists in a meeting that began as the nonaggression pact 
between Germany and the Soviet Union became public. He spent the 
next year consolidating support, and, in 1940, the anti-Communist 
slate of candidates swept the organization’s executive council, setting 
the stage for the 1941 revocation of the charters of New York Teachers 
Union, Philadelphia Teachers Union, and New York College Teachers 
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Union, as well as the concurrent removal of constitutional protec-
tions for Communists and others “subject to totalitarian control.” 
These activities were highly contested within the union—particularly 
by the majority of its college faculty members who voted against the 
expulsions—but were justified by Counts and others based on their 
belief that the locals were dominated by Communist cliques that used 
the locals to their own political ends.  94   

 The repercussions of these struggles affected academic freedom 
both directly and indirectly. Though the NAFC had initially cam-
paigned for Russell’s appointment at City College and the union had 
protested against legislative inquiries in New York and elsewhere, 
things soon changed. When Shukotoff was removed from leadership 
of the NAFC in 1940, he began impeding the efforts of his replace-
ment, Alice Hanson. When his local was expelled from the union, 
he and Bella Dodd continued to challenge the AFT and ultimately 
set up their own academic committee under the auspices of the New 
York Federation of Teachers. Hanson soon accused them of interfer-
ing with her work to the detriment of aggrieved educators, just as 
the AAUP had done a few years earlier. Moreover, Dodd was among 
the driving forces behind the protests of legislative inquiries in New 
York and the defense of radical teachers. When her local was expelled, 
AFT efforts on their behalf subsided. The union’s executive council 
resolved against the tactics used by the Rapp-Coudert Committee but 
did not question its legitimacy. The AFT’s charges against its locals 
further spurred the efforts, and AFT members and former members 
testified against Communists in the schools. Political divides in the 
union had again influenced the AFT’s work for heterodox educators, 
and Communists no longer received the support that the AFT had 
once provided.  95   

 In the late 1930s, the ACLU continued to entertain cases of aca-
demic freedom, as it had in the preceding years. Uninterested in mere 
violations of tenure, the organization tracked alleged cases involving 
freedom of speech or political activities of teachers, offering its ser-
vices in a handful of cases each year. As in previous years, the work was 
heavily orchestrated out of its New York offices, with the Committee 
on Academic Freedom providing advice and consent rather than 
direct action. During the final years of the decade, the organization 
supported the legal efforts of librarian Keeney at the Montana State 
University and Russell in New York, among others. However, the 
ACLU noted that colleges and universities remained adept at hiding 
causes for dismissal, and, with its own emphasis on civil liberties, it 
left most cases to other organizations. Exemplifying its continuing 
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interest in larger educational and religious issues, the ACLU remained 
the organization most interested in student rights; was active in pur-
suing legal action in support of Jehovah’s Witnesses who refused to 
salute the American flag in schools; and published revised versions 
of  The Gag on Teaching  in 1936, 1937, and 1940.  96   Yet, just as the 
AFT struggled with Communist intrigue, the ACLU’s long-standing 
defense of the rights of Communists, including Communist faculty, 
wavered just prior to World War II. Although the organization con-
tinued to be interested in academic freedom, Red Scare pressures and 
growing concerns over the autonomy of Communist Party mem-
bers led the ACLU to several controversial actions—including bar-
ring Communists and supporters of other totalitarian groups from 
holding leadership positions in the ACLU. Also significant was its 
tepid response to the Rapp-Coudert Committee’s investigations. 
Some influential members, including Sidney Hook—the drafter of 
its principles on academic freedom—and Reinhold Niebuhr, argued 
that Communist Party members were unfit for teaching positions, 
while others remained committed to ideals of free political associa-
tion for teachers. The New York branch of the ACLU supported the 
teachers under investigation by providing occasional legal assistance. 
Ultimately, however, the national organization protested some of the 
methods of the Rapp-Coudert Committee but, like the AFT, not its 
right to investigate. In light of the investigations, the ACLU con-
ceded that any educators who committed perjury, used false names, 
or were deceptive about their involvement in political activities had 
failed to live up to scholarly standards and could rightfully be dis-
missed. Further, it argued that while neither membership in a legal 
organization nor espousal of controversial beliefs was grounds for 
dismissal, such membership or beliefs could be considered as part 
of larger investigations into disruptive behavior. Uncertain about the 
appropriate response to the Communist threat, the ACLU ultimately 
retreated from its strongest stands in support of academic freedom.  97    

  Conclusion 

 The years before World War II were years of both hope and disap-
pointment, of advances and backtracking. They saw some of the 
strongest defenses of academic freedom for heterodox educators that 
had ever been undertaken, yet some of the very individuals and orga-
nizations that rallied for the academic freedom of some educators 
occasionally hesitated when called upon to defend the rights of oth-
ers. The AAUP continuously fended off challenges both that it was 
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too much like a union and that it should act more like a union; it 
was viewed as both too aggressive and not aggressive enough. The 
AFT significantly increased its defense activities, created a National 
Defense Fund, and committed to the cause in new and important 
ways. Yet the same forces that brought about these strides eventually 
splintered the union. The purge of Communists in the early 1940s 
demonstrated the conflicted state of academic freedom. The ACLU, 
which emphasized legal activity and public protest, similarly struggled 
with Communism, eventually offering lukewarm support for appro-
priate investigative procedures rather than a defense of fundamental 
rights and core values. Even the 1940  Statement —the most promis-
ing development of the years prior to World War II and a crucial 
accomplishment for establishing ideas central to modern American 
higher education—ultimately failed to protect the faculty members 
most in need of protection. Procedural protections and tenure could 
do little to affect hiring decisions or otherwise guarantee freedoms 
for those at the lowest ranks, especially when the professoriate was 
conflicted about the extent to which some of its members should have 
freedom to pursue their political ends. 

 The increased pressures on academic freedom led educational and 
related organizations to understand that that they could not protect 
academic freedom on their own. Defending academic freedom was 
expensive and time-consuming, and its foes—including some patri-
otic and business groups—were well-funded and well-organized. At 
the same time, the educational organizations struggled to overcome 
their own interests to work together. Individual frictions and personal 
jealousies interfered with the achievement of common aims. Desirous 
of independence, occupied with other tasks, and worried about com-
petition, organizations’ frequent efforts at sustained collaboration 
were often only partially successful. The multiple investigations that 
frequently resulted both exacerbated tensions, as they did in the Davis 
case, and further pointed to the need for better cooperation toward 
shared goals. Yet the goals were not always shared, and the competing 
notions of appropriate professorial behavior and organizational poli-
tics inhibited a united front for academic freedom and tenure. 

 Still, great strides were made, due in part to the very conflict over 
professional and union approaches for academic freedom and tenure. 
Most significant, the AAUP and AAC cooperated on the develop-
ment of new principles and policies for academic freedom amid the 
ongoing rivalry between the AAUP and the AFT. The Davis case 
and the surrounding concerns helped shape the issues that were con-
sidered, the language that was used, and the compromises that were 
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agreed upon. They were an incitement to act and a brake on conces-
sions. Ultimately, the widespread endorsement of the 1940  Statement  
was a vital step in the development of modern higher education. 
Never before had academic freedom been so widely recognized as a 
core value—and never before had the basis for permanent academic 
employment been so fully articulated and agreed upon. Conditions 
of faculty work were fundamentally changed. Yet, even as the AAUP 
and the AAC were negotiating the procedural protections and con-
ditions of employment that would mark academic life in the ensu-
ing decades, the very real threats to heterodox faculty were revealing 
themselves. Though the protections changed the form and nature of 
employment, offering security to those who could survive up-or-out 
tenure policies, they were not enough to protect the most challenging 
of faculty either in the moment or in the trying years ahead.  
   



     Conclusion   

   Academic freedom has been called the “glue that holds the univer-
sity together,” “a fundamental value for a university in a free society,” 
“the raison d’être for the professorate,” and the “basis for the high 
moral ground from which the university community speaks.”  1   In 
the 1957  Sweezy v. New Hampshire  decision, United States Supreme 
Court Chief Justice Earl Warren wrote that without it, “our civiliza-
tion will stagnate and die.”  2   Yet, despite the widespread acknowledg-
ment that faculty freedoms to teach, research, and pursue the full 
rights of citizenship are core aspects of American higher education 
and fundamental to the creation, preservation, and dissemination of 
knowledge, such was not always the case. It was in the decades lead-
ing up to World War II that American academics established mod-
ern understandings of academic freedom and the procedures that 
would come to protect it. Academic freedom went from being widely 
panned as a claim for special privilege to a recognized, if not always 
secure, feature of academic life. Tenure transformed from an informal 
understanding for a select few to formal policies endorsed for many; 
the existence of a perpetual staff of instructors and assistants was 
renounced by both the professoriate and institutional leaders. It was 
through the activities of individual educators such as John Dewey and 
Arthur Lovejoy—and, more importantly, the associations that they 
led and served—that these understandings developed, were refined, 
were negotiated, and were ultimately endorsed. The period was one 
in which, according to inaugural Association of American Colleges 
(AAC) president Robert L. Kelly there existed “a more or less blind 
American faith in the efficacy of organizations,” and some of those 
organizations proved vital to establishing academic freedom.  3   

 The path from the AAC’s denouncing of the American Association 
of University Professors’ (AAUP) claims for professorial rights to 
becoming its partner in the landmark 1940  Statement of Principles 
on Academic Freedom and Tenure  was neither direct nor easy. Both 
parties experienced shifts in membership and contests over how best 
to serve their members’ interests. Yet, over the course of 25 years, 
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these and other associations interested in the topic coalesced around 
a set of ideas. With the AAUP as the central organization but others 
both feeding off and contributing to it, educators and civil libertar-
ians came to understand that college and university faculty needed to 
retain their freedoms to teach, undertake research, disseminate their 
findings, and exercise their rights as citizens. Yet, as multiple organi-
zations noted by the late 1930s, these rights were not without limits. 
Freedom in classroom teaching did not mean that all topics could 
be discussed without concern for their relevance or the audience. 
Freedom in research did not negate the need for a scholarly approach. 
Retaining rights of citizenship did not mean that faculty could not be 
held accountable if their speech or activities raised serious concerns 
about their fitness for their positions. As the hysterias around war and 
Communism demonstrated in the era and have since, violating these 
restrictions could be met with severe consequences. 

 Despite its leading role in defining and promoting both academic 
freedom and tenure, the AAUP was frequently criticized for its mea-
sured approach to cases and its failure to achieve the reinstatement 
of dismissed faculty members. Investigative reports appeared months 
after dismissals, often generated little publicity, and seldom had an 
effect on the specific cases under consideration. This impotence and 
dilatoriness, as it was at times called, was a key factor in other groups 
becoming involved in these issues, though with their own interests, 
agendas, and motivations. The involvement of these additional orga-
nizations, in turn, influenced the future understandings and protec-
tions. Still, while the criticisms of delays may have been appropriate, 
the professors’ association neither viewed itself as nor claimed to be 
a defense organization. Early in its history, it specifically disavowed 
interest in individual cases. Only members calls for militancy and the 
pressures of the Depression pushed it to work for specific redress. 
While some urged for action along union lines, leadership demurred. 
Instead, the AAUP maintained its emphasis on professional status by 
quietly working with administrators to prevent dismissals, many of 
which involved violations of tenure but not academic freedom. The 
AAUP believed it could provide its greatest service to professors as 
a whole—and eventually to individual professors—by avoiding con-
frontation as much as possible and resorting to public statements only 
after careful consideration and the exhaustion of other options. 

 Other organizations were far more interested in quick action and 
public protest, even as the AAUP argued that such activities inter-
fered with its ability to resolve cases successfully. The American 
Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) identified this publicity as a central 
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element of its plan of action in 1924, and the American Federation 
of Teachers (AFT) assumed an activist defensive role as the 1930s 
progressed. Working together and on their own, the two organiza-
tions publicly protested firings, called on members to participate in 
letter-writing campaigns, and urged other liberal and labor organiza-
tions to object to wrongful terminations. The Progressive Education 
Association (PEA) similarly implored the members of its Commission 
on Educational Freedom to send protest letters to schools and col-
leges as soon as it received word of an alleged violation. These vigor-
ous activities could be problematic, however, as the ACLU, AFT, and 
PEA each generated concern by protesting dismissals based on allega-
tions rather than determinations of fact. Quick public protests could 
not only alienate administrators but also could offend members and 
damage organizations when the actions were discovered to be unwar-
ranted. For the PEA, these missteps could not be overcome. 

 The tensions between protecting individuals and pursuing prin-
ciples, as well as between pursuing quick public action or deliberate 
investigation and quiet mediation, were most apparent in the battles 
between the AFT and the AAUP in the late 1930s. The Jerome Davis 
case and the AFT’s appeal to younger faculty placed pressure on the 
slower-moving AAUP, ultimately contributing both to its efforts 
to again negotiate with the AAC and to the 1940  Statement  that 
resulted. Both the AAUP and AAC believed that their negotiations 
could limit the AFT’s further influence in higher education, a shared 
goal for organizations that believed unionization was antithetical to 
professionalization and would forestall disinterested research on con-
tested social, political, and economic issues. The 1940  Statement  that 
emerged from these principled and politicized challenges established 
a professional notion of academic freedom. It also offered a set of pro-
tections that were built around the security of positions and based on 
an understanding that faculty were the best arbiters of faculty mem-
bers’ fitness for continuation. These were simultaneously important 
claims that affected faculty work and faculty workers, and incom-
plete agreements. They remained open to some of the same sting-
ing criticisms that Alexander Meiklejohn offered of the 1915  General 
Declaration of Principles of Academic Freedom and Academic Tenure : 
protecting academic freedom primarily through tenure procedures 
and security of position does nothing to offset repression through 
hiring decisions, and relying on faculty to police their ranks pre-
sumes characteristics and ethics that may not be present.  4   Certainly, 
the experiences of World War I and the repeated Red Scares dem-
onstrated that challenges to freedoms could come from within the 
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professoriate. Additionally, although the 1940  Statement  called for 
academic freedom for probationary or temporary faculty, no mecha-
nisms were in place for its enforcement. Moreover, the seeming end 
of perpetuating annual appointments was not an unambiguous good 
for instructors and assistants who found themselves without renewals 
under a new system that forced institutions to make decisions based 
on permanency rather than continuation. 

 Despite the validity of these criticisms—and the related concerns 
about effects of these new understandings and policies on the most 
heterodox among the faculty  5  —the alternatives under consideration 
were likewise limited. By the time the AAUP and AAC were coming 
to final agreement, the AFT had backed away from its most activist 
stances, restricted its efforts to its members, and was moving toward 
the AAUP’s approach rather than offering a viable alternative for the 
professoriate as a whole. The ACLU, whose legal work offered some 
opportunities and which occasionally pursued cases others neglected, 
came to see its efforts as supplemental to the AAUP’s rather than a 
replacement for them. It recognized that certain limitations in public 
speech and classroom teaching were valid. And both the AFT and 
ACLU had begun to act against their Communist Party members. 
Indeed, AAUP leaders commented on the AFT’s actions, noted that 
such was not their association’s policy, and suggested that they might 
work to the AAUP’s benefit.  6   Yet, as the difficulties of the ensuing 
years demonstrated, the AAUP was similarly unable to protect the 
most politically heterodox of its faculty in the face of the “tyranny of 
public opinion.” 

 In 1941, Roger Baldwin considered the ACLU’s work for aca-
demic freedom and noted strengthened tenure provisions, greater 
public acceptance of academic freedom, fewer overt administrative 
restrictions, and more engaged professional associations. He noted, 
“If we failed in precise objectives, so did everybody else who opposed 
restrictions on academic freedom. Yet it is obvious that academic free-
dom in every aspect is vastly stronger today than twenty years ago.”  7   
He was right. Professional societies, voluntary associations, and 
teachers unions were unable to accomplish all that some had hoped. 
Educators could still be dismissed for violating conventions and 
expressing unorthodox political and social perspectives. Individual 
administrators could use their power and influence to limit freedom 
or damage careers, as could the faculty who attacked their colleagues 
for political, personal, and professional reasons. Still, through the 
efforts of the AAC, AAUP, ACLU, AFT, and others, the concept of 
academic freedom was far more accepted than it had been prior to the 
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organizations’ foundings. The procedural protections of tenure had 
perhaps come even further. Enactments of these protections were and 
are, however, ultimately dependent on the individuals and institu-
tions involved in specific situations. 

 And, yet, if academic freedom is a core value and tenure is its 
primary protection, the modern era has placed new and pressing 
challenges to American higher education and those who teach and 
research in it. Concerns over appropriate extramural speech in the 
immediate aftermath of September 11, 2001, garnered national head-
lines and resulted in both a few known individual difficulties and 
broader restrictions involving potentially sensitive research. They 
remained amid both the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan and enflamed 
tensions related to the Middle East. Unrelated but similarly politi-
cal battles involving stem-cell research, global warming, and other 
highly charged issues have further affected academic freedom for 
those working in important but contested areas. The modern empha-
sis on externally funded research has likewise led to uncertainty about 
the control of research products, the ability of faculty to publish their 
findings, and the ways in which professorial work can be externally 
dictated. Efforts to compel faculty to release their research data to 
attorneys during litigation in tobacco, automotive safety, and other 
cases have further raised the specter of infringement in ways that no 
statement from the profession could possibly counter. The new pos-
sibilities for communication and expression that modern technology 
has provided have also raised concerns about institutional restraints 
in the digital age. Intramural speech, a perpetual source of conflict, 
has in recent years come under new threats as institutions sporadically 
close faculty senates or act against outspoken critics. In a handful of 
cases, the United States Supreme Court’s  Ceballos v. Garcetti  ruling, 
which allows for government-imposed restrictions on work-related 
public employee speech, has been used to uphold discipline imposed 
on college faculty. Though the specifics might be new to the modern 
era, long-standing concerns over public pressures, legislative interfer-
ence, institutional prerogatives, and faculty behaviors remain.  8   

 Most importantly, the mass casualization of academic labor in the 
modern era has resulted in more than 60 percent of the instructional 
staff in American higher education working not only without tenure 
but off the tenure track altogether. The return of an overwhelmingly 
contingent labor force has sweeping implications for academe, for its 
staffing, and for whether and how it is able to enact its espoused val-
ues. The erosion of tenure—the “means” to the “certain ends” of pro-
tecting academic freedom, attracting highly talented scholars to the 
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professoriate, and allowing institutions to fulfill their duties to stu-
dents and the public  9  —threatens fundamental principles and weakens 
higher education’s ability to serve society. At the fiftieth anniversary 
of the 1940  Statement,  Walter P. Metzger noted that Depression eco-
nomics of the 1930s had caused widespread hardship in higher edu-
cation and that “the competition for nontenure positions tended to 
turn new PhD’s into scramblers for openings that demanded heavy 
workloads at cut-rate pay, and turned the currently employed into 
supplicants for continued favor.” This “plight of the academic under-
class” was one of the factors that helped push the AAUP to negoti-
ate with the AAC and to insist not just on the protections of tenure 
but also on a standard tenure clock that would bring an end to both 
permanent contingency and the “career-long purgatory” of unending 
probationary periods.  10   In the modern period, we have returned to 
the two-tiered system of a tenured and tenureable elite and a larger 
mass of faculty without the protections, security, and support that 
undergird the academic enterprise. In short, through erosion, rather 
than by commission, the agreements between faculty and administra-
tors, and between higher education and society, are being renegoti-
ated. Faculty working conditions are reverting to the models that 
the AAC and AAUP agreed to abandon more than seven decades 
ago—and that more than two hundred endorsing organizations have 
likewise eschewed.  
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